








Weber Alb. Fr. China, 6 April 1866

My dear and very honorable Colleague;

I am starting to believe that the letter that I have addressed to you from Saltillo last

November did not arrive or that your answer got lost. These occurrences are by the way so

common in this country, that they completely discourage the most amateur regulär

correspondent. I would have written you again during the last three months that I spent in

Saltillo and Monterrey, but the inseeurity of the post office, made me wait for a more

secure occasion to write to you via Matamoros. I then will be able to send you my first

series of notes that I told you about in my last letter.

That occasion that I had foreseen already for some time, has just occurred. I departed from

Monterrey the 29th ofMarch with the brigade traveling through the north of Tamaulipas

and Nuevo Leon. I believe that during our travels we will be close to Matamoros where I

will safely be able to send you this letter, that I will mail in Brownsville. I will unite the

notes that I have already written and that for the present time concern only the Cierge

columnaris that I have oberved until now. This first remittance will be for you a specimen

prepared in my usual way. As soon as time permits, I will follow this dispatch with others

in which I will try to condense the numerous, disjointed and frequently incomplete

observations that I have made on the Cacti. Your comments and your critique are for me
of great value, because I have here few bibliographic resources.

In the meantime in the region that have traveled, at this time, your research has left me
very little to glean at, because nearly all the species that I have encountered here, have

already been described by you, with such care, that there is rarely anything that I can add.

Unfortunately I have only 3 of your publications on the subject. These are:

Bound Comm. Report

Pacific Railroad Report

Synopsis of Cacti of the US and adjacent regions.

I had planned to send you at a later date, the itinerary ofmy travels in Mexico with a

description of the species of cacti that I have encountered in each locality. These

itineraries will be interesting specially from the point ofview of the geographic

distribution of the families. I always have tried to make them as exact as possible. At this

time I find myself in a region that is well known to you and I again find here all the

species described by you as growing in the Valley of the Rio Grande. Since Monterrey I

found along the route the following species:

Echinocactus Texensis (common)

Echin.longihamatus (short stems and weak thorns).

Echin. Setispinus hamatus.
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Echin. Schurri )with fruit)

MamiIlaria Heydeni applanata (common)

Main iIlaria spherica? (Longimammae)

Mamillaria macromeris ( in bloom )

Three other species ofMamillaria, I have not yet analyzed accurately. The first belong to

the very numerous and variable group of the Cornifera. They distinguish themselves

mainly by their crepitant stem and the absence of central thorns and secondly that they

look like the Mamillaria vetula, but belong to the Coryphanta because of its small central

flowers ( small, very small). The third are a part of a group of the conoidea, that has small

pockmarked crepitant stems and have a distinct vertical flower with ciliary sepals and

white yellow petals with a purpurescent median line with purple streaks and yellow

antennae. They have green Stylus and Stigmata.

Echinocereus crespitosus

Echinocereus dysnei (various forms)

Echinocereus leptacanthus (variousforms- Berlandini)

Cereus tubinosus (flowering, common). The flowers come out of the end of ramifications,

but not as Poselger says, from the end of the stalk. They appear in the spot were there was

Vegetation from the year before.

Cereus edulissimus (Pitaya), very similar to the Opuntiafrutescens ( extremely common).

This species is spread in large quantities from San Luis Potosi up to the north. The

Opuntia imbricata and tunicata is always found close to the Cereus, all the way to Saltillo

but not found here. The Opuntia vaginata that you said had been seen by Gregg, near San

Luis Potosi, is evidently the Opuntiafrutescens.

In regards to the other Nopales (Platopuntia), that are by the way less varied here than in

the south, I have not yet had the courage of undertaking their study.

Charco Escondido, April 12.

Because tomorrow we have to join a column that comes from Matamoros under the

command of General Mejia, our letters could be dispatched to Matamoros. I am going to

send by this route, the package that I had prepared. It contains a small box with a number

of seeds, that I collected in various locations in Mexico. I address it to a business in

Matamoros, asking them to send it only by the quiekest and safest route possible.

I think that in a few days I again will take the route from Monterrey, rejoining my brigade

as it passes by the north ofNuevo Leon, that is to say, Villaldama and Monclova.

Today I do not have time to write to you again. On my return to Monterrey, I hope I will

find your response to my message from the month ofNovember. If it was definitely lost, I



pray you let me know. I forgot to teil you in,my last letter to please write in German
instead of English, if this would not be an inconvenience. I am not as familiär with

English as I am with German and I sometimes have difficulty deciphering you letters.

I ask you please to address you letters as follows:

Dr.Weber. Physician in Chief of the expeditionary French Corps in Mexico, Saltillo or

Monterrey.

Awaiting your replyto my dispatch of today and awaiting your well received advice, I pray

that you receive my most devoted regards.

Dr. Weber







Weber. A.F. San Luis October 9, 1866

Sir and Very Honorable Colleague,

I want to make a defmite effort to begin corresponding with you again as I have returned to more
peaceful regions, than the north ofMexico where I had been for 1 year. After your amiable response to

my previous letters, response that I received in Monterrey towards the end of October 1865, 1 have

written you 2 times: the first from Saltillo, in November and the second from China (close to

Matamoros) in April 1866. 1 have made definite efforts to begin corresponding with you again as I have

returned to more peaceful regions, than the north ofMexico where I had been for 1 year. After your

amiable response to my previous letters, response that I received in Monterrey towards the end of

October 1865, 1 have written you 2 times: the first from Saltillo in November and the second from

China (close to Matamoros) in April 1866.This last letter was accompanied by the envoy of documents
(descriptions of ther large Cierges, that I had found until then) and a bündle of seeds from a rather large

number of species. Those 2 letters remaind with no response and consequently 1 did not know ifyou
received them. The first were sent through the Mexican Mail Service and should have arrived via

Mexico City and Veracruz. This country is infested by bands of guerrilas and brigands that frequently

attack our couriers; it would not surprise me at all if they had not reached you. The second letters were
sent with a convoy of troops from China to Matamoros. I had addressed it to a business in Matamoros:
Brach, Schonfeld and Co. They then sent it to the U.S. I know that they thankfully arrived in

Matamoros, because I have received answers to other letters included in the same package. I therefore

thought that you received it and must believe that it was your response that got lost. You can imagine

how disagreable the insecurity of the couriers is and how much it cools my most ardent efforts.

Thankfully today I returned to an area of the country that is peaceful and where the stage coaches travel

with some degree of security. I also hurry to answer you to prove my lively desire to renew our

relationship, interrupted by the difficulties in Communications during my sojourn in the north. Today I

will be able to, little by little, place in order the notes that I have accumulated from Veracruz to the Rio
Grande. I will send you succesively all my work. Desirous to record all my observations of the Cactus
family, I began a few months ago the difficult study of the gender Opuntia, that I did not have the

courage to attack until then.

In spite of the extreme difficulties that I encountered to untangle this chaos, and because of this

difficulty, I will be very happy to submit to you all my observations on this subject. At the present time I

could send you a certain number of more or less elaborate documents about, among others the

Echinocactus, the Anhalonium, the Aulacothele and the Cylindropuntia. But what fills me with

uncertainty is the fact that I don't know ifmy letters are arriving to you. I will do my best to send you
regulär dispatches. I don't think I will stay very long in San Luis Potosi as 1 believe that my the end of
the year I will be in Mexico City. The evacuatioin of the French army has begun and will continue

without interruptions. I plan to leave with the last of the troops; all this will take at least 1 year.

Ifyou have written in the course of this year and ifyou have kept a copy of your letters, I would
appreciate it ifyou would send then to me again. I will do the same ifyou have not received mine. Next
spring I will also be able to send you a new batch of seeds or even some plants, if this is possible. For
example I collected as per you instructions, some fragments fo Opuntia stenopitale, that I planted while
waiting for the time that I could send them. I have also kept a rather large number of seeds from the

same species of Opuntia , that is commonly seen in the surroundings of Matehuala, where they grow
very easily; further north the ovaries are more frequently sterile. The fruits normally well developed are



far from being rare.. The Stigmata have not aborted. In the rest of the flowers in which the ovary had

produced fruit, I always found a large Stylus, more developed and determined to produce a large

Stigmata.

You would make me very happy if you would answer me as quickly as possible.

In the meantime Iask you to receive my newest and most devoted sentiments.

Dr. Weber

Please address your reply to the following address:

Dr. Weber

Physician in Chief of the Hospital of the Medical Corp of the French expeditionary forces ofMexico,

Mexico City or in San Luis Potosi.











Weber. Alb. F. San Luis Potosi October 10,1866

ReceivedNov. 12

Ans. Nov. 15

Sir and Honored Colleague,

I will make a new attempt to correspond with you, today that I have returned to calmer regions than in
the north of Mexico, where I had been already for one year. After your kind response to my first letter
response that I received in Monterrey towards the end of October 1865, 1 wrote two times: the first from
Saltillo in November and the second from China (close to Matamoros) in April 1866. This last letter
was accompanied with the first dispatch of documents (description of large Cierges) and a remittance of
seeds of a fairly large number of species. Those letters remained with no answer and therefore I do not
know lfyou have received them. The first was placed in the Mexican post office and should have
traveled by Mexico City and Veracruz. This letter had to travel through a large area ofthe country
infested by bands of guerillas, before it arrived at the port. They frequently robbed our couriers.
Therefore it would not be surprising if it did not arrive in your hands. But the second was sent with a
convoy of troops from China to Matamoros. I had addressed it to a business in Matamoros. Mr. Brach,
Schonfeld and Co., who would then send it to the USA. I know that it arrived safely in Matamoros
because I received responses to other letters included in the same package. I therefore believe that you
did receive it and I therefore think that it is your response that has been lost.

You can imagine how disagreable this insecurity of the couriers is and how much it has cooled my most
ardent wishes.

Thankfully, today I returned from an area of the country that is in peace and where the dispatches
circulate quite safely. I also hurry to answer so as to testify my desire to renew our relations, interrupted
by the difficulties in the Communications during my stay in the north. Today I could little by little

arrange the notes that 1 have gathered from Veracruz to the Rio Grande and little by little send you all
my work. I would like to extend my observations to the complete family of Cacti.

During the past months I undertook the difficult study ofthe Opuntia, that, until then I had not had the
courage to attack. In spite ofthe extreme difficulty that I have in rearranging this chaos and perhaps
because of this difficulty, I will be very happy to submit to you my observations on this subject. At this
moment I could send you certain documents, more or less complete, among which are the Echinocactus,
the Anhalonium, the Aulacothele, the Cylindropuntia, etc. What stops me is the uncertainty of knowing

'

ifyou are receiving my letters. Ifyou would be so kind as to reassure me in this regard, I will, with
pleasure begin the task and Start sending you regulär dispatches.

I don't believe I will stay in San Luis Potosi very much longer and I believe that before the end ofthe
year I will be in Mexico City.

The evacuation of the French army has begun and will continue without interruption. I plan to leave
with the last of the troops. All of this will take about 1 year.



Ifyou have written me in the course of this year and ifyou composed a duplicate ofyour letters I would
be thankful ifyou would send them to me again; I will do the same ifyou have not received mine. Next
spring I could send you a new remittance of seeds or perhaps some plants, if that is possible For
example I collected, following your advice, some fragments of Opuntia stenopetala, that I planted
awaiting for the time that I could send them to you. I also have a fairly large number of seeds ofthat
same species of Opuntia that is common specially around Matehuala, where it flourishes very easily
Further north, the ovaries seem to be more frequently sterile; meanwhile the fruits that mature normally
are far from rare. I will add in passing that the characteristic that you noticed, namely the single and
pomted Stigmata is only an aborted effect; the rest of the flowers where the ovary has produced a fruit I
always found a Stylus that was bigger, better developed and that ended in 5 large Stigmata.

You would really make me very happy ifyou would answer me as early as possible.

While waiting, I pray you will receive my renewed and most distinguished sentiments.

Dr. Weber.

Please send you response to the following address:

Dr. Weber, ChiefPhysician of the Hospital of the Expeditionary Forces in Mexico. In Mexico City or
San Luis Potosi.

Pill,J | l | | | |
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Weber Alb.F. Ouverrezl9Feb. 1867

letter to Dr. Engelmarm in St. Louis (Missouri)

My dear colleague and very honorable friend,

I really do not know ifyou wouid like to pardon my long silence. I confess that I am guilty of great

negligence toward you and will make every effort to excuse myself. You how how difficult our

correspondence was while I was in Mexico and in spite ofmy good will I was not abie to estabiish

contact with you.

Since my return to France, that is to say since last April, I remained on vacation with my family in

Strasbourg and during this time I nearly completely put aside my scientific occupations to deiiver myself

to the pleasures of repose.

I have just returned to my active service in the army and have been placed as principal physician in the

garrison at Ouverrez ( department of Yonne).

I am going to use the spare time that I will have during the winter, to review and arrange the notes that I

wrote in Mexico on various branches of medical and natural sciences. But before anything I want to give

you signs that I am alive and to ask you ifyou would again give me your valued support and

experienced advice.

The last letter that you must have received from me was written in San Luis Potosi in the month of

October 1866. At that time I was still uncertain as to the fate ofmy previous letters. It is not until the

last days of year 1866, while in Mexico that I received your 2 letters in response to the documents and

seeds that I sent you from Matamoros. It took more that 6 months for these letters to arrive. When I

received them, they came from San Luis Potosi, where they had been misplaced in the Mexican post

office. In the meantime I had gone several times to the post office asking if there was any

correspondence for me, but always received a negative answer. If I did not answer you while I was in

Mexico, it is because after receiving your letters, I had to travel to Veracruz with all the sick of the

army, that remained in Mexico. I was in Charge of transporting 400 patients, with whom I walked for

short distances. I had more to do than I could handle.

I arrived in Orizaba where I stopped for about one month, with my patients, before descending to

Veracruz where I arrived in the last days of February. I certainly was guilty, not being abie to write to

you lengthily. I at least could have acknowledged your 2 letters. They where for me so interesting. I

hope you will excuse me, because under the circumstances I was overwhelmed with all sorts of

occupations.

You asked me in one of your letters what the destination would be of the documents ofwhich I

sent you the first series and ifyou plan to publish them ( I would like to publish them). After my
return to France I would like to write a Monograph of the Mexican Cacti, trying ot make it as

complete as possible. Regretfully my medical functions have always been placed above my
botanical studies.These I have never cultivated, but have undertaken them as a recreation while
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traveling through a large area of the Mexican territory however not large enough as I would have

liked, so that I could produce something more complete.To be honest I traversed Mexico in all

its length fromVeracruz to the Rio Grande in the north. I was very much out of the way of the

large routes, therefore there were many localities that should have been visited but remained

outside of the circle ofmy explorations. I thought the year 1867 would provide me the

opportunity to see other parts of the country, principally the greenery of the Pacific, that seems

never to have been explored. The unhappy course that our expedition has taken and our

premature return to France, have placed a forced stop to my projects. I regret that I find it an

impossibility to do what I wanted to. My work will remain, in the meantime, very incomplete.

However Iconsider it a duty to science to not let it linger in my note books and to publish them

as they are. They will provide, in spite of there imperfections, some material that will make
known a vegetable family so little known until today. They will allow future botanists, who
luckier than I, the opportunity to complete them. In Mexico there is no lack of studious and

instructed men, that will demand nothing less, I am sure, than to scientifically study the

vegetable wealth which abounds in their country and provide science with an abundance of

interesting material. But how can we expect, that while studying one of the works published in

Europe on Cacti, that they will be able to recognize in their descriptions, the plant they have

under their eyes? One of the most important facts that will be ofmuch help to recognize in this

chaos and which until know has been totally neglected by the botanists (I make you an honorable

exception), is painting at their exact locations. If one knows that at a certain location, one never

fmds but a very restricted number of species, it becomes much easier to to verify the Synonyms

and to correct the errors. Also for example in the Memoir of Poselger in 1853, that my friend

Buchinger sent me to Mexico, I found some species described and also their locality. This

informations helped me much more that the descriptions to find the species again. At La Soledad

(close to Veracruz), I very easily found the Pilocereus scoparius. In the Canada (between

Orizaba and Puebla), I again found the Mammillaria Karstinii, Further away, around San Agustin

de Palmas, there was the Mammillaria cirrosa (that is nothing but the M. Grisea Salm,

Mallitiana ofthe French).

In Saltillo I again found the Mammillaria Leona similar to the Echinocactus Saltillensis; ( it is this

species from which I sent you seeds under the name Mammillaria obustispina). I think that this name is

synonymous with the Mammillaria robustispina. I believe that this name is synonymous with the

Mammillaria SchuriV. I did not see the flowers. Poselger says they are large and fleshy. Could they be a

cornifere, type of scolymoides) is found at each step in the surroundings of Sahnas and Monterrey). Its

piain saplings variety of your robustispina] It is probable. This Echinocactus salirensis ( variety of the

Mammillaria differentiate it from its less vigorous neighbor that you have described under the name of

mammillaria calcarata. In La Rinconada ( between Saltillo and Monterrey), I recognized in the blink of

an eye, the Echianoe capricornis et loptothile. I recognized your Opuntia stenopitale, without flowers,

bcause I was looking for it according to your directions in the south of Saltillo, ( I really found it in the

fields of the Battie of Buenavista, that I covered in every direction and where there are no other Opuntia

with flat thorns, than the Opuntia Dillenii, that is to say the Mexican form of the Opuntia Engelmanii). I

could teil you ofmany examples that demonstrate the importance of knowing the exact site, for further

research in the future.
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Another source of information that is still very useful for verification and research in the country itself,

is the mention of the native name. There are many species that carry in the country the well known
name and that the natives know in general very well. For example you already know, after reading my
notes the Garambullo, el Tetejo, la Chiotilla ( that I considered synonymous to the Cereus Dumortiehi;
later on I found this one close to Queretaro. The Chiotilla is very distinct); the Toconostle, the Pitaya,
the Pitahaya, etc. Ifyou ask a native anywhere to show you a Garambullo, he will not hesitate for one
instant. Some globular species, also have distinct names. For example ifyou ask one ofthe natives to

show you the Peyote, he will invariably show you the Anhalonium (Echinocactus) Wüliamsii. He will

then show you the Anhalonium prismaticum and he will make you observe that it is a variety of Peyote,
but not the real one ( you see in passing, that the natives recognized before you and I, the close

resemblance of the Echinocactus Wüliamsii and the Anhalonium).

However it is mainly in the study ofthe Opuntia and mostly in the cultivated variety that the indigenous
name would be most important. Regretfully they did not have time to disentangle the difficult

Synonyms. In the meantime 1 was able to note many native names and was reassured that they always
mean the same species or variety. The names ofMazul orMazula (Opuntia stenopetala), Quija
(pronounce the J like in German) (Op. Dillenii); Coionostle (Op. Imbricata); Tarajillo 9 Opuntia
frutescens); Clavelina (Opuntia triacantha), Duraznillo (Opuntiafulvispina), Toconostle (type of acid
fruit like the Cireus of the same name); Alfajayneca (Op. Maxima); canucosa (Op. Crassa?) and among
the cultivated species more or less in the vicinity of the Opuntiaficus indica: la Pelona, la Bianca,
Amarilla

, Mansa, Ceniza, Chavena, Tuna de Castilla, etc. Then the famous Cardona fron San Luis
Potosi (new species?), etc.etc. All these names are well known to the natives and it would be importanat
to not them and to find their Synonyms in the future.

It is not that I lacked enthusiasm to establish a general frame, a basic structure, in which some details

could be missing, but that could be replaced easily by future explorers and mostly by the native scholars.

In the first place as I have already mentioned, my medicai duties do not allow me enough freedom to

make lengthy and frequent excursions. Then the official Cooperation, that is to say, the facilities that

could have been made available to me, by the military authorities, were nearly completely absent.

It is time that a scientific commission was organized in Paris for the exploration of Mexico. We had
great illusions that Mexico should be known as in the past, scholars accompanying Bonaparte made
Egypt well known. But this commission was not able to organize themselves. In the expeditionary army
they could have found a certain number of studious and sufficiently instructed men to furnish precious
materials. However scientific studies are not honored nor are they encouraged in the French Army. The
Commission in Paris does not have a Single member that went to Mexico. They were content in sending
scholars of 4th or 5th category, who were not part ofthe army and therefore did not have the facilities to

march through the land with military columns; therefore they stayed comfortably in Mexico City or
other large cities.

Botany was represented by a courageous and dignified man, Mr. Bourjaud who was employed in the
herbarium in the Garden of Plants in Paris. He admitted that he did not know one word of botany; his

specialty was to collect all the plants that he found putting them in a paper folder. He was very good in
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doing this, but this was not what was needed in a country where the Vegetation is characterized by
succulent plants: Cactus, Agave, Euphorbia, Anhalonium, Alnus, Palmera, etc.etc.

Certainly a good collector could be of great Service, but he has to be directed by a botanist capable of
studying and describing on the spot Furthermore this collector, who could not ride a horse, began
collecting plants in the outskirts of Mexico and Cordoba, that is to say, in places that had already been
visited by hundreds ofbotanical collectors.

There was also a gardener in Charge of sending to France, the most important plants from the

horticultural point of view. This one seemed to me to be a very vulgär gardener without botanical

knowledge that would have been indispensable. Anyway his shipments were very sparse.

Within the Committee of Paris, Botany was represented by Mr. Decaines, professor of the Garden of
Plants. In the first months of 1864, date when the committee was formed I wrote Mr. Descaines to offer

him my Services and to inform him of the projects that t had already begun. I offered to send him the

herbarium and to study on the spot the plants or families that he would assign to me and specially those

that cannot be prepared for the herbarium.

Mr. Decaines new me personally for a long time as he had seen me frequently in the Garden of Plants in

Paris. He knew perfectly what I was capable of I also wanted to teil him that my assistance was entirely

disinterested, that I was not asking for a pecuniary subsidy. I was simply asking for an official

recommendation and specially to be able to change my residence without interfering with my medical
Position in the army, as seemed necessary with my work. I also wanted to accompany ad libitum

whatever expedition I chose. Well ! Would you believe it? Mr. Decaines did not choose to respond. It is

only after one year that he inquired about me, through his plant collector Mr. Boujeau, asking where my
projects where and if I sent them to him. You can understand that I told Mr. Boujeau to teil his chief that

I had nothing to say to him. You can see that I was hardly officially encouraged to work and I must
admit to you I was somewhat disgusted.

At the beginning I wanted to do a little of everything and study the floral groups instead of the detail s in

the large Herbarium that were going to give Mr. Bouchinger great pleasure. He mentioned this to the

German specialists. Some plants went to Leipzig with Mettenius; the Lycopodiacea went to Berlin with
Alexander Braun,etc.etc. 1 soon recognized the truth of the proverb " he who embraces too much gets

nowhere" I also did not have time. I fmished by dedicating my time exclusively to the Cacti that

attracted me versus those that were less known.

Now, and in spite of the incompleteness ofmy notes, 1 would like to rearrange them and publish them.
But in revewing and trying to classify them, I encounter many difficuities ofwhich 1 would like to

introduce you to the principal ones.

The greatesr difficuities lie in the defmition of the genders. The gender is always a more or less artificial

group and this is mostly seen in the family of the Cacti, more than elsewhere. Nature rarely forms
perfectly circumscribed groups; they proceed nearly always gradually in insensible transitions. They also

do not form a continuous series. These series can be compared to a line folded on itself in a way that the

furthest points will return and recontact those at the beginning of the series. In our present State of
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knowledge it would seem that one could distinclty separate 2 large groups: the Peirescia and the
Opuntia. Between these 2 groups don't you have transitions such as the Peirescia Poepigii and the P.
Tubulata? The Perirescia are, by the way, very little known in the areas where I was in Mexico and I

would have little to say about them. The Opuntia are definitely separated from the cylindrical and
globular Cacti, but it is true that the flowers ofmany ofthem are unknown.

Do we know the flowers of the majority ofthose that constitute for example the Cerci opuntiacii, which
is the plant drawn by many under the name cactus moniliformis! Are they not the same as the Opuntia
with a Cereus flower? Our Opuntia clavata differ, but not considerably, from a type differentiated by
their crowned fruit and there perianth. Its flower, that gives birth to its fruit, does not seem to be as red
as in the ordinary Opuntia (Opuntia Schottsi that I found abundantly in San Luis Potosi and all the way
to the Rio Grande. Its fruit is not very characteristic: it is profoundly umbilicated, furrowed and black.

The Rhipalis also seem to be a very natural group, neighbors on one side ofthe Phyllocactus because of
the shape of its stalks and on the other side they are a transition ofthe Cereus through the Pfeiffera
cerviformis and by the Garambullo (Cereus pugioniferus) that is nothing eise than Cereus with flowers
hke the Rhipsalis. It is difficult to place it in one or the other species.

In regards to all the others, from the Philoocactaceae up to the Cereus or Pilocereus or Echinopsis or
Echinocereus and also the Echinocactus, Helocactus, Mammillaria andAnhalonium there are also very
subtle transitions, multiplied so frequently that it is difficult to divide them and to separate them into
groups. Never-the-less in an enumeration or scientific description of all these species, it is indispensable
to establish separate groups even if I can not establish all the analogies that are possible comparing the
Mammillaria with the Cereus. Without doubt these groups exist; the only question that is difficult is to
establish their precise limits and to classify them distinctly. Should these be called genders or
subgenders? Where should the subgender stop and the gender begin? It is certain that the best would be
to unite a small group of perfectly defined species. However nature does not obey our classifications; to
the contrary our Classification must adapt to nature. I believe we must stop forming a small number of
genders so well defined. The moment you want to spread out our groups you won't have a single
characteristic that would be common to all species that form them.

Ifyou will permit me we are going to review some ofthe principal characteristics on which at the
present time, groups are formed. Let us take the first Classification of Salm. Let us admit that there are
two large divisions of the Eubulosa and the Rotataceae; the first ramifications, that ofthe Eubulosa, is
divided in 2 large groups: 1) Germen reclusum Laevae and 2) Germen insertum squamosum rarelaeve.

The first group comprises 4 genders: Anhalonium, Pelacyphora, Mammillaria and Melocactus. But the
terrain on which it grows is under our Steps; hte division ofthe prince of Salm resta simply on errors.

I have never understood what was meant by inserted ovary or excerted ovary in the family ofthe Cacti I

know that m certain Mammillaria the stem comes out ofthe body of the plant depending on its maturity
However if one takes the time to look more closely, one will notice that under no circumstance is the
ovary inmersed in the body of the plant (it is here, I suppose, that the words onsertum and inclusum are
used). In the Mammillaria the sections ofAulacothele and Longimamma, where the flowers are large
andwhere described long time ago. I do not understand how prince Salm, such a conscienscious
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observer, could have fallen into such an obvious error. But I will go further. I think that in the sections
that you assembled under the name Eumammillaria, the ovary is neither immersed or inserted. I

observed a large number of flowers from diverse species on detaching the flowers close to the plant and
cutting them longitudmally in two I always found the ovary in the cut portion. I am sure that I did not
make a mistake in the species that I examined. I only regret not having stayed at the institute to write
regulär essays, taking many notes, of all the species examined.

The hazard could be that I would come across exclusively on species that have inserted ovaries. There
would be some in whom the ovary has already emerged. I doubt very much that this Situation can be
easily identified; I will try to reexamine them next spring and you in turn can also do it. I remember
having been impressed by this fact, that contradicted my lectures in 1864 and 1867, during which I

could not identify specifically the species on which 1 observed it. They were as far as I can remember

,

some Macrothelae like the Mammillaria aristinajuntacantha, San Luis variety, Mammillaria
Schelhasie, M Carusa; I even seem to remember that I observed the same thing on the Mammillaria
acantoplyma et Haageana. However I could not be sure. It was not until 1866 in Monterrey that 1

thought of doing a regulär experiment but at the time I only had 3 species of Eumammillaria: pasilla
lenana applanata, and the species from which I sent you seeds under the name ofMammillaria
Glabrata. At the Universal Paris Exposition I saw plants named Glabrata; they are different from the
Monterrey species. I must say they were quite different from this last one according to Salm. Well!
These 3 species have shown me an inserted ovary. On the illustrations of the Bound Comm. Rep. which
show the flowers of the Mammillaria the flowers are very distinctly seen and are without doubt
immersed. On the other hand this would not be sufficient to establish a defmite Classification; it would
be too inconsistent to include it in the Classification of the Eumammillaria ovarium emersumo
immersum.

In the Anhalonium you proved the emergence of the ovary, that I proved in the Anhalonium
prismaticum elongatum et sulcatum. This last species forms the transition with the Pelucyphora, that in
no way can contribute a distinct gender that is nothing but an Anhalonium. I did not see the open flowers
but their positionand that of the fruit is identical with the flowers of the Anhalonium sulcatum. I don't
for a moment agree that its ovaries are also emmerged, this is because its flowers are vertical. The fruit
is small and like the Anhalonium is found compressed between the tubercles at the top and do not
mature until after they bloom.

Within the Melocactus, that seem to form a very natural group, the ovary is probably not immersed. It is

true that I did not see the Melocactus in Mexico. I did not see these plants well developed until I went
by Martinique where there were some beautiful Melocactus communis plantis, at the garden of plants in
the town of St. Pierre. I do not believe that in this gender the ovary is also inserted. All these
observations are exactly like those made byr. De Manville ( see Labouret, Monogram of Cactus,
pagel 18), that is to say that in the Melocactus the flower is only auxiiliary and comes out of the summit
of the Mamilons Laniferes to form the cephalium. I verified this fact in the Pilocereus lateralis. In my
opinion there is a great analogy between the cephalium of the Pilocereus and that ofthe Melocactus, but
they are not entirely the same asthe latter.

Certainly the fact advanced by Manville, should be verified again, but unless there is proof against
these observations, they seem too precise not to be admitted. But if the flower comes out of the summit
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of the mamilla and not from its pit, the ovary cannot be immersed until it is inmerged in the mamelon;
this would be a new finding.

All this proves that the physiology of the Cacti is still dimmed by obscurities and that the facts that seem
incontestable must be taken back.

All the tubulär Cacti with smooth bark, have an ovary that is very short and becomes considerably
elongated, nearly always at maturity. In this way the fruit seems to emerge suddenly from the plant in

which it was hidden. This is a phenomenon that without doubt distinguishes the inserted ovary, and is

considered to be a precise feature , but it does not apply only to the Mammillaria, the Aulacothele and
the Melocactus, but also to the Melanocorpus whose pink wood does not appear uniti its mature.I will

even add that some of the Echinocactus with a false cephalium have elongated bark during maturity and
because of this have smooth wood in their inferior half. (For example the pink wood ofthe
Echinocactus ingens, etc). In the Anhalonium to the contrary (prismaticum, elongatum, sulcatum,

Pelecyphora assiliformis) the bark is only slightly is an exception. Its bark is elongated and remains
hidden in the wool of the Vertex and compressed between the tubercles. The Anhalonium Williamsü
entirely similar to the Mammillarias.

Thus I believe we are in complete agreement to reject the characteristic of the possible emergence ofthe
ovary as a mediocre Classification and as a genetic characteristic. I mentioned this to you because in

your letters you brought my attention to this subject. I also wanted you to know my ideas as then I could
corroborate them with yours.

A character that seems to me should be considered because it is important, is that there are some species

that form a transition. These are derived from the stem which can be smooth or squamous. They are the

group where nature itself teils us of the beginning of the series of Cacti: Eumammillaria, Aulacothele,

Anhalonium, Melocactus, Discocactus and Malacocarpus.

I think one could form a first group that could be named Melocactus or Gymnocorpus. The genders of
which have among themselves a number of affinities. Each one forms a group that one can observe with
certain precision. The Malacocorpus would constitute the transition from the Melocactus to the

Echinocactus. The first are recognized by their smooth bark and the second by the mature cephalium.
They seem to form a small and quite natural group; they are also distinguished by their color, which in

my eyes, constitutes a characteristic that has not been suficiently noticed.

The Melocactus form a natural group accepted by all botanists, that have singularly multiplied the

species. They are also distinguished by their color. They all originate on the shores of the Gulf of
Mexico and in the hottest region of the Americas.

I have nothing to say about the Discocactus, that I do not know. Their tubulär flower is elongated and
this seems to be sufficient to distinguish them.

In regards to the plants that form the 3 groups that you have mentioned with the name of Mammillaria,
their characteristics can distinguish them one from another; they merit our highest degree of attention
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The more I think the more I am convinced that each one of the groups that you have described as
subgenders, can form a distinct gender. For the Anhalonium, you yourself have placed this idea in the
Bound. Comm. Rep. and I divided them. Like you, I added to them the Anhalonium from the
Pelecyphora. The flowers are very similar to those of the Anhalonium sulcatum; they rise from the
middle of a woody vertex; its seeds are less distinctly trabeculated as eompared to other species; they
are rather verucose. Consequently we have 6 species ofAnhalonium: elongatum, prismaticum,
fissuratum, sulcatum, asilliforme and Williamsii. In regards to the Leuchtenhergia, I did not find it in
Mexico, but I don't think it can be included with the Anhalonium. The description by Salm (Cacti,

Horticultural dictionary page 178) seems to indicate quite clearly that the ovary is squamous, the flower
does not rise from the woody vertex which is characteristic of the Anhalonium; the extraordinary length
of the floral tube would in itself be sufficient to form a separate group of this unique plant.

In regards to the Eumammillaria and the Coryphanta, it seems to me that there is a very cleär line of
demarcation. I propose to make 2 distinct genders. I would call the first Mammillaria and the second
Aulacothele. The name Coryphanta seems to me inapropriate as certain plants of this group have very
small flowers, even smaller than the Eumammillaria. Some of these have very large flowers. By the way
the name Aulacothele fits much better the principal characteristic on which this gender is founded. I do
not agree entirely with your opinion in regards the distinctive feature of the Eumammillaria and the
Coryphanta, which has the lateral or vertical position of the flowers. This characteristic is not
sufficiently constant, specially if under the name of vertex aureolas, wether vertical or lateral, as would
be logical, we would include those that were born after the previous flowering period. I would like to
present to you at another time my ideas on inftoresecence of the cacti in general, today it would be to
long. At this time it would be sufficient to acertain that the characteristic of the lateral or vertical

portion of the flowers is subject to dispute, just as you recognized in one of your letters. There is

another feature in regards the preceding, but which is invariable and which must indicate very clearly
the line of demarcation between both groups: it is the presence or absence of the furrow on the
flowering mammillae.

This furrow is nothing but the Prolongation of the occuliferrous areola, Prolongation that extends to the
base of the mammilla or to one half or two thirds of its height. It is absolutely identical to the groove
that comes from the areola of the Echinocactus. I think it is obvious that you have considered the ocular
areola and the flowering one as 2 distinctive areolas, united only by one groove. It is a fact that they
form only one areola, similar to that of the Echinocactus. It is perfectly true that in the Aulacothele the
influorescence is more areolar that axillary. If the bark were not smooth the Aulacothele would be an
Echinocactus. Reciprocally please admit that certain Echinocactus of the group Chilodiae have smooth
bark as for example the Echinocactus horripilus, lophothele, Mensis, etc. Everyone would agree to
include them with the Aulacothele, although no one would consider their there inflorescense as axilary.

The Aulacothele are intermediary entities between the Mammillaria and the Echinocactus and hold all

other accessory characters. I must admit they form a very separate group that in my opinion should have
the honor of being higher in their gender. We could consider ourselves very happy if all the other groups
could be defined with the same precision.

The Mammillaria and the Aulacothele all originate in the northern hemisphere in nearly all ofMexico
and close to the United States. Only 3 species come from New Granada and came from the Antilles.

Labouret noticed that the Mammillaria elephantidens is known only in Paraguay, but it is without doubt
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one on the many errors attributed to this author. This species originates in Mexico and all the
observations of species from far away, are in my opinion a mistake. The great majority of the
Aulacothele originate in the northern provinces, whereas the Eumammillaria are mainly found in the
south.

Now, after I have told you which the genders are that I would like to include in our first section
(Gymnocarpus) and which the characteristics are that seem to differentiate them, I must talk to you
about a plant that you undoubtedly know better than I that is without doubt a part of our first section. I

do not under what gender to place. This plant, ofwhich I would like to get your opinion is the
Mammillaria micromeris.

I found in the arrid and stony plains, close to Saltillo on the edges of the road from Saltillo to
Monterrey, some rare forms of this plant that you have described under the name ofM Micromeris var.
Greggi. I was unable to preserve any specimen. They all died before arriving in France. Therefore I am
unable to examin them again and all what I teil comes from my notes. I will copy what 1 find in my
notebooks, relative to this plant.

Globular, simple, sometimes with polycephalic branches and with a destroyed head. The largest sample
that I was able to find measures four cms. in diameter and in height. It is entirely similar to the
description of the M. Micromeris var. Greggi given by Englemann in the Bound. Comm. Rep. The best
samples have no flowers (Nov. 1861, but the ripe fruits are in the middle of the wool on the summit. I

carefully dissected 2 samples and I was convinced that this plant is certainly vertical like in the
connifera and the like. The Vertex is mainly depressed and fiiled by the cephalium that surrounds the
plant. It also has abundant woolen down which is very long and forms part of the needles. This type of
Cephalium is unique for this species. I was reasurred in the most positive way, with a careful dissection
using a magnifying glass, that the flowers and the fruits arise from the summit of the young mammillae
and not from the axila, that are entirely bare throughout their existence. The fruits that I examined arose
from the upper part of the occulipherous areola immediately beneath the silk threads of the needles.
Late on, on the perfectly developed mammillae there is no trace, scar, groove of the areola or of the
place where the flower had been.

The bark and the seeds are identical to those seen in the plants ofthe Bound Commission Report. The
seeds are scaphoid (of umbilical configuration. I only found this shape of seeds in one Single species of
the Echinocactus capricornis, that is found not far from Rinconada.

In what gender does this unusual species find itself? It is surely not the Eumammillaria that is essentially
characterized by the infloresecence, always axillary, in which all the flowers are ordinarily lateral,

sometimes subcentral (that is to say growing out ofthe grooves ofthe adult mammillae, from the same
year but never arising from the new born mammillae. Could this be the Aulacothele?
Therefore the essential characteristic on which I want to found this gender (flowers Coming out ofthe
end ofthe groove that prolong the occulipheros areola of the upper mammillae), would be wrong or
would it be necessary to modify and admit that one section in which a groove of flowers is so short,
nearly nil therefore the inflorescense would be completely areolar.????
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Our plant has no other analogy elsewhere. They have no resemblance with the species that is formed by
the natural group of the Aulacothele. Then also this particuliarity entirely unique, of the thorns that cross
each other after the areola has produced its flower whose upper half is elongated. The cephalium
seemed to be much less visible than it is ordinarily in the AulacotheleW Could it be as persistent as the

cephalium of the Melocactusl Therefore in its own right it should be placed in the gender of the
Melocactus, with whom it seems to have great affinity if one wants to disregard its mammeliform body.
Would it be necessary to make a new gender, intermediary between the Eumammillaria and the

Melocactus having the body of the first and the inflorescence of the second? In the doubt that I found
myself I probably would take the second opinion, but I would like to be enlightened by your advice and
your ideas. You have been able to study this plant better than I; you probably have living samples at

your disposal and I hope you can set me straight.

There you are my dear colleague. I have again abused ofyour time and patience; my letter is sufficiently

long for today. I will postpone its continuation to another day. You would make me very happy ifyou
would not spare any criticism and send me your advice which is not unknown in the botanical world. All

authority is always secondary to yours.

In the next letter Iwill try to deal with the more difficult chapter of the Echinocactus and the Cereus. It

is there that I will be made to confess that the greatest portion ofthe information that Ii have obtained
comes from the material that I received after it was partially destroyed.

I am also going to collect my notes and I will send you successively the list of all the species old or new,
that I have found. There will be a certain number of species that I will not be able to bring back to be
compared with those that have already been cultivated in Europe. I am sure that you widerstand that it

is not always easy to recognize the species in our catalogues or to find them in the gardens where they
are not labeled like in our collections and that offer an infinite number of variations. There are those
where I will only be able to indicate the group to which they belong. For example in the area of San Luis
Potosi, there is a very common Mammillaria of thepentacantha or other neighboring species. I should
have known the cultivated species in my collections before going to study them in Mexico or at least

those that I did not have. In France I do not know any large collections of cacti and I have never been to

Germany. Therefore I have only seen important secondary collections. These samples are not always
correctly labeled. It would also be necessary to cut every day, each species found to send them to

Europe with a labe! indicated exactly where they come from, so that late on they can be compared to

each other to establish their variations. All this is very easy theoretically but when one finds oneselfon
the site, without proper resources, with very restricted means of transportation, not being able to get off
the horse everytime something is seen, then the Situation is different. More than once I got the

observations of the Commander of the columns with which I marched, because I was too far from the

columns or if I would stop I would stay too far behind. It also to me more than once of having been
bothered disagreably by rattle snakes (Vibora cascavella) that are very common specially north of San
Luis Potosi up to the Rio Grande. They make this terrain very dangerous.

A moment ago I was talking about species that vary so much therefore I was unable to name them,
except by the name of their group. The example I want to mention is the Echinocactus Shenogoni, that

varies so much or better yet, that offers so many transitions. I finally was made to believe that they all

form one Single species (at least all the ones that I saw).
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I will stop here for today, my dear colleague. I hope your occupations will allow you time to read my
prose and to answer me. If I do not bore you too much, I promise that in the future I will be a faithful
correspondent.

Awaiting news from you, I ask you to again accept my respectful devotion

Alb. Weber
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Weber,AJF.

Ree March 13. St. Louis

Ans. Jan 25, 1869 Rome / Auderre 29 February 1868

Very dear Sir and very honorable colleague,

I have to thank you very sincerely for your kindness in excusing me for my long silence and for the

kindness with which you have answered the many questions from my last letter. The photograph that

you so kindly sent me in exchange of mine, gave me the greatest pleasure.I will be so happy to meet

you personally when you come to Europe next summer. If you come to France I will make it my duty

at the same time that I will have the pleasure, to go and visit you in Germany. The time that I will

spend with you will be precious under all circumstances and I will profit from this unexpected

occasion to submit all the documents ( quite insufficient, alas!) that I was able to collect in Mexico
on the Cactii.At the moment when I sent my last letter, my intentions were to prepare another study

which will summarize my notes on the Echinocactus and the Cerews.Unfortunately, since the

beginning of this year, I was forced to completely put aside all my botanical endeavors, to occupy

my time exclusively in the preparation of a surgical competition that will take place in the month of

March and which I will take part in; it won't be until after this that I will be able to occupy myself

again in placing in order all my notes on the Mexican cactii.I will also force myself today to make
some short considerations in response to different passages from your letter of last January.

After having read this letter, I see that what I should do when I publish some fragments that I was
able to collect, will be to include as little as possible, the divisions that are actually in use. I will

leave the genders just as they are: Mamillaria ( including the 2 large groups ofEumamillaria and
Coryphanta), Anhalonium ( including the Polyciphora and the Williamsii),Echinocactus

Cereus,Phyllocactus, Rhipsalis, Opuntia. In regards to the doubtful species, it would be best to leave

them provisionally with their present names and places. The Cereus pugioniferus will continue

carrying this name or its synonym the Cereus geometrizans. It will only constitute a particular

section of the Cereus with very small flowers that resemble the flowers of the Rhipsalis. The
Mamillaria micromeris will continue to at least, preserve its name as it will be impossible to place

them in one of the two sections of the gender mamillarm. You proposed to place them with the

gender Anhaloniun depending on if the flowers rise from the top of the mamillae. Please allow me to

disagree by making several objections, that do not allow me to aeeept this point of view. You have

aeeepted this position of the flowers as common to all the species of the Anhalonium; ifl have

understood correctly, in your eyes, the "supra axillary" or the apical position of the flowers of the

Anhalonium, constitute ones of their distinetive characteristics.This characteristic exists definitely in

the species described by you and is shown well in the illustrations of the Bound Commiss. Report. It

also is seen in the Anhalonium sulcatum, that is entirely distinetive from the Anhalonium
fissuratum.But it does does exist in the species or .gender of the Anhalonium prismaticum. ( I can
show you some very pretty live samples), nor in the Anhalonium elongatum nor in the policyphora.

In these 3 speices, of which I have dissected more than one plant, the wooly growth from whose
center grow the flowers,are axillary, that is to say, they come out of the body of the plant itself

between the tubercles.Furthermore in the Mamillaria micromeris the flower does not arise from the

middle of the wooly brush, like in the Anhalonium, but immediately above. The flower of the
Micromeris come out of the oculipherous areola above thebundles of für and needles; whereas in the

Anhalonium, where the oculipherous areola is frequently very well demarcated, mostly in the young
plants, this areola is entirely independent from the point of emergence of the flower. The shape of



the seeds is also entirely defferent. therefore I believe that this prevents its union with the species of

the Anhalonium.

I admit that I would have classified this curious little plant with the Echinocactus theloidei, had I not

been stopped by the total absence of the scales on the bark. Until now I had been used to considering

this characteristic as being the limit between the Mamillaria and the Echinocactus, however ifwe
do not recognize this there would be nothing to distinguish the Coryphantafrom the Echinocactus

theloideus.

I know that between the bark of the Echincactus Scurii and that of the Mamillaria micromeris or the

Mamilaria elephantidens. there is a very small difference; the first is very slightly squamous and

could be confused very early with the green bark of the Coryphanta, which also has seeds.

But in conclusion all our classifications, will always be, no matter what we do, artificial. Most of the

genders were established by most of the botanists since Linnaeus, and defined more or less

arbitrarily. That is to say they have nearly always found species that relate to the neighboring gender,

and if placed together with two or various genders could find their place in one or in the other; if one
could not be convinced to adopt certain characteristics which would defme them.

I am obliged to admit that the more I notice the characters on which one may base the various

genders, the more I am confused instead of being clarified. I have always made myself to study

intensively the seeds of all the species that I have found, with the idea to be able to build something

on top of what already had been found.

Frequently, because one has examined only a small number of species, one believes to be on the

track of a general and constant character. Then suddenly one is so astonished at having found several

exceptions that demolish all our previous knowledge.In this way for example, the Coryphanta and
Anhalonium seemed to me to be two groups separated by the relationship of the seeds.The greatest

majority of the Coryphanta have brown seeds with more or less smooth thin epidermis. You have
even specified (Bound Rep.) the "nunquam trabeculata". Well! the plant that is found from Saltillo

to the Rio Grande, is fairly abundant in certain localities, that you have without doubt included in

your descriptions of the Mamilaria strobiliformis and which is not entirely identical with the M.
comoidea DC, but are close neighbors( they seems to differ from the flower, which is biger, rose

colored and with larger non linear petalsTike the DC and which I saw in the interior of Mexico). As
I was saying this plant has an amazing analogy with the Anahalonium because of the similarity of
the bark and the seed. The seeds are black and tuberculated like in the Anhalonium with the form of
a Phrygien bonnet and a basilary hilus. Take a flower, bark and seed of the M. conoidea, separate it

from the trunk of the plant, place at its side the flower, bark and seed of the Anhalonium
prismaticum et sulcatum, seprated from the plant in a similar fashion, and you will not be able to

find an important difference.The difference exists only in the aspect exterior of the plant and its

inflorescense.

Another species from the basin of the Rio Grande, but of which I find no mention in your
publications and which I described under the name ofMamillaria (coryphanta) chlorostigma

{Mamilaria Pottsii Scheer) with an exterior similar to the_with grooved mamilae, vertical flowers,

small ciliated sepals and petals of a dirty white color and a purpuric median line, purple stamen,

yellow antennae, green Stylus and Stigmata, with ovoid stem, (first green and later red).As I was
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saying, this species has seeds which are the transition between the seeds of the Coryphanta, just as

you described them, that is to say, reticular and smooth, with tuberculated seeds of the Mamilaria
conoidea. These seeds are dark brown and have a roughness similar tothe skin of a lime.

What I have been able to observe until now is that the seeds have clearcut characteristics and truly

generic for the Opuntia. For all the other genders, I believe we mustnot try to find seeds that have a
constant character that may have a generic value. But if they do not provide us with generic

characteristics, their study is extremely important from the point ofview of species character. In

relation to the seeds that are typical it will be nearly impossible to confuse seeds from two species

that are not very similar. many times I have had the experience while having someone pick the seeds
at random from a package where the name was written on the cover, that I was able to identify the

seed as written on the label of the package from which the seeds had been taken.

This year I plan to make a collection of seeds of all the species of Cactus that I have been able to

gather. However it is important to note that seeds from the most common species are totally

unknown to me.After my collection is slighty more complete I will try to find a good artist capable
of making an atlas representing all the series of seeds. I have already asked a horticulturalist in Paris,

Mr. Pfersdorf, that specializes in growing cactii, to gather seeds of all species wether new or old,

that he is able to.

It is possible that this study, comparing seeds from diverse species in our collection, will confirm the

opinion that I have had for a long time and which I am sure you also have, and that is to

considerably reduce the number of species placed in the books or catalogues that deal

with Cacti.With this report you certainly will not blame me for not wanting to establish

too many new species. I would really like to eliminate many old species and variations

from those that I could not be more conclusive.Never the less I tend to destroy a
generalized error, that is, that the variations of Cactii in their homeland, tend to

hybridization, which is helped by the simultaenous presence of a large number of species
that frequently are close to each other, in the same location. This is all an absolute
error.This spontaenous hybridization must be extremely rare, if it exists at all. In the first

place, in one locality one never fmds but a very few species and the types of each species
all look alike without any variations. But going to places further away you will again find
the same ones. However in this new location each species will be different of what you
saw in the preceding place. Expressing this in other terms, the variations of the species are
always determined bv the influence of the locality. they vary from place to place but in the
same locality they vary very little. These are species that vary very little in large

geographic areas. For example the Echinocactus cormgerus that is found abundandtly
near every where in the high plateau (2000 meters). This species shows us the difference
in the changes of the different varieties. In reality there are two variations: one with purple
thorns and flowers, the other with yellow thorns and flowers, that one fmds specially in

the north between San Luis Potosi and Matehuala, from coast to coast. However the two
varieties of this species show nearly no variations. One that has many variations is the
Echinocactus hexadrophorus that is found in the south and north of Matehuala. Well!
from 10 to 10 leagues they nearly completely change. I brought back specimens from 4-5
different locations that are quite different among themselves; but in each locations all the
specimens are of the same type.



When one travels long distances on horse with the possibility to stop any moment, one can follow
step by step the transitions from one type to the other; these are sometimes so subtle, that one is

persuaded to think that one always sees the same plant. But if one has picked a specimen and if

during a long days march one picks a different one and compares it to the previous one, one thinks
that one has made a mistake.

You know well how much has been said of the species Echinocactus strenogony. It will certainly be
easy to choose from our collection more than ten types, that when examined comparatively, do not
seem to have the slightest resemblance among each other and seem to be totally different

species.Some have foliacious thorns, others rigid and strong ones.Some are very short and some are
remarkable because of their length. Some are white and others are yellow, red brown or black.The
flowers can be white, yellow purple or can have a variety of colors.When I travelled from Mexico to
Saltillo I saw nearly every day Echinocactus stenogonil saw some very close to Mexico and when
comparing the descriptions of Salm and others, they seem to have the same characteristics as the
Echinocactus anfractuosus.After a few days it semed as if I were always looking at the same plants,
that did not resemble those that I had seen a few before.

From transition to transition I arrived at the conclusion that I have before me the plants that respond
to the name Echinocactus phillacanthus, without being able to say that the region of the
Echinocactus anfractuosus reached a certain distance and that the Echinocactus phyllacanthus
began in another.All the variations that I saw succesively made me believe that is was always the
same species that I was looking at, and I do believe that this is the case.

I never saw in the same place two distinct types of Stenogoni.While these have great variations
according to their locality, their terrain, their exposure to the south or the north their altitude and the
distance from each other which was sometimes very short. From Mexico to Saltillo I succesively
saw all the species described by Salm in his 3 primary subdivisions.The Echinocactus stenogoni
costis membranacea compressis ( I did not see on this journey the the variety ofarrigens,
Wippermanni, acifer, etc. Even if I tried in vane to reach other comclusions, I do believe that I

always had the same species under my eyes. It is true that I saw only very few plants with flowers
and not a Single one with fruits; this certainly is a large gap, but what I saw was sufficient to make
me believe, that all the group of the Stenogoni, constitute but one subspecies.If the European
cactographers had difficulties distinguishing one from the other, it is for a very simple reason: there
was nothing by which they could be distinguished.

Other species that vary consistently are for example, the Mamillaria cornifera, the M.acantos
and a species of our collection that I had never seen in Mexico, the M. spinosissima.The Echh
pectinatus also varies considerably, just like all the Cereus, of the group Echinocoxml have b
to believe that all the species of the Echinocereus are reduced to a small number of genuine s

the Cereus pectinatus and caespitosare most certainly synonymus.The Cereus enneacanthus
nothing but a Variation of the Cereus Deppei (Cereus einerascens DC) etc.

A circumstance to which we have to pay attention to, when wanting to determine a species, is

more or less complete age of development of the models that one studies. Within the Europea
collections we forget this circumstance and duplicate models have been used.in this way for e
a species that in Mexico seems to vary considerably, because it is found in a vast ringe, is the
Echinocactus ingens. It reaches collosal dimensions (2-3 meters in height and to 1 irieter ii



diameter), but the small plant with branches ( when the top is narrow) does not resemble the i

plant.Lemaire described adult plants under the name ofEchinocactus aulacogonus; the young
models are those of the Eck helophorus ( the plants are slightly more thorny and have the nar

Echinocactus minax. This is variey with flat thorns under the name Echinocactus platyceras.l

had been described by L.K. and Otto, Echinocactus platyacanthus. Zuccarini described the sa

species under the name Eck Karwinskii.the british named it Echinococcus visnaga, name wh
used in Mexico for the crystalized candy, eaten there and named Dulce de Visnaga. Sheidwei

described it under three different names: Echinocactus corynacanthus, Galleottii and irroratuj

species mentioned by Labouret under the name Echinocactus Ghiesbrechtianus ( Lemaire), sc

have the same name.

You can see that there are many Synonyms and that I should reduce the number of the existinj

instead of increasing them.

Despite the large number ofEchinocactus that I saw I only confirmed 2 new species under on

Here is by the way, the complete list of all the species ofEchinocactus.

Echinocactus horripilus,

saussieri (new species to be distinguishedfrom the Theloidei),

Lophothele

hexaedrophorus

leucacanthus (porectus, subuliferus)

bicolor (syn. rhodophtalmus Hook)

setispinus

longihamatus (sinuatus)

uncinatus (B. Wrightii)

Shurii

cornigerus

spiralis

Texensis

macrodiscus

horizonthalonius

ingens

electracanthus

gerardi (new species - lives close to the electracanthus, but well distinguished by its blood re

purple elongatedflowers, itsfruit, its seed, etc)

pilosus

agglomeratus

flavovirens

coptonogonus

capricornis

myriostigma

In regards the Corpus, you already know that I have decribed a number of new species. the de
have sent you d^pjiptions that I have sent you must have convinced you, that they are truly n<

however impq$'ft>le to confirm the identity of such and such species cultivated in our terrariu

this one would have to know their flowers. For example my Cereus Teconostle sems to be th<
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stillatus ofPfeiffer ( Cereus Tonillianus ofLemaire), but how should I verify this in a positive
would be better to give my plants a distinctive name, so as not to risk increasing the confusioi
on. My Cereus edulissimus ( that we are simply going to name edulis or sapidus, though a lati

told me that the word edulis could be a Superlative) seems to resemble the Cereus deficiensl
some beautiful examples of this at the Universal Exposition, the latter seems to originate in C
but nothing can guarantee its synonymity.

These large Cereus, that sometimes are very similar because of their exterior aspect, can be w
differentiated only by their flowers. In the descriptions that I have sent you I considered the C
Chotilla as synonymous to the Cereus Dumortieri, and from the description that I thought wa<
I sent seeds to Europe under this latter name. It is not until later that Mr. Buchinger sent me tl

Memoirs of Poselger 1853, who describes the flowers of the Cereus Durmotieri, that he says 1

in the Barranca of the Rio Grande(?); after this description the plant is evidently quite differei
mine. By the way in November 1866 I found two examples close to Queretaro ( the only ones
have seen), of a large branched Cereus, that did not at al resemble the Chiotilla of Tehuacan.
close examination it resembled the real Cereus Durmotieri. Unfortunately at his time there w<
flowers or fruits, therefore I do not know if it was the same species as that found by Poselger 1

Rio Grande.Consequently I believe it would be better to give the Cereus a distinct name after
examined the flowers and the fruits unless they are similar to the older species as for example
Cereus marginatus and the Cereus pugioniferus.(Let us note in passing that Poselger also des*
very briefly, the flowers of those two species so common in Mexico, but he called the first Ce
gemmatus and the second geometricans.).

I see through your letters that you have difficulty accepting the reality of the vertical infloresc
large number of Cereus columnaris. When I have the honor of seeing you in Europe, at a time
we will calmly discuss that question. Today I have barely time to handle this question in deptl
limit myself to maintaining the accuracy ofmy observations. It is evident that in a question of
type, it is first necessary to understand the expressions that one uses; I think that I will use the
you have used. I use the coneept vertical inflorescence in the same sense as in page 1 of the B
Comm. Report. Now I think it would be good to be more precise in view ofmore explanation
because there are degrees of inflorescence of the vertical and lateral types.In the typical vertic
florescence, the flowers come out of the base or out of the top of the new born tubercle; the ti

from the moment of its birth, already has the rudiments of the flower. This is the way it is, for
in the Anhalonium. But in the majority of the species, such as the Echinocactus ( at least in m
them), the new born areolas do not show remains of flowers, which only will be seen later bui
on the young areolas close to the summit. These flowering areolas of the Echinocactus are fre
more or less formed since the previous year. This depends greatly on the time of flowering. th
that flower in the spring, naturally, show there buds on last year's areolas. These buds are som
found in the large speeimens, quite far from the center of the vertex.Thus for example in the s

1866, 1 saw in Monterrey, large speeimens of Echinocactus pilosus, (planted in a garden beca
specimen is only found in the high plateau), that show their flowering buds. These buds , that
first signs of awakening of the Vegetation, interrupted by the winter, had all the areolas born ti

previous year, some of which were 10 to 15 cms. from the center of the Vertex.

You said in your last letter that what characterizes the vertical flowering is the incomple deve
of the flowering areola. But when is the development complete? In the Cereus, for example t

development is completed much later. There are even some species in which the areolas grov.
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indefinitely and every year produce young thorns.

In the Pilocereus Hoppenstedt the flowers grow only from the new born areolas. It flowers &
like the Anhalonium and the Echinocactus cephaloidei, for example the Echinocactus ingens.

Echinocactus pilosus does not belong to this group and was incorrectly classified by Salm). L
us that all the species that have a terminal cephalium have to flower vertically. Now if the flo

areolas would not be new born areolas, the cephalium would not be terminal but would be pk
contiguous to the top, as is seen in certain Pilocereus for example thejubatus, Houllitianus, h
etc.

The Cereus Tetezo differs from the Cereus Hoppenstedt from the flowering point ofview by
modifications undergone by the flowering areolas. Its top, when it has flowers and fruits reser

exactly the one of the Echinocactus with a bear vertex such as the Echinocactus electrocanthi

flowering period seems quite prolongued. Its summit has outside fruits and its interior flowen
buds. I regret not having been able to make a drwing of this Observation but at least I will try

it photographed by Mr Hoppenstadt himself.

In summary these Cierges apiciflores, have according to me, a vertical florescence similar to

Echinocactus that grow next to them.Ifyou refuse this designation from one you must also rel

from the others. One could object and say: Well, why not? However this is not my opinion. 1

1

that the vertical or nearly vertical or lateral flowering is nearly indifferent among the Cereus.

Among the Cereus marginatus andpugioniferus, just as in the Cereus peruvianus,etc. in our
collections edulissimus, in my notes) they grow exclusively from the areolas born since the pr
flowering season . the flowers grow indistinctly from all the old areolas; whereas in the Pitay
Cereus and all the old areolas are sterile, exactly as in the Echinocactus. Is there not a very di

difference? I don't agree with the similarity of the florescence with that of the Echinocactus.

You indicated a differencial characteristic between the Cereus and the Echinocactus, that I re,

have not researched more carefully because I was not paying attention. You said that the
Echinocactus flower grows from the elongated areola, whereas in the Cereus it grows from a
the epidermis.This obervation is true for most of the specimens of this gender but it is not gen
will research this subject next spring but I will immediately mention two exceptions. Look at

observations of Forster in the Handbook of Cacti at the bottom of page 91, well! That note is

applied to the Echinocactus Monvilli. If I recall correctly they are the same in the gibbosus et

it is by the way easy to verify this subject. On the other hand I can reaffirm a fact that surprise

however I did not include it in the descriptions taht I sent you: In the Cereus marginatus, the i

come out of the middle of the oculiferous areola. Because in this species each areola can proc
even several flowers between the thorns.

You can see how many times we have exceptions at each step, whenever we want to generali;

I want to give you the complete list of the Cereus that I found in Mexico:
Cereus (Echinocereus) pentalophus (Berlandini procumbens)

Dippei (cinarascens, enneacanthus)

Straminus (ASaltillo)

acifre (San Luis Potosi)

pectinatus (caspitosis)
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tuberosus

Pilocereus senilis (gardens ofMexico, cultivated).

lateralis

Hoppenstedti

scoparius (La Soledad dose to Veracruz)

Doutralaini (drawn in my notes under the name offlavispinus, name that neededto l

changed as there is also a Cereusflavispinus Salm)

Cereus Tetezo

Toconostle

Hollianus (stellatus Pfeiffer? Tonillianus Lern??

progisniferus (geometricans)

marginatus

Dumortiere

Chistilla

edulissimus (name has changed)

Queretarensis (new speciesfound in Queretaro 1866)
Candelabre

Thelocarpus (Chichituna ofthe natives)

serpentinus

trianguläris var.fructofoliosa (Uhdeanus)?

spinulosis (Nuevo Leon, Tamaulipas)

Borreogonis (new specimen Orizaba)

rostratus ( Orizaba)

vipirinus (new species Tehuacan)

flagelliform is cultivated

speciosissimus cultivated

baxaniensis (probably your princeps)

Phylocactus philanthoides Orizaba

Ackermani Orizaba

grandis Orizaba

latiferons (Veracruz)

I am obliged to end this letter that has to depart today. I would be very appreciative ifyou woi
me know the moment you leave for Europe and the address to which I can write you later.Wh
waiting I send you my sincerest and most respectful expressions of friendship and devoutedne

Alb. Weber

I forgot in my last letter to let you know what my names are. My name is Fredric Albert, but i

family I am called Albert.











Weber A.F. '

Paiis, January 30j 1869

Sir and Honorable Colleague,

Our mutual friend Buchinger today made me aware of your letter dated in Rome Jan. 29.

1

am hurrying to answer it immediately to inform you ofmy present residence and to teil

you how pleased I am in knowing ofyour imminent arrival in Paris. I would really be very
happy and honored to make your acquaintance in person. I am positive that the
relationship that I will have the occasion to enjoy with you will not only be instructive but
also interesting for me.

Last year I made several trips to Strasbourg and I was informed by Mr. Buchinger of your
arrival in Germany and your trip to Italy. I was getting ready to write you one of these
days m Rome to ask you of your probable arrival date in France and to give you my
address in Paris. I would have done this earlier but all last year I led a nomadic existence
and I had important occupations which forced me to neglect my botanical studies. I then
occupied myself in the preparation of a competition. After this I discontinued my service
m the regiment. I was named permanently 'treating surgeon' of the military hospitals. After
havmg spent the summer and the autumn in the fields of Chatons and the end of the year
in Strasbourg, I have been given a position which I had wished for, that is to say physician
of the "Hotel Imperial des Invalids" in Paris. Therefore it will be in Paris where I will have
the honor of seeing you. I only regret that at the time of your visit to Paris I will be settledm an entirely provisional manner. I am living in a hotel as if I were a stranger who had
just arrived in Paris. Two or three months later I will have the pleasure of receiving you
and at the same time present to you my collection. In the meantime I will show you in
Paris all the young plants that I have grown from seeds with Mr. Pfersdorff,
horticulturalist, to whom I sent the majority of the seeds that I brought from Mexico,
nearly all of which have germinated perfectly well. I also sent a large number to Mr Seite
in Prague.

Mr. Poselger, to whom you had the pleasure of talking to about me has written and I hope
that his correspondence will be useful and to the point. However I will reserve all types of
details for the time of your visit. Today, I simply wanted to taik to you in haste to give you
my address.

I hope that you will teil me the precise time of your arrival in Paris. If I can be of any use
to you, I pray that you dispose ofmy entire time.
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Please wnte me at The Hotel Imperial des Invalids. It is there that I am occupied daily as I
am as yet not permanently established. Perhaps before your arrival I will be lodged in the
apartment that is being perpared in a building of this Hotel des Invalids. At this moment
my private residence is in a furnished apartment at the Rue de Bourgogne 98 verv close to
the Hotel des Invalids.

'

While awaiting news from you, I pray you receive my respectful devotion.

Alb. Weber
Major and Physician of the Hotel

Imperial des Invalids. PARIS







Weber, Alb. (X- ^F' ,

San Luis Potosi, July 24, 1869 <rn yAMfl8l ?

Sir and most honorable colleague,

Your remarkable botanical work and specialy that which you have published on the

Cactus family, has encouraged me to correspond with you. For a long time I have been

interested in Botany, more like an amateur and not like a true scholar, My sojourn in

Mexico as physieian of the French army has provided me the opportunity to undertake

this type of study. I devoted most ofmy time to the study of the Cacti, so numerous in

this country and so little known by the European botanists.Your various studies on this

family have come to my help, even though I have not found any of the ones that you

describe, but have helped me as guides to the way these Mexican species are studied. I

was able to collect in the various regions of Mexico where I traveled, a large number of

unedited documents on so many species that are already known and a certain number of

new species. Among others I was able to study a good number of Cereus specially in the

region of Tehuacan. The observations that I did on the organs of fructification will

totally change the ideas presently available. I would be very thankful if you would allow

me to correspond with you and submit to you the results ofmy observations that I have

already made and of the ones, much more numerous, that I intend to make in the future.

Your comments will be of great value in the documents that I plan to publish, when I

return to Europe.

You would give me enormous pleasure to receive the seeds of all the species that are

bearing fruit. Even specimens of as many living plants as possible.

I am not sure of your address to which I could conveniently send my correspondence

and any documents that you may find interesting.

You became known to me through AI Braun and my friend Mr.Buchinger who

encouraged me to correspond with you in regard to my studies on Cacti.

With hopes that you will honor me with your response, I send you most honorable

colleague, my most devout and respectful wishes.

Alb.Weber

Physieian and Major of the French Expeditionary Army in Mexico and Chief of the

Hospital in San Luis Potosi

to Dr. George Engelmann in St. Louis (Missouri)

translated Manfred Thurmann



Weber, F Engelmann Papers

Stationed at San Luis Potosi
^

No.2 ^££,7

San Luis Potosi July 1

Honorable Major and Doctor,

I have the honor of asking you to transmit, after having read it, the service letter

addressed to Mr. Libermann, physician and major lrst class, presently under your

Orders.

Please sir, take all assuranees ofmy sincere attachment.

Company sergeant lrst class

Demartial

Physician and Major Weber. Chief Medical Officer at the hospital in San Luis Potosi.











Weber, A. F. Ree. Viena July 28 Ans.Viena July 30

Paris, July 21, 1869

My very dear and very honored colleague,

Yesterday I reeeived your letter from Viena. Five or six weeks ago I also reeeived

your letter dated in Berlin. I hope you will pardon me if I did not answer the last one

immediately but you will excuse me when I inform you of the reason for my negligence. It

is because I am at this moment to be married and as you can imagine it is this important

occupation which makes me negligent of the other. My wedding will take place the 9th. of

August of this year, therefore I will not be able to Start my usual occupations until the

month of September. My future wife is nearly German. She was born in France but spent

all of her childhood in Mannheim. Her father was there for fiteen years where he had a

printing business. She has lived in Paris only 6 or 7 years.

In spite of all the occupations that I have had in preparation for my marriage, I have

been able to occupy myself to a small degree in the study of the Cactus.

In May I traveled to Strasbourg and I brought back the rarest and most unusual

speeimens that I placed at Mr. Pfersedorffs. I also went back several time to Mr.

Guedeney's where I observed a great number of flowers. The pretty examples of

Leuchtenbergia, at this moment have buds arising on the top of naissant tubercles. The
bud is still very small, is rose in color and forms numerous interwoven scales. Mr.

Guedeney promised to inform me when they are about to bloom. I will then describe the

flower with great caution and will have it drawn. I am sorry I was not in Paris when it

bloomed; he preserved the dried flowers for me. I noticed that he had a large number of

species but principally the Echinocereus. I began making an herbarium of flowers from

the CactL Before pressing the flowers I cut them in half and in this way they can be

preserved very well and keep their natural colors.

I observed the flowers of a number ofEchinocactus from Central America which
confirmed the observations that I made about 18 months ago in regards the inflorescence

of this type and on the errors that one could make by stating that the vertical inflorescence

is indisputable.

You may remeber when I talked to you about the mexican Cereus with apical

infloresence. You responded that the vertical infloresence is analogous to the

Echinocactus. It was then that I paid more attention to the infloresence of the

Echinocactus and I noticed that the flowers do not always arise from the last bare areolas

not even from incompletely developed ones. You will remember an Echinocactus

castaneoides that I showed you at Mr. Guedeney's whose flowers came out of perfectly developed



2

areolas located quite far from the top. You noted that the first flowers are born in general

closer to the summit than the following ones and that frequently there are two flowers off

the same areola sometimes simultaenously and at the other times one after the other.

I observed the same events with similar characteristics in the Ehinocactus

polygraphis which seems to be a neighbor but otherwise identical (variety major) of the

Echinocactus castanoiedes.

The Echinocactus saglionis (Ech. hypoganus Salm) species close to the Ech.

multifloms and the Echinocactus hexaedrophosus also has white flowers and completely

developed areoles. Since the preceding year it has well developed needles. However it is

mainly the Echinocactus cumingii (Salm) that has those very well established

characteristics: the large species produce a great number of small yellow flowers. The first

ones come out of the top, but sometimes also far from the areolas that are at least one year

old. These flowers are succeded by a new group that arise from a lower part or from the

lowest areolas among those that have produced the first flowers. This is the reason why
this species has many areolas that produce two flowers one after the other. These studies

will be continued but demonstrate that the limitations between the Echinocactus and the

Cereus become from day to day more difficult to establish.

I thank you for your messages in regards the new division of the Mammillarias.
This way of doing it is evidently the best if one does not wish to establish a new gender

for the Mammillaria micromeris.

You know that these plants could probably be classified not in the Eumammillaria
nor in the Coryphanta, but in the Echinocactus and they must constitute an individual

group or one gender beneath another.

The denomination Epithelantha seems to be very similar and I believe it could be
placed close to the Echinocactus horripilus. This has violet flowers similar to the

Mammillaria conoidea, with bare ovaries that come out of the top of the mammila
without trace of grooves.

Mr. Eugene Fournier who is in Charge of writing the botanical aspects of the
Expedition in Mexico, insists that I group the Cacti in a family and develop it as I see fit.

In the meantime I will not do anything more until after my wedding.

I will write you again in the future. In the meantime please give my respects to Mrs.

Engelmann and my devotions to you.

Alb. Weber

Translated: Manfred Thurmann
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Weber,/. aJl£. Engelmann Papers

San Luis Potosi

July24, 1869

Sir and very Honored Colleague,

Your remarkable botanical research but specially your publications on the Cactus
family have brought to me a vivid desire to pursue direct contact with you.

I have been interested in botany for a long time but I am an amateur and not a real
scholar. My sojourn in Mexico as physician to the French army has given me the
opportunity to restart my studies. I would like to occupy myself in particular in the studies
of the Cactus.These are so numerous in this country and so unknown to European botanists.

Your many investigations on this family have been of great help to me, not only by
having determined the species (however until the present time I have not found any ofthose
that you mentioned previously), but they have served me as a guide and models in the study
of the Mexican species.

I was able to gather from the various parts ofMexico that I have been to until now, a
large number of unedited documents on certain species already known and on certain types
of natural species.

I was able to study among others, a rather large number of Cereus (specially in the
area around Tehuacan), and the observations I made on the reproductive organs are
singularly different from what I had read about in this respect. I would be very happy ifyou
would allow me to correspond with you so that I can submit to you the results of the
observations that I have made and the larger number ofthose that I will be making. Your
approval of the documents that I plan to publish after my return to Europe would be of
great value to me.

I will be very pleased to send you seeds from all the species that had fruit and even
living plants whenever possible.

I was not sure of your present residence therefore I wrote you first hoping that the
letter will arrive. As soon as you have read my communication you may ask for any
documents that you may find interesting.



I have taken the liberty of writing you specially after I spoke to Profesor Braun and
Mr. Bouchinger. The latter does not know ofmy correspondence with you nor ofmy
studies on Cacti.

I hope you will honor me with your reply, Sir and honorable colleague. You have my
deepest respects.

<?dlh>dt± Weber

Physician and Mayor in the corps of the French Army in Mexico. Chief of Service at the
hospotal in San Luis Potosi.

Letter to Dr. Engelmann.
St. Louis, Mo.

Translation. M. Thurmann











A. Weber Engelmann Papers

Sent Bremen Oct. 7, 1869

Ree. St. Louis April 3 1870

Paris 4 Octobre 1869

My very dear and honorable colleague,

You will please pardon that I have not conquered my letter writing negligence
during last month, because of unusual events that have occurred in my occupation. When
you will have returned to your home and I will have come back to my normal life I will try
to recover the lost time.

I reeeived your letter of the month ofAugust and the one of September. This last

one I reeeived on returning from a short absence. I want to write you in a hurry prior to
your embarcation, some words of farewell and my excuses.

I have successfully reeeived your seeds of the Agave virginianae that sprouted in
different areas, at Pfersedorffs, at Guedeney's and in the green house of the Hotel des
Invalides. Later the seeds of Chili arrived for Mr. Seitz and which will be seeded next year
followed by the seeds that you have brought back from England that are very similar to the
Pilocereus niger and that have interested me. I would only like to ask you if these seeds
are fresh, that is to say if they were taken from a living plant or from a crushed one. If it

were the first case I will try to make them grow.

Your observations on the Pilocereus senilis also interested me vividly therefore we
can admit as something that occurs constantly that the Pilocereus senilis is part of a group
that is characterized by a terminal cephalium and because of this it is essentially different
than the Pilocereus lateralis. This is what I always thought. In Zapotitlan I saw 2 species
of cephalium, that is to say the terminal cephalium and the lateral one, both well
differentiated.

I saw a large number ofPilocereus lateralis in which the Cephalium forms a lateral
row on the upper part of the stalk. In the same place I saw several speeimens of the
species that I could not classify. These were confused by the natives with the Tetezco that
had a terminal cephalium resembling the one seen on the Melocactus.The speeimens that I

saw had a cephalium greater than 1 meter in height and fully surrounded the
circumference of the stalk; unfortunately it did not have flowers or fruits. The native that
aecompanied me thought that the Cereus tetezco (that grows in large masses and whose
flowers grow at the very top of the stem, in boughs) forms a cephalium that is not
ramified. These long stemmed plants with their cephalium are identical with the Cereus
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tetezco. At this time I could not control the veracity of this assertion which is probably
false. But in every case this Observation has proven that there are long stemmed plants
with a terminal cephalium that occupies all the circumference at the top of the stem. The
Pilocereus senilis et niger should reenter into the same category, according to our
observations.

As you have observed, this year I have not been able to make numeroues
observations on the Cactus. In the meantime I have gone several times to Pfersdorffs and
to Guedeney's and I collected several flowers for the herbarium. Next year I will collect a
complete series of dessicated flowers (cut through the middle and pressed between two
sheets of paper). In this way we were very successfull in perfectly preserving their color
and their form. I will prepare and send you the complete series of all the Echinocereus
that have flowered here. I have observed the flowers of the Echinocereus subinermis, a
very distinct and characteristic that lives next to the Echinopsis pulchella and which

'

evidently is part of the group Echinocereus and not at all a part of the Echinopsis.
On the contrary all the Echinocereus of South America, like the candicans,

multangularis, strigosus, etc.etc., must be removed from the group. The Echinocereus
group, is until now exclusive of North America.

The only exception that could be made would be for the Cereus Bertini of
Patagonia that has uncinated needles that you have seen at Mr. Cels*. Unfortunately this
year it has no flowers.

The bud of the Leuchtenbergia that we saw at Guedeney's has not grown. There
was another that developed very slowly and seemed to have aborted. Mr. Guedeney
promised to write me if it bloomed but until now he has not done so. Perhaps next year we
will be luckier. I brought all my Anhalonium and in general all my rare plants and will
confide there care to Mr. Pfersedorff. Contrary to my expectations none ofmy
Anhalonium bloomed this year.

It appears that at the Botanical Garden in Caen (Normandy), there is a magnificent
collection ofMelocactus and other rare Cacti preponderantly the large Cereus..

Next spring I plan to study them. I will see if it is not possible to interest some
botanists of the region to study them.

In one word, next year, I promise you that I will be more assiduous than I have been
this one.

While awaiting the news of your happy return to St. Louis, my wife and I send you
and Mrs. Engelmann our most respectfiil and affectionate wishes.

Alb. Weber
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Weber files to Dr. Engelmann, St. Louis, Mo.

June-July 1870

My dear and very honored colleague,

I hope that it is well understood, once and for all, that you will excuse me ifmy
correspondence is a little irregulär.

Not wanting to write you short letters, I will resolve to write you the next day at
greater length. Tomorrows arrive with such haste and then pass. I beg ofyou not to think
there is ill will on my part. On the contrary your correspondence honors and interests me
mfinitely. I always dedicate a large portion of my time to the study of Cacti.

First of all many thanks for the seeds that you were kind enough to send me through
the mtermediary Pfersdorff Ellis. They interested me infinitely. Düring the winter I

studied with great interest the diverse seeds comparing them to each other.
The study of the Cereus pecten aborigenum have interested me very much. I would

not be surprised if this species were not a Cierge columnaris but a Cierge rampant. It.has
fohated cotyledons that are very big and long. Could it be coincidental that it is a neighbor
of the Cereus serpentinus from which I gave you unripened seeds that had already dried?
(You will question as an afterthought if the Classification of the Cereus serpentinus is
exact. I can guarantee in the strengest fashion, as I know this species very well, as it is

frequently seen around here, that it is correct)

In regards the other two Cereus from which you sent me seeds, the first being
Cereus thurbori known by the Bound Commission's Report, in a catalogue in The Haage
and it has been described by Muehlenpfordt as Cereus ater. The second, Cereus palmeri
is known to me. The seeds indicate that they are Cierge columnare. When and where
have you described these? Who is this Mr. Palmer? It was he that wrote a treatise on the
cultivation of cacti at Versailles.

Already last year but mostly this one, I have taken every possible opportunity to
gather flowers from the Cacti for the herbarium that I am making and that is very
successful. The flowers preserve themselves with their natural colors and can be used for
study and comparison nearly as well as if they were fresh. One must only take the
precaution of cutting the flowers in half. The longitudinal cut has the advantage of being
able to study the interior of the plant. The dried flowers, specially are admirably preserved.
The shades ofpmk, red, violet and yellow remain very beautiful; only white does not look
as mce. I would like to continue this collection and little by little try to build a herbarium
which would be as complete as possible. I collect two of each as often as I can. It is my
goal to make this herbarium of great use in the comparison of flowers with each other. I
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have not had the occasion of preparing flowers of Pilocereus in this manner. This may be
difficult, In the meantime I will not consider myself unsuccessful.

Another plant that I wish to call to your attention and ofwhich I send you a dried
flower, is a small Cereus or Echinocereus. This has small needles and is known by the
name Cereus Bertini. This curious plant originates from the east side of Patagonia on the
islands ofLeon and Valdez at 5 degrees latitude south. They grow in the Company of a
large variety of Gibbosus described by Labouret in 1855 under the name Echinocactus
ferox Schlumbergeri libianus torcosis. All these are similar to our gibbosus. The history
of the introduction of this plant is quite interesting and gives evidence of the efforts of Mr.
Cels who always tried to procure something new.

A brother of Mr. Cels is captain of a merchant ship. In 1852 he brought back a
number of Cacti from the slopes of Patagonia. I saw this shipment at Mr. Cels' with
Labouret. There were a few gibbosus and debris of an unluckily dead prickly crochus
Cereus. The latter was evidently a very new species as until then no prickly Cereus was
known. Very dissapointed at not having kept this plant alive, Mr. Cels asked his brother if
he would find this plant again during his next voyage. The brother remembered perfectly
well the place where he had found it and asked another ship's captain, Mr. Bertin, who
was leaving to those regions at the moment, to again look for it and bring it back. He gave
him such precise directions on the location that Mr. Bertin brought it back to France. In
acknowledgement Mr. Cels gave it the name Cereus Bertini. This plant resembles the
Echinocereus pentalophus. Its stem is also rough and crepitant and its pulp is also soft.

Briefly on first inspection one would consider this plant to be an Echinocereus. It is under
this title that it would particularly interest me. Until now no plant of South America is part
of the group of Echinocereus. The way you have defined it, it does not matter if it is a
gender or subgender, however it makes no difference. (The Cereus multiangularis,
trigony, etc. that Salm added improperly, differ totally and really are Cereus of the
Echinopsis type).

The Cereus Bertini bloomed in the month ofMay at Pfersdorffs.I hurried to
describe and prepare the flower that I send you enclosed. This flower because of its

smallness and the shortness of its stalk nearly constitutes a transition from the
Echinocereus to the Pfeiffera. In reality there is quite a resemblance between the flowers
of the Echinocereus and the flowers of the Echinocereus viridiformis but its stalk is still

smaller. The stamen are found in a row in the depth of this tube and the Stigma is not
green ( like in Mexico and the USA), but violacious (scabious color). The only flower that
was observed was subvertical ( placed very close to the summit) which is what frequently
happens with the Echinocereus. Unfortunately I did not think of noting if it came out of a
tear of the epidermis. You noted this without a doubt in the Echinocereus (group in
which the peculiarity of inflorescence is very special. I never observed it in any other
Cereus or Cactus).
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What do you think of this flower and its affinities? Must she after all be included in

the group of the Echinocereusl Or does she have to get together with her compatriot from
Montevideo, Pfeiffera cerciformis which in my opinion was unfoitunately compared to

the Phillocactus et minor. (To help you in the comparison I also send you
flowers of the Pfeiffera). From the beginning of this year I studied and analyzed all the
flowers of the Cereus that I possibly could procure. I was exposed to them and therefore

learned about the manner in which the stamen are habitually inserted. I wanted to know if

the Separation of the stamen in 2 series ( one inside the tube, the other attached circularly

around the neck in the form of a crown), could contribute a more constant characteristic in

the group of species in which this type of insertion is common. Well! In this regard I

found all the imaginable transitions. I determined that neighboring species frequently have
staminal positions that are very different.

The Cereus grandifloris has a staminal crown that is very distinct and separated
from the stamen by 3 cms. Whereas two neighboring species, living very closely in all

regards, the Cereus rostratus and the Cereus Macdonaldiae Hook, whose enormous
flowers have the greatest analogy with the Cereus grandifloris, have there stamen inserted
gradually in such a way that the upper ones are not separated from the lower ones.

In the Phillocactus we again find the same differences. Lastly I analyzed the
flowers of the Phyllocactus phylantoides (Cactus alatus), 40 to 50 years old, and the
Phyllocactus Hookeri and I was very astonished to ascertain that in those two species all

the stamen are inserted in the highest part of the tubule that is to say in the neck.
Consequently there is no Separation between the superior and inferior stamen: stamina
omnia seen in the Phyllocactus grandis Lern (Phyllocactus guyanensis Brongn). This I

found in Orizaba and it is my opinion that it is synonymous to the Cereus oxypetalus
D.C On the other hand we found a distinct Separation between the staminal crown united
with the inferior staminal fascicles at the place where it begins to widen. The two groups
are separated by a free space measuring 5 cms.

Among the Echinopsis with large flowers that I had the opportunity to examine, I

always found a staminal crown very distinctive from the Echinopsis of short tubules. I

examined a cinnabarina and numerous varieties of Phyllocactus. These had clearly

separated staminal crowns. The Phyllocactus have many varieties, most a very distinctive

staminal crown, but the variety cultivated under the name Maximiiiana have their stamen
inserted in a way that there is no interval between the superior and the inferior row.

A species that has a marked exterior resemblance with the Pyllocactus is cultivated
under the name Echinocactus cumingii. Its flowers are entirely lateral and it has aureoles
that are a few years old. This species seems to be part of the group Pyllocactus with small
orange flowers on short tubules with stamen inserted stepwise, exactly the way it is seen in
the Echinocereus. (There is an interesting group in regards the insertion of the stamen;
Lemaire called it Cleistocactus). Under this name he described more due to appearance
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than to reason, two very discernible species by the shape of the body and the semblance of
the form of the flowers to the Cereus colubrinus and a variety of the Echinocereus.
Uriacanthus. I am sending you two samples of flowers prepared in this way and call your
attention to these plants. I desire your opinion.

The first of these flowers is the Echinocereus horripilus Lemaire. In regards to
this curious species that has been cultivated in France for more than 30 years and that I

found in Mexico close to Saltillo, we found ourselves in the face of the same question we
had in the Mammilaria ovimamma. This Echinocereus horripilus that has been included
until now in the section of the Theloideus, carries its flowers at the top of its

mammiliform tubercles just like the Echinocactus. The flower comes out of the aureola
immediately below the spines. The aureole stays by itself

End of letter. No signature.

Translated.. M Thurmann
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Weber A.F. undated

My very dear and very honored colleague,

I hope that it is well understood once and for all that you will excuse my somewhat

irregulär correspondence. I did not want to write small segments of letters. I am waiting

until tomorrow to write you extensively. Please do not think that there is poor will on my

part, much to the contrary your correspondence is an honor and interests me infinitely. I

consume a great portion ofmy free moments to the study of the Cactus.

In the first place I thank you for the seeds that you were so kind to send me through Mr.

Pfersdorff as intermediary. They interest me infinitely. Throughout the winter I spent

much time studying the various seeds and comparing them with each other.

The seeds of the Cereus puten aboriginorum were very interesting for me. I was very

surprised that this species is not a Cierge columnare but more likely a Cierge rampant

with very large and very leafy cotyledons. Is it by coincidence a neighbor of the Cereus

serpentinus, ofwhich I gave you large unripened seeds? ( You asked me in passing if the

specificity if the Cereus serpentinus is exact); I can guarantee this in no certain terms, as I

know this species very well. It is reproduced easily in our greenhouse.

In regards the other 2 Cereus from which you sent me seeds.The first the Cereus thurberi

is known to me from the Bond Commision Report. I see in the catalogue of the Hage that

they were described by Muhlenphord under the name Cereus ater (spines mark the upper

and lower sides! ( Written in English.) The second is the Cereus Palmeri which I do not

know. The seeds resemble the Cierge columnare. When and where have you described it?

Who is this Mr. Palmer? Is it he who wrote a treatise on the cultivation of the Cacti

present at Versailles?

Last year and especially this one I took every possible occasion to find flowers from Cacti

for a herbarium that I built and that has been very succesful. The flowers are very well

preserved with their natural colors and later will be used for study and comparison nearly

as well as the natural ones. One must take the precaution of cutting the flowers in two; this

longitudinal cut has the advantage of being able to see the interior arrangement of the

flower. The flowers of the Echinocereus, especially, preserve admirably; the shades of

red, pink, violet and yellow remain beautifully. Only the white ones do not do as well. I

will try to continue this collection. I also want to include Pfersdorff in this preparation and

little by little I will try to make a complete herbarium. I try to make doubles as frequently
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as possible according to your instructions. This herbarium will be of great use in

comparing the flowers among themselves, I have as yet not had the opportunity to prepare

in this way flowers of the Pilocereus. I am sending you enclosed 2 plants I want to call

your attention to and seek your advice. The first is the Echinocactus horripilus Lemaire.

In regards this unusual species, that has already been planted in France for about 30 years

and that I found in Mexico close to Saltillo. We encounter the same question that you have

had in regards the Mammillaria micromeris. This Echinocactus horripilus which until

recently has been included in the group of the Thelocactus. It has flowers on top of the

mammilary tubercles just as seen on the Echinocactus. The flower comes out of the areola

immediately below the spines. The areola is grooved as in the Echinocereus Scheerin,

uncinatus and many others. The ovary of the flower is entirely bare . Even though I

examined the flower most carefiilly I did not find it to be squamous but very similar to the

one of the Mammillaria conoidea, as you will see.

Now ifwe admit that the essential characteristic that differentiates the Mammilaria from

the Echinocactus, lies in the bare ovary then this plant should be ranked under the

subgender Epithelantha next to the Mammillaria micromeris even though its exterior

appearance distinguishes it from the Mammillaria. If on the other hand we say that this

plant should be called Echinocactus, each time the flower comes out of the areola ( as you

have demonstrated in your Echinocactus papyracanthus in addition to the Cactus flora

pg. 198), then we must admit that the Echinocactus with bare ovaries should not be the

same as the Mammillaria micromeris but an Echinocactus and consequently a sub-gender

Epilantha ( Ovarium nudicum; flowers in the apex, tuberculorum nascertina; areola

ßurigerae oculigeris aretejunctae).

Therefore the question is to know if this group has to be classified with the Mammillaria

or rather with the Echinocactus.

The Echinocactus Williamsii is similar to a group ofAnhalorium. One could include them

in our group by eliminating from the Classification the word oculcigeris. I believe however

that the Echinocactus Williamsii has more affinities with the Anhalorium. Does your

Echinocactus papyracanthus have a bare ovary? Then it should be part of our group. I

greatly regret not recognizing the fruits of the seed of the Echinocactus horripilus', the

plant greatly resembles in its exterior appearance and the interior of the flower, the

Mammillaria conoidea ( where they differ only in the grooves of the mamillae). I suspect

they form only wood and the seeds must be similar. In the Mammillaria conoidea the

wood is green, turning almost white when it matures. It is spherical like the seeds of a

white raisin; the seeds are black as in the Anhalorium. In Mexico where I saw the
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Echinocactus horripilus intermingled in the same area as the Mammillaria conoidea, I

suspected their close relationship even if I did not see the flowers of the first.

Another plant I would like to call your attention to and of which I send you the dried

flowers is a small Cereus or Echinocereus with uncinated spines as seen under the name

of Cereus Bertini Cels. This unusual plant originates on the eastern coast of Patagonia

across from the islands of Leon, Valdez, etc. At 49o lat.S. It grows with a variety of

Echinocactus gibbosus described by Labouret in 1899 under the name Echinocactusferox,

celsianus, Towensis, Schlumbergeri and whose seeds all produced our gibbosus. The

history of the introduction of this plant is quite curious and proves the efforts that Mr. Cels

made to procure it. A brother of Mr. Cels is captain of a merchant ship. In 1894 he brought

back a number of Cacti from the coast of Patagonia. I looked at this shipment of Cels with

Labouret. There were only Echinococcus gibbosus and a lot of debris. Unfortunately a

Cereus with hooked spines died. This was evidently an entirely new species because until

then we did not know of any Cereus with hooked spines. Being very perturbed at not

having been able to preserve this plant alive, Mr. Cels asked his brother to please find this

plant again on his next voyage. He remembered perfectly the place where he collected it

and asked another ship's captain, Mr. Bertin, who was leaving for that region to collect it

and bring it back. He gave him such exact directions that Mr. Bertin found the plant and

brought it back to France. In honor of this Mr. Cels gave it the name Cereus Bertini.

This plant is entirely similar to an Echinocereus in the area of Pentatop. Its stem is also

crepitant and its flesh soft. Every one would take our plant as an Echinocereus. This plant

interests me in particular. Until the present time no plant in South America has been

shown to be part of the group of Echinocereus as you have defined it. (With the Cereus

multiangularis, strigosus, etc. Salm added that there is nevertheless a difference between

this Cereus and the Echinopsis).

The Cereus Bertini bloomed in the month ofMay at Pfersdorff s. I will prepare the flower

and send it to you. Because of the shortness of its pipe, this flower seems to be a transition

of the Echinocereus to the Pfeiffera. It also has a great resemblance to the Echinocereus

of small flowers, for example the Echinocereus viridifloris, but its pipe is much shorter.

The stamina are all enclosed in the depth of this pipe. The Stylus is not green ( as in all the

Echinocereus of Mexico and the United States, but violet brown).

The only flowers that were observed were nearly (vertical located very close to the top

which is frequently seen in the Echinocereus). Unfortunately I did not know if it grew out

of a tear of the epidermis, a fact that you noticed in the Rhinocereus (group in whom this

Copyright reserved
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particularity of influorescense is entirely special). I have nevertheless, never seen it in any

other Cereus or Cactus.

What do you think of this flower and its characteristics? Do you think it should be placed

within the group of the Echinocereusl Or must it unite itself to its comrades from

Montevideo, the Pfeiffera circiformis, which I belive has been erroneously united with the

Rhipsalis diproupatus. To help you in the comparisons I am sending you a flower of the

Pfeiffera.

Since the beginning of this year I studied and analysed all the flowers of the Cereus that I

was able to procure. I benefited from learning the manner in which the stamen are usually

inserted. I wanted to know if the Separation of the stamen in 2 series ( one inserted in the

depth of the tube and the other attached circularly to the throat in the form of a crown)

could furnish a most constant character, or what were the groups of species in which one

type of insertion is common.Well! I found that there are all types of imaginable transitions.

I noticed that very close species had completely different staminal distributions.

The Cereus grandifloris has a very distinct staminal crown separated by the rest of the

stamina by a distance of 3 cms. While two close species, very close ones considering all

points of view, the Cereus nostratus Lens and the Cereus Macdonaldi-Hook whose huge

flowers have the greatest resemblance with the Cereus grandifloris. Both have their

stamina inserted gradually, the Upper ones not being separated by a space from the lower

ones.

In the Phyollocactus we find the same differences. I lately analyzed the flowers of the

Phyllocactus phyllanthoides ( Cactus allatus ofwhich there are 60 to 90) and of the

Phyllanthoides Hookeri. I was quite astonished when I saw that in these two species all

the stamina are inserted at the highest point of the tube, that is to say on the neck.

Consequently there is no Separation between the inferior and superior stamen. Stamina

omniafance adrata in the Phylocactus grandis Lern (Phylocactus guyanensis Brongan)

that I found in Orizaba and that according to me is synonymous with the Phyllocact

oxypetalus D.C

On the contrary we found a very distinct Separation between the staminal Corona united

with the neck and the inferior staminal bundles arising from the tube at the spot where it

begins to widen. Both these bundles in this species are separated by a 9 cms. free space.

With the large flowered Echynopsis that I had the opportunity to examine, I always found

very distinct staminal crowns. Among the short tubes Echinopsis I found the Echinopsis
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Cinnabarina and a large variety of the Pentlandi. The first has an entirely separated

coronal stamina. The Pentlandi offers large differences but the ones cultivated under the

name ofEchinopsis maximüiana have the stamen inserted in such a way that there is no

Space between the upper and lower row.

One species that has great exterior resemblance with the Pentlandi and which is grown

under the name Echinocactus Cumingsii Salm, and whose flowers are lateraly placed as

they arise from areolas that are quite old. As I said before, this species is a group of

Pentlandi with small orange flowers and a short stem with graduated insertion of the

stamen, entirely common to the Echinocactus.

Relative to the staminal insertion there is an unusual group that Lemaire has called

Cleistocactus. Under this name he grouped, more by appearance than by reason, two

dissimilar species in regards to the form of their bodies but very similar in regards the

configuration of their flowers. These are the Cereus colubrinus and its varieties and the

Echinopsis strodacantha.

I will send you flowers of the Cereus colubrinus prepared in such a way so that the double

staminal insertion can be seen. I will also send you flowers of the Echinopsis rhodocantha

that are centrally grouped. They will be dried but not compressed. In this was you will be

able to judge the differences and similarities.

The flower of the Cereus colubrinus of the variety Cereus Baumanni, is distinguished

from all other known Cereus by its flower whose principal characteristics are the

following:

Small, tubulär, ascending flower.

Oblique, irregulär, bilobar limbs.

Very narrow neck surrounded by the staminal fascicles.

Double staminal insertions with an inferior staminal insertion and a superior row inserted

in the neck.

Stamen that project from the limb form the fascicles in the upper row.

A spherical cavity (Lemaire) in the lower portion of the tubes, filled with a sugary liquid

that is inodorous, similar to the Pilocereus.

This is the flower we are going to compare with the Echinopsis rhodocantha that I had the

opportunity to observe the 27th. of last June at Mr. Schlumberger's at Authieux close to

Rouen. This was a very unusual flower, never been completely described before ( at least,

to my knowledge); I thought that it would be prudent to make a transcript of the notes that

Copyright reserved
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I made. Unfortunately I did not see the flower completely open as it had faded since last

evening. I took it to Paris where I examined it the next morning.

The length of the flower is from 6 to 9 cm. It is reddish purple, tubulär with staminal

fascicles that measure more or less 1 cm. The ovaries and the tubes are purply brown,

covered by small scally triangulär and sharp spines of purple color. These have in their pit

silky white pads that nearly completely hide the tubes. The limbs are small and not

numerous, short, narrow and dark red purple. The ones that are deepest seem to form a

narrow neck surrounded by staminal fascicles.

When cutting the flowers longitudinally one sees the staminal arrangements typical of the

Equinopsis, that is to say the insertion of the stamen in 2 series from the lowest one on the

tubes to the upper ones at the neck of the tube. All these stamen diminish gradually in

longitud and their antenae are all at about the same level, that is to say about 1 cm. from

the edge.

However what is very unusual in this species is also unique. The most inferior part of the

tube ( there is where one most frequently finds the nectaripherous cavity) is filled with

cotton silk. This white cotton is short and soft and seems to arise immediately below the

most inferior stamen, that is to say in the most inferior partition of the tube. The Stigma

are situated in the middle of this wool that completely Tills the most inferior portion of the

tubes.Could this wool; be nothing eise but a rudimentary stamen?

If I had the time I would inform you of other observations I have made and which I will

teil you about later. Thus, at the end of June I went to study at the Botanical Garden of

Caen, a collection of about 50 Melocactus of the variety communis. I was Struck by many

particuliarities. For example:

1-The flowers of the Mellocactus by no means come from the De Condolla, Miguel, etc.

The pits, the mammilla, the cephalium ( the top of the Mamilla) . The comparison of the

De Condollas's cephalium with the Mammillaria grafted on an Echinocactus is in error.

2-The flowers of the Mellocactus do not have the same staminal insertions as do the

Mammillaria. We observed a cavity similar to the Pilocereus.

3- The needles of the cephalium present (to a certain degree) the same particuliarities that

we have noticed in the Mammillaria micromeris, that is to say a bulging at their end.

4- The seeds are frequently thrown off at maturity.

At Mr. Schlumberger's at Anthieuse close to Rouen I visited a very beautiful collection of

Cacti, including many old samples. Mr. Schlumberger informed me that he had made
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some interesting observations. I saw the Pilocereus flower at night like the virins that we

observed in Viena. The species are:

Pilocereus Houlletianus Lemaire and the Cereus pentacophagus Labouret You know
the flowers of the Houlletianus from the drawings of Lemaire. The most characteristic of

the Pilocereus type . It gives off an odour of garlic which is extremely penetrating and

repulsive. Its tube is entirely bare and even if I tried my best I could not find it to be

squamous.

At Pfersdorffs I also made an Observation that I will teil you about little by little. All my
Anhalorium have flowered.

I have visited Mr. Guedini at Vescinet. He did the foolishness of cutting the

Leuchtenbergia to multiply them, therefore we will not see them flower this year. At the

Botanical Garden in Caen I saw its buds but the director of the garden told me that these

feil off.

Today I finish the letter which I frequently stopped and started writing in the middle of the

war with Prussia.The newspapers will inform you of this better than what I can teil you.

However it is very possible that I will need to go with the army to the Rhine. I do not

enjoy doing emergency surgery, I would rather be thinking about Cacti. I will be expecting

news from you and I will be sure to keep you informed. Any letter addressed to the

Hospital des Invalids will always reach me.

In the meantime please give Mrs. Engelmann my best greetings and for you my most

honored wishes..

Albert Weber

Im im ^ i i i i i i
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Weber, Alb. Fred, to George Engelmarm

Ree. Oct. 26

Ans. Dec. 22

Lyon, August 20, 1876

My Dear and Honored colleague,

How is it possible that I allowed such a long time to go by without writing you? I swear
to you that I would be most embarrassed to give just any reason for this silence More
than once I had wanted to get news from you and give you some of mme, but absorbed
by my daily occupations and by my family life, I always placed this desire to later Last
year you had the kmdness of asking me to give your greetings to our poor Pfersdorf
(whose death was recently announced) and to send me some lines through his
intermediary

.
However because of a Singular fatality, this letter that was sent to me

was open while I spent some time in Alsace, and was lost among other papers and i'did
not find it until recently. It is this factual reason which was the cause for me not
answering your letter, which today I would simply like to thank you for
Like you, I have not ceased in the study of the Cacti to which I have added the Asaves I
continued durmg these last years, to add a large number of documents, that are more or
less interesting m the history of these plants. Unfortunatety the lack of sufficient time
could be interpreted as laziness, and I have only busied myself with my original notes of
which so many are not edited. I agreed with Mr. Fournier that I would provide him with
and enumerative description of the Mexican Cacti for the "Botany ofMexico"
pubhshed by Mr. Fournier under the direction of Mr. Decaisne with material from the
Mexican Scientific Commission.
Since the war I always stayed in Paris in the Hotel des Invalides until the end of 1874
At this time I was promoted to principal physician of the army and sent to Bayonne on
the Spanish frontler, as chief of medicine in the military hospital But in 1879 at my
request I was transferred to a military hospital in Lyon, where in reality I am not chief
ot service; but I have the advantage ofbemg in a large city, which for my family is
much better than living in Bayonne. I like Lyon very much and am very happy that my
wite and three children are busy most of time.
Düring my sojourn in Paris, I continued to visit the collections of Cacti mainly at
Quedency's and at PfersdorfFs, where I observed many new facts. I also made a large
number of drawings to be used in a future publication. I continued to increase my
collection of seeds, which is beginning to be very complete. I myself do the drawings in
the hght Chamber of Machet. I could, if this should give you pleasure, give you the
name of a large number of seeds ofmany species.
I also took advantage ofmy sojourn in Paris to go to the Iibraries and gather all the
bibhographic documents pertaining the Cacti. I found them nght and left little known
or entirely unknown material, therefore of great interest to me. Among other authors
there are original manuscripts and drawings of Plummier, found in the library of the
Jardin des Plantes and whose edition ofBurmann gave me the idea that they were very
summanzed and very inaccurate. The excellent drawings of Plummier are
aecompanied with detailed insenptions that are misconstrued, and truncated It appears
that since Lamarck published some summaries, there has been no other Cactographic
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botanist who knows of these manuscripts that contain veiy unusual Information of the
Cacti ot Santo Domingo.
I also collected all the documents scattered in the German, French and English
penodicals; for example all the published notes by Lemaire, by Labouret and many
other German authors, the work of Scheer ( in Seemann's Botany of the Voyage ofHMS Herald), of Philipe ( in Journey through the Desert ofAtacama), of de Valleio
even ot Humboldt who in the fourth Volume o f his Nov. Gen. and Spec gives most
mteresting details of certain Cacti; I found among others the description of the flowers
and truits ot the Cereus lanatus Humb. in his Observation of Nature and which
ev.dently is the magnificent Pilocereus, introduced 30 years ago with the name of
Pilocereus Wilhamsii Lern. This was lost and reintroduced in the last years by Reigl and
today it is very well distributed among the collections under the name ofPilocereus
Dautwitzn Seitz or Pilocereus Haagii Gosely. This beautiful species that Humboldt
compared to the Pilocereus senilis, seems to have flowers in the shape of a lateral
acephaleon Do you recognize the description that Kunth gave in the manuscripts of
Humboldt? I also found in the Linnaea from 1846, a very interesting article that passed
unrecognized ot Ehrenberg on Mexican Cacti. Among other items one finds a very
detailed description of flowers while the Pilocereus senilis is in bloom ( without a
cephahum but in a vertical and apical position), also seen was the Pilocereus
polylophium, etc. etc.

With the aid of all these documents and the Observation ofnumerous species that I had
flowering myself, I am able to classify the majority of the Cerci myself accordins to
their flowers; ifyou should so desire, I will send you a letter with a table based on the
floral charactenstics of the species that are known to me until this time I frequently

ftelfesckf
6"168 am°nS flOWeFS^ appeared t0 be of simüar sPecies>

according to

1 frequently observed and noticed in detail the flowering of diverse species of
Anhalonium, that I collected myself. For example, the only difference between the
Pelicyphora and the Anhalonium were its seeds. I frequently saw and had drawn the
flowers of the Luechtenbergia principis, whose flowers have the greatest similarity with
those ot the Echmocactus sitispinus and are definitely on the extremities of the
tubercles. By its flowers this curious plant belongs without a doubt to the Echmocactus
and would place it under the name of Echinocactus Luechtenbergia. However lately I
observed a fact that motivated me separate these two genders I saw on a
Luechtenbergia that the head had been cut at the end of a multiplication- 1 saw the
young offspring ansing from the axillae of the sleeves. That is therefore a plant where
the flowers anse from the extremity of the triangulär mamelons, whereas the small
brandies or the offspring arise from the acilla of the same mamillae. In other terms the
apicillary flowering areolas are distinct from the proliferating axillary areolas In the
Echinocactus the flowering areolas are one and the same, and at least are close together
1
beheve theretor, that until we know something new, we should leave the

Luechtenbergia as a distinct class, even though it is, by its flower similar to the
Echinocactus I have some dned flowers of this plant at your disposal. Unfortunately I

never was able to obtain fruits nor seeds.
I also plan to send you a colored drawing that I had made, of the flowers and thorns of
the Echinocactus califormcus mono, an old species that we do not always have in our
collections and that must interest you because you own it scientifically. It is remarkable
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smce I had the adult samples of the E. Cylmdraceus, introduced in large nurnber^t

SZ^H T ^' i7 C0"VinCed that 0ur own Ech
- caUfomicus is verydisünctive and not part of the species californicus described by youSmce have been in Lyon I have had many opportunities to study the Cacti andspeaally the Agave. The Agave collect™ at the Pubhe Garden ofLyon s " of the
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Cl°Se t0 *e 0ne belon§s *> Mr. Robert aCLsTanand at the same tune a passionate amateur. It is remarkable how well bis5SZihow vlg0rously he pursues the living plants and also bis exeellent graft ngStsAmo„g others he has a Leuchtenberg,a that is resplendantly v,go™S Four yea1 it

Ssh^dÄ
suffic.entspace. I furnished him already years ago a largequ^rf^fc
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i"
y SCedS fr0m MeX,C° that d* aViralfw

, A-ngöfters there were seeds of the Anhalonium that before had never grown For examnle Ihad three old seeds ofAnhalomum sulcatum; thanks to Martel, thfse three gave uTsplants hat are now two years old and are growing adm.rably. He was also sScessful ineuh,vatmg from seeds the Mamülana phülosperma, that to myknowC^
mlTu 17

PlaCC
'
Unfortunate'y^ two young plants, that ap^aredS^ÄTÄ 1 ' T 3 feW^^ the °ther two years, to

labdedTf T tlT ,t
S

!Tf
PkntS^ admirab'y conserved and ^uratelyabeled If I talk about h,m in deta,l, ,t is to teil you that in case you should still havesome old rare seeds at my drsposal, I should trust him with them I assure you matthere

I would apprecate it very much ifyou should still have some seeds at my disposal firstto comp efe my collectlon and second tQ germ.nTte

is great dtsotdet becaose there are many plants that n«d to be labeled

1 "1°" "e
'

STUgh f°' ,0day If you ™» "°<** ™l »f tne ttnd would Itketo renewonrcotrespondence, I promtse , MM he tttore fatthfttl in anawering pZpty
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In the meantime I beg you to give my salutations to Mrs. Engelmann and to rememberme as your sincere and devout colleague.

Albert Weber.

Chief Physician of the Military Hospital in Lyon.

Translation Manfred Thurmann

Copyright reserved
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Weber, Alb. Fred, to George Engelmann

Ree. Feb. 19, 1877

Ans. Feb. 23, 1877

Lyon, January, 30, 1877.

My dear and very honorable colleague,

I was very happy to reeeive your response from the 22 of January, last, in regards the
package of your recent publications that you were so kind to send me.
Without wanting to go into the past, 1 only want to reaffirm that the sentiments of
affection and of high esteem that I have for you have never changed for one instant. I

frequently have wanted to write to you. If I have not done it, you may aecuse me of
negligence or because of lack of time. Perhaps you are slightly at fault, because I

believe my last letter was left unanswered. Today I regret infinitely this interruption in
our correspondence. I notice that even though we have not corresponded, your last letter
teils me that we are engaged in the study and the research of the same subjeets. Your
Memoirs in regards the Agave have interested me in the highest degree. For 3 or 4 years
I have had the idea of revising this gender, founded on the study of its true botanical
characteristics. In this regards I began to analyze the flowers and to study the flowering
of a certain number of species ( unfortunately not numerous). Sinee 1876 I have made
some pretty drawings, including the interior strueture of the plants, the insertion and
geniculated disposition of the stamen, the changes during fecundization and the
succesive elongation of the Stylus, etc. If I had known about your research regarding the
subject I would have sent documents that may have interested you, and would have
answered some of the questions that you have raised among the botanists. May
Observation led me among others to the Agave Americana. Then to a smaller species,
among the group of the Paniculata, in which I studied at length the flowering at Mr.
Guedency's and which seem to me to be new. They are mainly the two species that
followed my first studies and that have created some beautiful drawings that I made for
Mr. Klein, with the object of elucidating the anatomy and the physiology of the Agave
flowers. Then I studied the flowers of the Agave filifera ( part of the geminiflora), A.
aylinacantha, A. jalapensis,

( unfortunately this I could not have drawn). Then the
flowers of the Agave Veschaffelti ( group of the A. potatorun), in whom the panicule is

nearly spieiform ( that is to say very short branches) and similar to the macrocantha and
pugioniformis Zucc. The public garden ofLyon has a beautiful collection of Agave and
they bloom nearly every year several times. I will study them following your work as
my guide. At this moment there is an Agave dealbata and dasylirioides that is ready to
bloom; it is a species of the group of geminiflora that distinguished itself by its stamen
that is hanging down,( similar to the Agave attenuata.).

Ifyou would like me to I will be very glad to send you with my letters some drawings
with explanatory notes. Only ifyou ask for them I will make a copy for you.
While I am on the chapter of the Agave I would also like to teil you a few words about a
new species, recently introduced in Paris, that should doubly interest you, because it

belongs to the flora of the Mexican Frontier ( in the surroundings of Monterey, Nuevo
Leon, Mexico) and because it has a terminal thorn with such an extraordinary shape. So
much so that I ask myself if it is really an Agave. This species that was
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with me and I will give them to Mr. Martel and in approximately one year I will be able
to report to you some specific observations on this plant.
To come back to the Amole, it is evidently a very curious product. I do not know
exactly it it is a rhizome or the inferior portion of the trunk; these are also questions
that you can present to your professor. In regards to its chemical structure, I can furnish
you with very precise Information, because I had a piece ofAmole analyzed ( weighing
420 grams), by the pharmacist ofmy ambulance in San Luis Potosi in 1 869 Ifyou are
interested I could send you a copy of this analyses made by a very reputable chemist I
can already teil you that the rhizome contains 91% saponine.
You would give me great pleasure ifyou could send me in one way or another some
seeds of the diverse species that produce Amole, because I would like to acclimatize
them to Algeria.

I notice that it is time that I also talk about the Cacti. These are always my favorite
subjects. In the first place I would like to thank you
The end ofthis letter is missing in the originalfolder (Oct, 4, 1999).

Translated Manfred Thurmann
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Weber, Frederic to George Engelmann

Ree. March 30 Ans. May 1

1

Lyon, March 16, 1877

My Very Dear Colleague,

This very morning I reeeived your kind letter of February 23, that gave nie enormous
pleasure. Precisely today I wanted to write to you ( because tomorrow there is an envoy
to America), to send you some notes that I prepared for you to read. I could not do this
earher as family affairs together with daily occupations have not allowed me a single
tree moment.

I still have not had the time to examine the seeds that you were so kind to include with
your letter. Therefore I thank you while you await my next letter. We will try to make
these profitable.

Today I am only sending you the notes regarding the Echinocactus Californicus, to
which I include those ofthe Echinocactus Potrii that also come from your frontiers and
that you perhaps do not know well. I also send you the copy of the description that
Lemaire has made of his Echinocactus acanthoides that I suspect is a close neighbor of
the cylindracus. It is well understood that all the notes in the manuscript that I send you
you may keep;. also those that I will send you later on; however I ask you please to
return the drawings. The Echinocactus californicus is definitely different from the
Echinocactus viridescens and cylindricus. Pfersdorff, last year reeeived from California
a nice package with numerous samples of the last species, that I was able to compare
with the Californicus, with which they have little exterior resemblance, even though
they belong to the same branch. I regret infmitely not being able to send you a bündle
ofthorns. Because Pfersdorff owns this unique plant of considerable value, I did not
dare ask him to mutilate it. However today I wrote Mr. Klein in Paris, my old
illustrator, and asked him to make an exaet sketch of the thoras in actual size. You will
also find a sketch of the thorns next to the flowers. I thought the flowers in füll bloom
had smooth sepals and petals with unbroken edges, that are not fringed nor
denticulated. I only noticed that the petals were undulated along its edges. Today, while
examimng the dried flower, I noticed that because of the dryness some sepals seem
tnnged, but I think that this is simply caused by the dryness.
I will place in the mail at the same time as this letter, a small package containing 2
dried flowers. I sent them as samples and could have done so simultaneously, but I

forgot. You will recognize them very easily. The thicker one is the flower of the
Echinocactus Californicus; the other one is elongated and oval and has small scales
and a flower that is smaller that the Leuchtenbergia. the first was collected by
Pfersdorff in 1872; the one from the Leuchtenbergia was collected in 1876 by Mr.
Robert, an amateur close to Lyon.

I would like to add a thousand things in today's response, but I lack time and will do it

next time. Only a few words in regards points that Struck me the most. You asked me if
f understood what I had written in regards the Ovatae, all the Cylindropuntia of South
America including the Opuntia visitata and cylindricaü ( I know the fruits and flowers
of the first because Mr. Martel has a vivid example that flowers and bears fruit every
year. I don't know any Opuntia cylindrica, I thought they always were the real
Cylindropuntia and I placed them close to the group of Opuntia ovatae. Is it necessary
to join such diverse plants?
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In regards the Cyhndropuntia of South America, I can send you a sample of the seeds of
the Opuntia clavanoides, that confirms the general rule that you have determined for
the embryonic seeds of the Cyhndropuntia. A few seeds of the Opuntia cylindrica
would give me much pleasure.

In regards to the groups that you call Euchyanthia, Rhodostigma and Gynocalcium I

should hke to teil you a few things. It has been a long time since I have had difficulties
with the Classification of the Cerci of South America. It contains some groups of
Echinocactus from one country that should be placed under the gender of Cirius ( in
particular the groups of exculptus, acutissimus, villosus, Haynii, that have very different
flowers compared to the Echinocactus, and flower on old areolas). The others are
similar to the groups of the Pentlandi ( for example the Cumingii). In the meantime I

have always thought the others to be the real Echinocactus. Just like you, I attach great
importance to the geographic Classification, and am convinced that each country
produces distinctive botanical groups. But the study of the Cereus group is very little
advanced. It is absolutely impossible to classify the flowers of the Cereus without
knowing them in depth. For example a small group of Cereus that could have been
added to the Echmocereus ( Multicostati and Latecostati). In the first place I find that
your Cereus dasyacanthus that is a true Echinocereus and then your Cereus linensis that
is similar to the Cereus lanatis Humboldt, the Cereus multiangularis whose flowers are
unknown, the Cereus flavescens that is similar to the Cereus martianus whose flowers
I have seen here, all form a distinct group because of their flowers. The Cereus
stngosus, whose flowers I have seen many times, is a true and incontestable Echinopsis
(
with flowers absolutely distinct from those of the Echinopsis Bridgesii or Hiatti) the

Cereus Spachianus that has small apical flowers like the Pilocereus; the Cereus
lamproclonus and candicans that are true Echinopsis, etc.etc.

Some day I will try to make known to you the results'ofmy research in regards the
various floral forms of the Cereus.

I was happy to have been able to help you solve the synonymy ofyour Opuntia from the
Galapagos Islands. Those from the Paris Museum seem to me to be different from the
one from the Galapagos because of the low stem, articulated but not cylindrical
Because of this they are different from the Opuntia spinossisima, to whom you would
hke to group it. The Opuntia spinossisima also has a non articulated trank. I would be
happy to receive samples of some of your plants; they would be well cared for if thev
arrive alive.

It is not only I who would be pleased to receive a package, but also Mr. Martels would
be very happy. I hope you can include a sample of the Mamillaria Agasii You also
send me an Echinocactus from California (San Diego?) from which you should have
some fraits. Could you also send me some seeds? You would also give me great
pleasure ifyou could send me some seeds of the Agave virginica, that I believe we do
not yet have. The seeds that you brought in 1869 have germinated but they perished
during the war.

I would also like to ask you the name of an Echinocereus that you sent us in the past in
the form of seeds under the name of Pass of Sangre de Cristo. They were planted at
Pfersdorff s but because they were not labeled, it is today impossible to find them
Thankfully I seeded some at Mr. Mertel's therefore we do have some of this species Do
you have the Echinocereus phoenicus?
I also have a lot to teil you about the Agave. You see that the corresponding material is
such that I need time to write about it.



I will send you a sketch that I drew in regards the florescence
( specially seen in the

Short branches is nearly piriform) like the Agave Verschaffen! Unfortunately I did not
observe any fresh flowers; I only saved dried ones. But the drawings have been made on
the fresh florescence. This group is most mteresting. I will add that according to me the
Agave Verschaffetti is nothing but a variety of the Agave potatorum Zucc. Therefore it
would also be a synonym or very closely related to the Agave scolymus, that Kunth
descnbes as: scapus simplicitus ramosus. This plant had in our gardens also the name of
Agave amoena or hgans. There is a park in Lyon where there are about thirty varieties
ofAgave Verschaffetti; several of these, flower every year. One of the plants that
flowered in 1876, is entirely similar to all the others, and has been labeled as Agave
potatosum syn. amoena. This year I will make a careful study of the flowering of this
species, with all the possible details and I will take notes. One of the plants that
flowered in 1876 was the vivipara, the other four did not carry fruits. The other varieties
grew from 1.60 m. to 4.90 m.
We have at this time several Agaves that are ready to bloom: Agave dasyliroides Agave
Schidigore, Agave mitraeformis. The latter form part of the group of the large species
such as the Salmiana.

In regards the question of the saponaina within the Agave, I wrote one of the military
pharmacists, the most distinguished in Algeria, to ask him to research the question of
the Agave Amencana. I will send you his response.
Time is upon me and I am forced to end this letter. I will follow it by another very soon
with more annotations about the Agave. I would be happy if these observations are

'

mteresting to you and ifyou would like to continue our correspondence.

Your devout,

Alb. Weber

Translation Manfred Thurmann
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Weber A.F.

Ree. April 13

Ans. May 1

1

Lyon, March 29, 1877

My dear and honored colleague,

I have just reeeived from Paris a very exaet and well made sketch of the thorns of the

Echinocactus californicus from the Pfersdorff collection. Today is the day the Courier

departs for America therefore I will send it to you immediately so that you can include it

with the other documents relative to the same species that I sent you in my last letter. The

drawing ( natural size) was made by Mr. Klein, my old draftsman that has possibly had

the habit of drawing the Cacti and who knows perfectly your drawings of the Bound.

Comm. Rep. that he has used as models. You may consider this as entirely exaet and also

as entirely impartial as the drawings have been made under the eyes and the direction of a

scholar that has some preconeeived ideas and therefore are designed aecording to his

ideas.

As I was not present to guide Mr. Klein in his drawings, he only used his eyes as guides

and I am very delighted because he probably saw it better than I. Aecording to his

drawings I would be tempted to modify the description that I have given of the thorn and

to admit that there is a Single interior thorn instead of four. The other 3 thorns that I

considered to be interior are in reality exterior thorns and are inside the adventitious ones.

Consequently we have the following arrangements:

1) One central thorn,0.06 m. long, round and ringed ( a little flat), of yellow crimson color

and slightly curved at its point.

2) Eight interior thorns, 0.06 m. in length, round and ringed, yellow in color with

yellowish spots and 2 transverse purple Striae.

3) Two to four adventitious thorns, 0.03 m. in length, more spindly, round and ringer,

yellow and placed on the Upper half of the areola surrounded by 3 superior thorns.

Studying the disposition of the thorns in this manner is probably more exaet that that of

my original description. There are however many Echinocactus of large ribs of which it is

not always easy to distinguish which should be called interior or central or exterior or

adventitious, as one frequently finds thorns of 2-3 (sometimes 2-6) types. For example

Echinocactus cornigerus, recurvus, Wizlizeni^ etc. Schematic figures similar to those that

I placed on the margin ( somewhat crude, alas!) would be beneficial to introduce some

clarity in the description.
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Weber A.F. Lyon, March 29, 1877

I must also note that the plant from which the drawing has been made is very robust and

vigorous. The dimensions of the thorns must be more or less those of the plant in its

homeland. The thorn was seen in its youth on the trunk of a very vigorous Cereus and

although quite short it rapidly acquired exceptional proportions. The Echinocactus Pottsii

that flowered at the same time was of the same type. These 2 models belong to the

magnificent collection of Mr. Ramus at Donnemarie (close to Melon). This collections

was admired by all the amateurs at the Exposition Universelle of Paris in 1867. It did not

contain many samples but they were all first class plants with admirable vigor. The

Echinocactus californicus and Pottsii occupied the place of honor and I admired them at

that time. Mr. Ramus died in 1871 or 1872 and Mr. Pfersdorff acquired his collection. It

was in this way that I had the occasions to see these beautiful plants bloom in 1872.

Unfortunately the Paris air or the clutter at Pfersdorffs was not good for them, therefore

those that came from Mr. Ramus's at where at Mr. PfersdorfFs flowered only once and

remained stationary in their development. I doubt that we will be able to see them flower a

second time nor will I be able to obtain their seeds.

I think you will be able to recognize, like I did, which is the Echinocactus californicus and

distinguish it from the viridescens and the cylindraceus. In my opinion it is much more

similar to your Echinocactus Emoryl A specimen that Pfersdorff received under this

name from Mr. Seitz in Prague (in 1870 or 71) was nothing but the Echinocactus recurrus

(syn. spiralis) providing without doubt the seeds that I have sent him.

Another plant that I received at the same time from the same Mr. Seitz under the name

Mammillaria arizonica Engelmanni was none other than the Mammillaria applanata. This

seems to be habitual of that man who has no loyalty at all. The courageous Pfersdorff who
is honesty personified, frequently complained bitterly of having been caught by Mr. Seitz

whom he sent a pile of pretty things and who in spite of fantastic promises only sent back

a lot of trash or plants under false names. I also sent him as you know, many Mexican

seeds and he acted as ifhe had not received my letters. Pfersdorff and I have stopped

communicating with him.

Pressed by time, I will finish this letter today telling you that there will another one.

Today I received a visit from Mr. Martel who hopes to take advantage of the seeds that

you sent me (except those that are too old, that is to say more than 20 yr.). According to

him the Agave conserve their germination faculties much less time than the Cacti. The

latter are able to germinate between 2 and 20 yr. I have seeds from 1864.



Weber A.F. Lyon March 29, 1877

From translator M.T. : the next portion of the letter is dated Jan. . 30, 1 877.

I have to thank you in my name and that ofmy friend Mr. Martel, for the promise you
wished to make us, to send fresh or old seeds, to test Mr. Martel's talents. You asked if

there were special procedures to germinate old cells. No, there is no special chemical

procedure. He used the calcareous content of the earth. His great secret consists in

planting the seedlings with great care at all times and to, so called, smolder them in the

ground. We must add to this that his material installations are perfect. He obtained results

that left me incredulous after having seen them with my own eyes. He will place his true

seif esteem to work with anything that you would make available to him, be it Cacti,

Agaves or Yuccas.

I wrote you already that he germinated old seeds ofAnhalohum whose young plants

prosper beautifully. He also saved and took when born a small curious species of
Mammillaria that I brought from the shores of the Rio Grande del Norte. That seems to be
the most southern form of the mammillaria vivipara. At first is appears to be very

different from the last species. For a long time I was doubting the identity of this small

plant that I named Mammillaria chlorostigma because of its vertical Stigma. Pfersdorff

was unable to make it grow and the species would have been lost had Mr. Martel not

made it grow from old seeds. These seeds have the same characteristics as those of the
Mammillaria vivipara and the young plants Coming from the seedlings resemble, if I am
not mistaken the young vivipara that I seeded at the same time. Ifyou wish I will send you
a note of this small, alluring and unusual plant, that today is related without doubt to the

vivipara type. However it demonstrates how much this type can vary as without the

similarity of the seeds I would never have thought to relate the Mammillaria Chlorostigma
with the vivipara.

I would be very happy if you would execute the intention that you manifested to send me
in the spring a sample of your Mammillaria Agassizi. You can be sure that if the plant

arrives alive it will definitely be saved and probably will have multiplied before the end of
the year.

In last year's letter you to talked to me about an Opuntia that Agassiz had sent you from
the Galapagos and that you thought was the same as that we saw together at the Garden of
Plants of Paris. Perhaps you don't know that this species was brought by Darwin more or
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less 40 years ago and described in 1837 by Professor Hinslow in Edimburg under the
name Opuntia Galapagcia. Its description is accompanied by a drawing that I copied and
that I am sending you at the same time as a copy of the description with two bundles of
thorns taken from the dried sample at the Paris Museum. If your sample of the Agassiz is

still alive, you will without doubt be able to make a specific identification. I would be
appreciative ifyou would send me a cutting of the other species from the Galapagos. If the
time permits me to I will make some excerpts of the manuscript of Plumier, that I copied
and that concern themselves with the Cereus opuntioides or moniliformis. I will include a
table of all the locations that you mention. His Cereus opuntioides was found by him in

Haiti, in a place along the ocean that he named " the band of the south". I consulted
several ancient maps of the French portion of the Dominican Island ( the south is the area
that Plumier explored), but I could not find this band of the south. Perhaps in the country
it will be easier to know where to search for this locality in this region. But, your friend
Mr. Gabb, lives without doubt in the Spanish part of the Dominican Island and of which
Plumier does not talk about. Ifyou would permit me to give you some advice, I would teil

you that if Mr. Gabb should be interested in Cacti he could in case be of great Service
concerning the geographica! distribution of the Cacti. He could confine himself to collect
seeds of all the species that he encounters indicating the locality or the region from where
these seeds come from. If those seeds arrive in my hands I will make an exact note of their

origin and after 2 or 3 years I will be able to determine most of the species. Many will

already have been introduced in our gardens. At St. Domingue one finds Cereus
triangularis, grandifloris, nysticalus, etc. And quite a large number of large Cereus that
have edible fruits. There are also Cereus columnaris that have flowers like the Pilocereus
similar to the Cereusfloccosus, niger, aureus, nigricans, hermentianus, etc. It would be
simple to collect from all these species, noting the regions where they grow, information in
regards the average height of each species and its native name. A certain number of small
packages of seeds picked without knowing their botanical Classification, only knowing
there place of origin, will constitute a source for the geographic botany of the Cactus. Mr.
Gabb could easily be a Service for St. Domingue.

I was preparing to send you today details on the Echinocactus californicus monv.,
introduced 30 years ago into the French collections but very rare. You mentioned in your
Cacti from California that it is the Echinocactus viridescens that was cultivated in Europe
under the name of californicus. Where did you obtain this information? I can confirm that
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the Echinocactus viridescens has no similarity with the californicus from Monville. I

eould not recognize it in any other speeies that you have described. There is a pretty

example (30 cms. Average), at Pfersdorffs, that was presented at the Universal Exposition

of 1867 among the collection of Mr. Ramus and that I observed as it flowered in 1872.

1

had the flowers drawn and painted at the same time as the Echinocactus Pottsi, from
Chihuahua. This is part of the group from Macrogoni lipidocarpi.

Today my letter is already too long, however, in the next boat that is to say in 19 days, I

will send you the descriptions of these 2 speeies and their flowers aecompanied by
drawings that I will have made.

I also found mentioned among former speeies introduced from California to Europe, the

Echinocactus acanthoides Lern. This was described in detail among the new speeies by
Lemair in 1839. This speeies that seems to have disappeared from our collections but that

I have never-the-less remembered seeing, was without doubt very close to the

Echinocactus cylindraceus. A you without do not have, I was able to obtain in a sale at

the library, the pamphlet mentioned above from Lemaire.

From the poor Lemaire (who died ofhunger and deprivation during the siege of Paris), I

will send you a description of the Echinocactus acanthoides, at the same time as the notes

relative to the Echinocactus californicus and Potsii.

As soon as I will have had the time to study the printed works that you have sent me, I will

without doubt, have many observations to communicate to you whether on the Cactus or
on the Agave.

Today I want to call your attention to a Single point in regards to the characteristics of the

inflorescence of the speeies Cereus (Echinocactus californicus). I do not want to talk

about the vertieiflores speeies, subject on which we have already had long discussions and
on which I propose we talk about again in the fiiture. I only want to talk about the generic

characteristics that you indicated when you said" Flowers not from any preformed areola

but bursting through the epidermis, etc.(Weber wrote this in English). I must record the

erroneous attribution of this characteristic in all the Cereus gender; This characteristic is

limited to the subgenera Echinocereus and does not exist in any other subspecies. I have
observed many Cereus flowers, but have never seen flowers arising from the crevasse of
the epidermis, except in the Echinocereus. I also thought that their we had an excellent



and distinct characteristic of the group Echinocereus ( in which I include only the

northamerican and mexican species. The Cereus strigosus, candicans, etc. Belong,

according to their flowers to the group Echinopsis ( as defined by Juecar). In all the real

Cereus, ofwhich I have observed a large number, the flowers always come out of the
upper part of the areola itself and never from a crevasse in the epidermis. You have
generalized too much a characteristic that you without doubt observed only in the

Echinocereus.

One frequently must not generalize the features that one had observed in one or several

species, but that can be found in other species. In this manner and to mention yet another

example you say in the generic features of the Opuntia "open only in sunlight". However I

observed on the shores of the Rio Grande that the flowers of the Opuntiafrutiscens, don't

have their petals completely open until the middle of the night. I did not frequently have
the opportunity to sleep among Opuntia in bloom. Therefore I was not able to verify this

fact in other species except in the Opuntiafructiscens in which I observed with accuracy
and recorded it explicitly in the diary ofmy trip.

I finish my letter already quite lengthy, by offering a seed (extra curricular) of a species of
Cylindropuntia, named by Lemaire Opuntia acracantha. This comes from the area of
Mendoza which I brought back together with the Opuntia diademata and calva that

evidently belong to the same group just like the Opuntia sulphurea, Cereus strigosus,

Cereus, candicans, Echinopsis campylacantha andformosa, etc. I examined these plants

in Paris on the 8th of last month and found only one seed that I send you with this

communication and pray that you will return it to me. This seeds is virguliform and for me
constitutes a new type among the Opuntia and will certainly interest you. I wanted to give

you the pleasure of drawing it, but I ask you to please send me the sketch of the embryo.

I will send this letter with the next Courier. While awaiting news from you, soon, I again
send you my most affectionate greetings.

Alb. Weber

translation by- Manfred Thurmann
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Ree. April 28

Ans. May 1

1

My very honored colleague,

A few days ago you must have reeeived a small white box containing two dried flowers of an

Agave and a living bud abnormally transformed into a flower. I did not have time to include a

letter in this small shipment that I wanted to expedite without delay, so that the young flowering

bud would arrive with sufficient freshness. This plant also has the dried flowers, which come
from the Agave Verschaffelti. Several of these have flowered in Lyon in 1876; today I would like

to send you a few words.

The public garden of the city of Lyon ( called Park of the Golden Head) owns at least 20 adult

samples of this Agave that constitute most of the different varieties as seen by the shape of their

thorns. However they also constitute a family that one can recognize in the blink of an eye, as

belonging to the same species. Each year one has several of them that flower, and their flowering

affects this particular shape, that I already have mentioned to you in my previous letter. I have

only seen this type in that species and in the Agave macrocantha ofZuccarioni. This I have

already cultivated under the name ofAgave Besseriana in a number of varieties. This

inflorescence is one that is particularly narrow, fusiform and sometimes nearly specific,

presenting a different shape with panicles that one can see only in the large Agave.

In this regard I would like to make you notice that one can distinguish three types on

inflorescence in all the paniculated Agave ( of which I know the flowers):

1) The first shape is the most common, the one we find in the Agave americana: a thyrseform

panicle; with secondary branches and tertiary and even quarternary subbranches. The

photograph of an Agave americana, that I send you, shows a good inflorescence that we also

find in the Agave lurida, rigida, etc. I had some beautiful drawings made with the analysis of a

new species ( Agave Guedeneyri) that I observed in 1874 at Mr. Guedeneyri's home.

2) The second shape is the one we know as Agave Shawii: non ramified secondary branches,

flowers bunched at the end of these branches. Among the large species of our collections we find

this inflorescence in the Agave Salmiana and the Agave Jacobiana ( species quite similar to the

previous one). I also observed one year ago in Lyon on a very rare species, Agave Vandervinneni.

I am sending you drawings of the Agave Salmiana that flowered in St. Germain close to Paris in

1872, in which this type of inflorescense is very commonly seen. A species very close to it, the

Agave mitraeformis, is ready to flower any moment in Lyon to offer, without doubt the same

type of inflorescence.
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3) The third type, the one I alerted you to, is the Agave Verschaffelti, of which I also send you a

drawing, made one year ago by one ofmy colleagues. It always has a very narrow panicle, and in

general, many less flowers than what is seen in the previous types. The secondary branches are 1

or 2 inches long ( 3 to 6 cms.); at their end they give birth to extremely short tertiary branches

(appprox. 1 cms. sometimes less).It is rare that the secondary branches, ( those in the middle of

the inflorescence), are not more than 10 cms. in length. This shortness of the branches, compared

to the height of the floral shaft ( approx. 2 meters), gives the florescence an appearance of a

woolly tuft

The 2 shafts of the Agave macrocantha that I saw, one 2 meters and the other 1 meter in height,

where at their base as thick as a thumb or an index finger and in the middle the thickness of a

small finger and higher up even thinner; rare small and deciduous branches, approximately 12 in

number with a median length of 4 cms., dividing into 3 tertiary branches one cm. in length with

2 or 3 flowers. The flowers had already fallen off at the time ofmy visit (1874); there where no

fruits or buds, giving the stems a smooth appearance.

Among the Agave V erschaffeiti that flowered in 1876, one shaft reached a height of 1,80 meters

and the other 2 m. These 2 have a 10 cms. circumference at the bottom of the shaft and 6 cms. in

the middle. They are very similar in their florescence and their appearance. The shafts are

higher than 6 meters with a lower circumference of 19 cms.The shorter ones are only 2-3

cms.On the larger specimen, the longest secondary branches ( that is to say those in the middle

of the florescense) are not longer than 8 to 10 cms.The 6 meter high specimens, are a little

longer proportionaly, but their height did not allow me to measure the secondary branches. In

general the small branches of the shaft are deciduous and eventually they become smooth.

I consider the Agave Verchaffelti like a smaller type of the Agave potatorum Zucc. One fmds in

the garden many samples labeled as Agave amoena or elegans, that are evidently varieties of the

Verschaffelti.

It is unfortunately difficult to reassure oneself of the authenticity of the Agave potatorum from

our gardens; those that I have seen are larger forms of Verschaffelti; the scolymus from Lyon is

even larger and is close to the largest Agaves. The description of the inflorescence that I found at

Jacobi's also seems to indicate to me that their identity is close to the Agave Verschaffelti. This

last one is very common in all our collections. The smallest of the Agave Verschaffelti, whose
largest dimensions I have given to you, has produced in the last few weeks some sprouts that

grow from the ossicles of the smaller branches or from their end in the place of the fruits.One of

the large ones produces only one fruit.

The gardener Mr. Goulain, who already has a large number ofAgave Verschaffelti flowering,

told me that the shafts are fairly common in this species. I have never as many Agave
Verschaffelti as I saw in the indoor beds. Jacobi thinks they are Agave amoena. ! The plant

always dies after it blooms. In regards to this I would like to call your attention to the importance
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of this characteristic, that is constant in many species. There are others than never die after they

flower but continue to grow new buds next to the ones that produced the flowers. Therefore the

Agave americana, Salmiana, Verschaffelti, etc.are of this type and the Agave densiflora,

chiapensis, dasyliroides, geminiflora, etc. continue to produce Vegetation after they bloom. This

characteristic is important in the description of each species. It seems to be more constant than

the other one that you told me about but that I did not find constant: I am refering to the absence

of a stem. Certain species remain the same until they bloom and then die.For example the Agave

Schidigera. that Lemair and Jacobi want to distinguish from the Agave filifera, mainly because it

has a stem; I am otherwise convinced together with Koch, that it is a simple seminal variety of

thefilifera.

Now I want to teil you a little of the bud that normally becomes a flower and that I have sent

you. According to the gardener from Lyon these grow on the shafts of the Verschaffelti. It is

similar to the phenomenon that frequently occurs in the Agave americana, of which you have

much knowledge ( it has been described by many authors for example Siricius in 1709).

I want to talk to you about the young subterranean offspring of the Agave americana, that even

though they are only a few centimeters tall, flower at the same time as the plant giant that gave

them birth. They therefor form miniature florescence of 10 to 90 centimeter at the side of the

one whose shaft is 7 to 8 meters tall. The Agave americana, of which I send you a photograph,

shows remarkable examples of the flowering offspring; that is not well seen as they are hidden

among the large leaves of the plant. I sent you a drawing of the different types of unusual

phenomena. Sometimes these small flowers grow on branched shafts; at othe times it is a single

grape or a Cluster. With our Agave Verschaffelti, we have a unique flower that grew in the

middle of a Cluster.

I have here a perspective of the flowering of the following Agaves that are already more of less

developed:

Agave mitraeformis ( ofthe Salmiana or Jacobiana variety)

Agave Schidigera.

Agave dialbata (dasyliroides)

Agave densiflora hybris Ousselghemiana.

This year there will be without doubt some Ag. Verschaffelti that are flowering, but until now
there are no developed shafts.

In regards to your Agave Shawnii, I suppose, according to the people I have talked to here, it is

perhaps identical and perhaps very close to the species that is frequently cultivated here and

carries the name ofAgave Ghiesbrechtii (Lemaire). The seeds Coming from your pods are

already quite big and therefor their identity can be well defmed. This plant has the name of

Agave squalidens ( teeth of sequins).



I would like to point out to you that your Agavefalcata from Saltillo, that I remember having

seen very frequently in the north of Mexico, appears to belong to the species ofAgave striata

Zucc. In our gardens we find it under the name of Bonapartia rigidifolia. The Agave stricta,

recurva and Hystrix seem to be simple varieties of this type.

Your Agave angustissima, could it not be the filifera variety of the Agave geminifloral That

variety if very common here and it is called Bonapartiafilamentosa. or Bjunuafilamentosa or

filifera. It has nothing similar to the Agavefilifera or Schidigera orfilamentosa that has very

large leaves. Something that is important for you to remember, is that Hartweg found the Agave

geminiflora in the surroundings of Tepic ( Journal of the Horticultural Society ofLondon Vol I

pag. 180 (1846). He found this abundantly in Tepic in a village called Ocotillo with shafts

measuring 12 to 18 feet.

Your Yucca seeds and most of the Agave ones, were given in the last few days to Mr. Martel.

The Cacti and the rest of the Agaves will be sown in one month at a time when the heat will be

more constant.

Would you have seeds of the Echinocereus phoenicus and gonacanthusl I do not recall any

authentic plant.

Could you send me a copy of your work on the Yucca? Would also be possible to obtain a copy

of your Wisligenus Report For a long time I was unable to find it in the French and German
libraries.

Please excuse the length of this letter which I sent with good will.

I remain respectfully,

Alb. Weber

Translation: Manfred Thurmann
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My dear Colleague,

The small box of living plants that you graciously sent me, arrived in perfect condition
ten days ago. The best way to prove my gratitude for this envoy will be to multiply these
plants as soon as possible and to spread them to the collections of Europe.After their

arrival I occupied myselfby placing them in good hands. Not being able to visit with Mr.
Martel, I immediately wrote him and asked him to come and get these plants from me.
He took all ofthem except the two Echinocactus polycephalus et Johnsoni that I took to
Mr. Robert in the surroundings of Lyon. He is without doubt the best grower of Cacti that

I know. Mr. Martel has a very imique talent for planting, but Mr.Roberts has the most
ability to multiplication with graftings and cuttings.He promised me that in one year your
Echinocereus polycephalus will have multiplied. He began to plant it in a warm bed so
that it could root itself well; because the plant will grow vigorously, in the fall or a year
later in the spring, he will cut it in two and will graft the head on a very vigorous
specimen. I am convinced that he will succeed very well because I saw the surprisingly

good results he obtained with the methods of culture and graft; for example in very rare

species such as Echinocereus, ( look on original letter), some of which were very
common at his home and multiplied infinitely my grafting. he mentioned that the
Echinocereuspolycephalus arrived in good health, but the Echinocereus Johnsoni is in

poor condition, it is nearly dry; meanwhile Mr. Roberts waits to be involved. I also

brought him pieces ofOpuntia that were duplicated. For example the Opuntia Kleiniae,
That I can eaily compare with what we have here under the name of Opuntia sp.

Bigilovii??. This last one will be rapidly grafted and will soon develop vigorously.
However I doubt very much that it is the plant described by you under the name of
Opuntia Bigeloni. The plant that you sent to me seems to me to have stayed very small.
In the future we will have more information.

All the other plants were sent to Mr. Martel who will give them special care. Both of us
were happy to have the unusual and microscopic Mamillaria micromeris that I hope will
live a long time and prosper and will be able to give us flowers and fruits and reveal to us
the secrets of its affinities. You know that as far as I am concerned this plant is not a
Mamillaria. Let us temporarily accept the subgender Epilantha. I am curious to be able to
examine the flower, specially the ovary, because I query if it is not simply a small
Echinocactus.

The plant that you sent me under the name of Cereus setispinus will grow rapidly and be
grafted. We hope that we will be happier than you and will see it bloom. But allow me a
question: I don't know any plant described by you under the name Cereus setispinus.
Could this not be a Lasisus calamil that you mentioned in your letter and was on the
package sticker? Could it be by chance the Cereus Longisetusl I beg you answer me in
this regard to clear my doubts.



All the Opuntia arrived safe and sound and will be multiplied as quickly as possible. In

one or two months I will already be able to give you some news regarding their growth.

I am delighted to have received the Agave virginica that was missing in our collection in

France ( because the seeds that you sent Mr. Guedency in 1869 perished during the war)I
gave the plants of the magnificent collection ofAgaves to the Park of the Golden Head
(public park in Lyon); I removed a small piece that I sent to Mr. Martel. Do you think
that this plant will be able to tolerate our winters in the ground as it is indigenous
overthere? Your winters must be as cold as the ones we have in Lyon.

The happy arrival of your plants has prompted me to ask you if it would be alright to

receive some living plants, weather Cacti or Agave. Mr Martel's collection which is

entirely at my disposal (because it is I who put it together) and the collection ofAgaves
in the Park in Lyon, will allow me to send you my best plants. I will not choose but young
plants that don't occupy much space and that easily tolerate a traveling time of 1 month.

At this moment I am preparing for you a certain number ofAgave flowers, that I will

send you little by little.

At this time we have the following flowers:

Agave maculata Regel

Agave schidigera Lam
Agave densißora ( 3 samples ofslightly different variety)

Agave sugleride Xalapensis et Owsselzhemania, obtainedby artificial Insemination at
the Gardens ofLyon. Theflowers ofthe inflorescence seem slightly differentfrom the

Xalapensis; this seems identical to the densiflora.

Agave dialbata dasyliriodes.

Agave mitraeformis ( ofthe Salmianae) group.

Agave miradurensis, began to show itsfloral beauty 8 days ago; it is the neighboring
plant of the Agave tatli; it is Mexican in spite of the erroneous assertion of Jacobi who
called it trepillican. El Mirador is the residence of Mr. Sartorius who has sent many
Agaves to Europe and who lives in the province of Veracruz between Jalapa and Orizaba
close to the Pico de Orizaba, a volcano.

Agave aylinacantha. Unfortunately there is no time today to go into details about the
florescence. I am occupied with family affairs. In the meantime I make rather frequent
Visits to the Gardens of the Golden Head and take notes of the florescens. In a few days I

will write you at greater length and more scientifically on this subject.

I call your attention on the identity of your Agave augustissima with the Bonaparte
juncia filifera; I will send you dried leaves of this last one; they are cylmdrical and
correspond perfectly to our description.

I will here from you soon and receive news on the results of your seeds.

Yours truly Alb. Weber
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Rec.July 13 Weber, Alb.

Ans.Aug.2nd. Lyon, June 28, 1877

My very dear colleague,

Always prevented by the lack of time, I have not yet been able to gather my diverse notes on the
Agave that I would like to send to you. Today, however, I will dedicate one hour to chat with you and
begin to acquaint you with some of the fragments ofmy observations.

Yesterday I went to the Lyon Park and I found blooming several Agave densiflora, Agave metraforonis
and Agave maculata (Regel). This last species interested me vividly and I noticed from the beginning
that it is absolutely different from the plant that you described under the same name.The longer stamen
do not allow them to be confused; it seemed to me that all its characteristics greatly resemble the Agave
variegata and I want you to be the judge by sending you 3 dried flowers to which I attach the notes that I

made when they were alive. If everything goes well I will at a later date try to send you the skeleton of
the plant, even if it is dead. I did not describe the leaves of the plant, but it should be easy to fill in this

gap. They are soft and evergreen and have brown spots and measure 69cms.in length and are 1 mm.
thiek at the base and 0.5 mm. thick at the apex. The flowering portion is 120 cms. high. Tere is a loose
Cluster composed of 19 isolated flowers, some small, separated from each other by 3 cms. triangulär and
they end in a point. The flowers have a weak but agreable scent. The total length of the flowers from the
base of the ovary to the end of the Stylus measures 8 mm. The ovary i s nearly cylindrical and isl cm
long and 6 mm thick; the collar is 3mm. thick. The stem is 1 cm long and slightly black and its upper
edge is filled with liquid. The lobes are 1 cm. long, at the base; they are curved over on the outside so as
to form an open limb and reflected on itself (limbo palente et recurvatö).

Diameter of the open perianthe is 29 mm.
The lobes are green, shaded brown-purple, mostly at their extreme and on their inner side they are
covered with thin down.

The Stylus are long and overlap the limbs by 9 to 6 mm. the Stylus is more or less long and sometimes
longer than the stamen by 6 mm.
The Stigmata are trilobulated, partly opened, white and hairy. The Stylus and the stamina are brown
purple ( at their base the color is green with innumerable purple dots). The antennae are purple brown
before their dehiscence. after this they are yellow. The stamina are inserted in the upper portion of the
stem, approximately, at 2 mm. beneath the Separation of the lobes. They seem to come out of the bottom
of the tubules where they have a purple color.They are interwoven with the tubule up to a certain height.

After this description you will be able to judge if the plant from Lyon could well correspond to the
description given by Regel, except that here the flowers are slightly smaller.

In any case the plant is clearly different from the Agave maculosa Hook, and it seems to me is very
similar, except for its dimensions, to the description of the Agave variegata.

With the next mailing I will send you a package of dried flowers of several species of Agave, for
example:

Agave Americana

Agave Guedenci

Agavefilifera



Agave schidigera

Agave mitraeformis

Agave densiflora

Agave nylinacantha, etc.

I will number them and in my letter I will include the names that correspond to the numbers.

You recommended that I pay attention to the species where the stem is filled with liquid, as you noticed
in the Agave Sharii. I should teil you that it has been a long time since I made that Observation The
Agave Americana et Guedenci, that I studied 3 years ago, have their stems filled with sweet liquid that is
shghtly viscous.At this very moment, I have on my desk flowers of the Agave mitraeformis, from which
here are drops of that liquid that fall on the desk. They are apparently füll of this liquid, that appears
two or three days after the flowers are open, that is to say very close to the time of their dehiscence
their appearance occurs several days before the liquid exudes from the Stigmata. This announces the
proper time for fertihzation. I noticed the existence of this liquid similar to nectar in the Agave dealbata
(dasilinoides) the Agave maculata Regel, Agave Verschaffet, Agave Schidigera. In this one I found
the tububles dned up, but the gardeners of the Garden ofLyon, that have observed many flowers of the
Agave, asked me to observe that this was a dyspauperatus; they told me that all the flowers of the Agave
have liquid. After my observations, the fleshiest flowers are those that contain most fluid.

A few days ago I yisited my friends Martel at Belleville and I saw that all the plants that you sent are all
in pertect nealth. The Opuntia Gallapagia myriacantha have rooted and soon will produce
offspnng The Opuntiapes corvi has already multiplied, so has the Opuntia rufida. The Opuntia
RtgehvniW) is garnished in yellow and has small green leaves. I grafted the Cereus setispinusO) on a
strong sample of Cereus Bridgesii which will infuse it its sap. The base of the plant will produce
ottspring. The Agave virginica has already produced flowers.I also received good news in regards the
tchinocereus polycephalus et Johnsoni; but it has not rooted yet.

The- Yucca brevifolia has grown very well just as the Yucca Whipplü, of which I only have very few
seeds^ The Agave Shawii, has grown slightly, but until now the Agave Parryi, Palmeri has not moved
Could the seeds have been too old?

The Cactii were seeded a few days ago.

In the near future I will send you more information.

Sincerely,

Alb. Weber

I wonder ifyou could find a few seeds of the Echinocereus gonacanthus. I have never seen a cultivated
p ant of this species and I don't think it exists in Europe.The thorns that you sent me gave me much
pleasure and made me wish for a plant from which they came.

translation: M. Thurmann 5-1-98
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Weber, Alb. Lyon, My 17, 1877

Ree. Aug. 3

Ans. Aug. 21

My dear colleague,

I have just sent by mail a small package containing flowers. For each species there is a separate

envelope on which there is a number. (the postal service prohibits us from writing on the

samples anything but numbers). Here are the names that correspond to each of these numbers:

No. 1. Agave americana. Flowers that come from the samples that bloomed in 1876 at St.

Germain close to Paris and of which I have sent you photographs. I will also send you drawings

of the flowers in their natural size.

No. 2. Agave mitraeformis. It comes from the sample described by Jacobi that has just

bloomed in Lyon.

No. 3. Agave Guedeneyri new species, that bloomed in 1874 at Guedeneyri's in Vesinet. I also

send you the drawings of the plant, and the flowers in their different phases of development. But

because my letter would be too long, I will send it in a separate envelope. If all these drawings

can be of value to you for your future publications, you may use them in any way you wish.

No. 4. Agave densiflora, syn. xalapensis, bloomed at Lyon simultaneously. The different

varieties all have identical flowers.

No. 5. Agave dealbata syn. dasyiiriodes, bloomed in Lyon in 1877, with 2 capsules that are

remarkable for their non deciduous perianth with a relative size, similar to the seeds.

No. 6. Agave schidigera Lern. Bloomed in Lyon in the spring of 1877. The fruits are not yet

ripe. This species is very similar to the Agave filifera, but different in their flowers mainly

because of their non convoluted lobules and yellow antennae, before they dehisce,, whereas in

the filifera they are brown.

No. 7. Agave filifera. Bloomed in 1876 at Guedeneyri's.

No. 8. Leaves of the Bonapartea juncea var. filifera, that I asked you to compare with your

leaves of the Agave angustissima. Its description is entirely comparable to the plant we have

here under the above name.

I forgot to include a package of flowers of the Agave xylinacantha, but I will send it to you in

my next letter, together with others that I collected during the inflorescence of this species that is

not a geminiflora but a triflora in which most are spiked.

I would also like the notes that you collected on most of the flowers included in today's dispatch.

I also must teil you about the very singular inflorescence of the Agave miradorensis that at one

time reached a height of 3 meters and is not thicker than a fmger at one end, without having
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grown any flowers. This species is evidently very pauciflora, and does not resemble anything

that I have seen up to now. ! ! !

!

In my last letter I gave you the description of the flowers from the plant that carries the name of

Agave maculata Regel. I have to add that the flowers are sessile, so much so that Regel called

the plant pedunculated. Unfortunately all the flowers feil off without producing fruit.

I must also warn you that the flowers that I sent you under the name ofAgave Verschaffelti,

come from a plant that is perhaps not identical with the Verschaffelti, from which I have sent

you some drawings. Düring a recent visit that I made in the Park of Lyon I had the opportunity to

examine the trunks of the plants that had bloomed the year before and had the name ofAgave

Veschaffelti. There are three that are more or less identical with each other and it is from one of

them that I made my drawing. None of these three samples is more than 2 meters high and the

flowering branches are not more than 6 to 10 cms. in length. But the fourth, precisely the one

from which the flowers came from that I sent you and that are labeled as Agave Verschaff, var.

elegans, could very well be nothing but the same as the other three. Their trunk is taller than 6

meters and the florescent branches are up to 20 cms. long, so that the panicle no longer has that

(spiciforme -no translation) appearance which is so notable in the others. The plant itself seems

different because of its leaves without being too different from the Verschaffelti type.

I greatly regret that last year I was not able to examine in detail, the various flowers of the

diverse varieties of the Verschaffelti. I was absent at the moment of its blooming or better said

at the end of its inflorescence. When I returned I did not find but a few withered flowers from

the largest specimen. I hoped that this year, one or the other of the 20 samples of the

Verschaffelti that remain here and that are all adult, would get busy and flower and therefore

allow me to make up for my last year's negligence; but until now none of them has announced

that they would do so.To summarize, I beg you, not to consider the flowers that I have sent you

as of the Verschaffelti type ( the spiciforme paniculated), but only of the neighboring type in

which my studies could have demonstrated the difference.

While studying the rieh collections of the Agave from the Garden in Lyon, each day I noticed

how correct you were in not agreeing with the major importance of the form, the height and the

number of marginal thorns, to which Jacobi and Salm gave such great importance. Within the

many varieties of Verschaffelti, this characteristic varies enormously. It is the same in the

Agave Ghiesbrechtii that we have here in 5 or 6 varieties, quite different in the length and width

of their leaves and by the characteristics of their thorns. But the most unusual fact that I saw

concerns the Agave Kerchovi. This beautiful species has (ensiforme. not translated) leaves,

they are very numerous and they all arise from the same seed. The capsules had been introduced

by Roigl. On first inspection the plants ( median diameter of 0-90 meters), all resemble each

other. When examined closely one sees some very notable differences in the number and the

strength of the marginal thorns. Some samples merit the name of squalidicans just as its



forebearer the Agave Ghiesbrechtii; but others are more or less laeviorus. Lastly one of the

samples that comes authentically from the same seed, has completely smooth seeds (Agave

Kerchovi incremis).One can rub the the edges of the leaves from top to bottom and from bottom

to top and not feel the most minimal roughness. ! ! ! ! ! Here are 2 seeds from the same capsule that

would have been for Jacobi, not only distinct species but even different sections!

In my last letter, I forgot to announce, that I sent you the catalogue from Pfersdorff s house. I

have tried in every way possible, after the death of this good man, to maintain the reputation of

his establishment. For this I spent many days, last fall, to review al the labels Since then I have

remained in constant correspondence with the manager, young intelligent man, who for many
years was the owner of the accounting books of Mr. Pfersdorff. He also knows the grassy plants

very well. I made an offer to Mrs Steiner-Pfersdorff, to redo her catalogue; I sent you a copy the

moment it was printed. You will have been able to see that I sought to indicate many
synonymies; being a recent catalogue it has included many of the most common species.

Therefore, for example, in the Echinocactus I put together all the Stenogoni of the crispatus

group. The confusion that reigns in the books and in the gardens among all the species described

pertaining this group, refers simply to the fact that there is no Single species that in itself varies

enormously. It is the same thing in regards to the Malacocarpus, that are evidently more or less

constant forms of a similar type.

I indicated the numerous Synonyms of the Echinocactus ingens, etc. etc.

In regards this catalogue I want to teil you which is the present State of synonymy of the Cereus

mexicanus of which in the past I sent you these descriptions:

Cereus edulissimus or edulis is positively

This is the end of this letter that is incomplete

Translation: Manfred Thurmann
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Weber, Alb. Lyon, 31 January 1878

Rec.Febl6 1878

Ans.June 30 1879

April 4 1880

Very Honored Colleague,

Today I received your letter of the 19th. of January and I am ashamed to say that it has been nearly six

months since I have written you. I also do not want to wait until tomorrow to offer you my direct

apologies and I hope that you will accept my excuses.Unfortunately I have been afflicted by very serious

family worries during these last months and especially by a prolongued and sad illness of one ofmy

boys, 3 years of age, that has developed Pott's Disease of the spine on the 12th vertebrae with

incomplete paralysis of the lower extremities. For the past few months I am the slave ofmy small

patient who does not leave me in peace for one instant to do my work not even to leave him by himself.

My correspondence has therefore suffered very much and I have allowed a mass of work to accumulate.

I have not been able to undertake the answering of any of my letters.

It has been at least 3 months since I have seen my friend Mr. Martel in Belleville. Not even have I been

able to go to the Park in Lyon where all the Agave are. I have been told that one of the Agave attenuata

is getting ready to flower and I plan to go and see it as soon as I can.The last time I was there I made

some notes on the Agave miradorensis, that was flowering. It seems to be very similar to your Agave

Tetli or rigida. The structure of the flower is the same and the stamen are a characteristic red. But the

plant has many less thorns than the Tetli from our gardens and the floral crown is much more pock

marked than what you have described. I will try to send you a detailed note of this species as soon as I

"find the time". I have also observed a new flowering of an Agave schedigera that is decidedly very

distinct from the Agave filifera. The first has a yellow stamen and antennae(before the dehiscense),

while the second has remarkably brown antennae and stamen. There are at least 2 other species that I

will teil you about at another time.

Mr. Martel has given me good news in regards our plants, in particular those that come from your last

shipment and which up to the present time are well spread out. We will be able to see what there

defmite condition is during the springtime at which time I will teil you about it. The seeds of the Agave

that you sent me, have in general grown very well. We grew an Agave Palmeri that looks very well, and

that I cannot find in any European catalogue. We also were able to grow an Agave Bendire, but it did

poorly from its birth on and fmally died. Its seeds were a little too contaminated. The Agave Shawii are

not well classified, but I believe more and more that they will be close to the Agave Ghiesbrechtii,

horrida, gradidentata, that is part of a group in which the skeleton of the leaves varies considerably.

In one of your last letters you talked about your Anhaloniumfissuratum you have at home. I would like

to point out to you that the Anhalonium always carry their seeds hidden in between their tubercles, and

what is so remarkable is that one fmds these seeds not only in the youngest tubercles but also in the

peripheral ones.I examined a large number of specimen ofAnhalonium, alive and dead; in all ofthem I

found seeds that were deeply hidden and difficult to find, however when searching scrupulously



one can finally always find them. I therefore encourage you to look for them carefully in your specimen

offlssuratum. I have no doubt that ifyou look for them you will find the seeds.My friend Martel will put

all his care and all his talent to make them grow, ifyou could send me some of them. He was succesful

in growing some pretty plants from the Anhalonium sulcatum, prismaticwn, areolosum (Lern), and also a

new species to which I gave the name ofAnhalonium trigonum.

The voyage of Mr. Parry and Mr. Palmer to Mexico promises to be very rewarding in regards to many of

their new discoveries. Could you write them and give them some instructions? I perhaps could have

given them some advice but it is without doubt too late. I wonder ifyou would be so kind, and ask them

to research the several species of Lechuguilla and all the plants that furnish the Amalia or vegetable

soap.They are common in the north of Mexico. Also teil them about the Agave Considerati or Victoriae

close to Monterrey, on the road that goes to Saltillo.The Anhalonium are found around Saltillo, mainly

close to Buenavista {Anhalonium prismaticum). A few kilometers north of Monterrey, between Marin

and Ramos; one can find many on the calcareous hüls ( on the edges of the road and at the entrance of

the village of Maria, in front of the church), a distinct species of Anhalonium that is called Atrigonum.

I was told that in the north of the State of Zacatecas there are several specimens.The Mexicans call them

Siempre Vivos del Monte, or also Peyote. The last name is usually given to the Anhalonium Williamsii.

Our travelers will need to look for it mainly on the road from Parras to Chihuahua.

Today I have no more time to write to you, but another day I will send you more details. Thank you for

the seeds that will be sown in the near future.

Your devoted

Seeds sent to Dr. Weber:

Mamillaria vivipara simplex Utah 1871

Palmeri Arizona 1869

Goodridgii California 1878

Grahamii Arizona 1869

Arizonia 1865

Casiacantha Texas 18 51

Carbuto Chihuahua 1846

Alb. Weber

Echinocactus Simpsoni

Johnsoni

Agave

Agave

Emoryi

polycephalus

Shawii

Corderoyi

Bernhardi 1872

Palmeri 1872

Parryi 1871

1876

1870

1869

1853

1875

1846

translated M. Thurmann
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Weber, A.F. Vincennes, May 27, 1 88

1

Military Government of Paris

Military Hospital of Vincennes.

My very dear and very honorable colleague,

There you are! It has been a long time since I have been meaning to write to you, but the

accumulation ofmy occupations makes me delay this letter to a later date. It has been at

least 2 months since the seeds had been prepared for you, but I have not found the time to

dispatch them to you. My eyes don't allow me to write with a lamp; in the daytime I nearly

never have a moment to myself. Therefore please do not be too annoyed with me and

please don't blame my intentions.

I have acknowledged having received the seeds that you were so kind to send me last year;

I still have to inform you of the results that I have obtained.

A large portion of these seeds have grown very well and the young plants weathered the

winter well. I have about 30 young Agave gracilispina and several Yucca China and 2

Yucca canaliculata. In regards to the Agave Victoriae Regina ( consideranti), I obtained

from your seeds, 15 young plants. You told me that this plant is a true Littaca and

Ternifloral Nearly all are Littaca and Terniflora\ some are even Quadriflora. I observed

this last distribution on a variety ofAgave aylinacantha. In general the flowers are located

in the inferior portion of the floral apex that have germinated; sometimes they are located

in pairs and at other times in threes or even fours, higher up when they have completely

germinated. In Paris there are a few samples of this Agave that Mr. Victor Considerant

received directly from Monterrey. He gave 2 to the Garden of Plants where they will

perhaps bloom in a few years. The seeds of the Cactus also came up. There were two

species:

1) Echinocactus breohamatus. It gave me 5 pretty plants. I think it is the same as the

Echinocactus Schurii. The plant that the German horticulturists ( for example Hildmann

from Berlin), seil under the name Echinocactus brevihamatus is nothing but my
Echinocactus setispinus from Mier.

2) Mammillaria micromeris gave me several young plants, but only 2 survived and are

behaving well. A long time ago I asked you to recognize the supra-areolar disposition of

the flowers of this plant, which is obviously not a Mammillaria nor a Corynphanta or

Aulacothek. You teil me in your letter that its blossoms are similar to the Anhalonium!

Why this? In my opinion it rather is a Melocactus, because all the Mdocactus have their

flowers at the end of the new mammillae and not in their pit, which has not been written

about until the present time.
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However the seeds of the Micromeris differ completely from the ones of the Melocactus

and those of the Anhalonium. The wisest is without doubt, to leave this curious plant

isolated in the Classification and give it the name ofEpithelantha that you proposed

formerly. The sample of the Mammillaria micromeris that you sent me in 1877, is at my
friend's Mr. Mart in Belleville by Lyon; it has done very well but has not yet bloomed. If

yours will again produce seeds, I would appreciate it ifyou could send me some. It is also

Mr. Martel that has benefited from your seeds of Cereus Palmeri and has multiplied them.

It is a pretty plant that resembles a little the Cereus pruinosus (syn. Cereus edulis or

edulissimus), but is distinguishes itself from this one because of its short black thorns. A
sample of this plant is at you disposal whenever you want.

From the Cereus pectin aboriginum we only have left one Single small plant (in

Belleville), but it is in several German catalogues. I will try to multiply it.

The Cereus Thurberi originating from your seeds, is these days quite widespread.

In 1877 you sent me some other plants of which I want to talk to you about:

- Echinocactus polycephalus, did not live.

- Echinocactus Johnsoni is also dead.

- Opuntia pes corvi prospers perfectly here and at Belleville. I will soon make it known
everywhere. This species seems to be a close relative of the

- Opuntiafoliosa Haw, ofwhich it is without doubt only a variety. The homeland of the

Opuntiafoliosa is not known. Its leaflets are slightly more elongated, sub-fusiform,

whereas in your Opuntia pes corvi they are oval or orbicular. But in everything eise these

2 plants appear to me to be identical.

- Opuntia Kleiniae. Your specimen has multiplied and has been preserved. A plant

entirely similar to this type bloomed in 1880 in Paris in a green house where it was planted

in the ground and reached a height of 2.9 m. The flower, it is said, was grayish yellow.

The fruit did not ripen.

- Echinocereus phoeniceus, is doing very well.

- Echinocereus longicetus, regretfully died at Mr. Martel's. If you could replace it for us it

would give us great pleasure.

- Opuntia rufida, has multiplied in large numbers.

- Opuntia myriancantha, is doing very well and has multiplied. This plant greatly

resembled the young Opuntia spinosissima.

- Opuntia Galapagsia, died.

In 1877 you fmally sent me, under the name Opuntia Bigelovii(?), a small interesting plant

that I cultivated " con amore and that seems to me absolutely new. It stayed lilliputian;

because I am convinced that it has nothing in common with your Opuntia Bigelovii, I gave

it in my catalogue the name Opuntia gracillima, as until now it is the smallest of all

Opuntia that I know. Do you grow this plant? What is your opinion in regards this

synonymy? Would you be able to send me the real Opuntia Bigelovii? I grafted a small



Opuntia gracillima on a Opuntia cylindrica. They form a small bush. It has grown nearly

19 cms. in height.

- Agave Palrneri, from your seeds, we have one sample in Belleville and another in Lyon.

- Agave virginica, that you sent me died in Belleville and asks to be replaeed.

Now I would like to write you a few lines about my last studies on the Cactus and its

seeds.

For the last 18 months I regularly receive letters and seeds from my correspondent in

Catamarca. I hope to, little by little and thanks to him, get the complete flora of Cacti from

that little known region. The most remarkable speeies is a gigantic Pilocereus, that reaehes

a height of 10 m. and has a trunk 33 cms. thick. It was shown at the Universal Exposition

of Paris in 1878 and today it is in the Botanical Gallery of the Garden of Plants. It is a real

Pilocereus; you defined it as a subgender, just like my correspondent, as perfectly

indicated in Iiis descriptive notes. He described the notable differences that exist between

the flowering branches and the non flowering ones. The latter are armed with strong

thorns, whereas the flowering branches have softer thorns. The trunk that is in Paris comes

from the region of copper mines of Las Capillitas, situated at 3000 m. Altitude in the

Sierra de Atajo, slightly north of Andalgala. I gave it the name of Pilocereus

Schickendantzi, in honor ofmy correspondent. He thought he could distinguish ( with

some doubt, never-the-less) two types or perhaps to speeies of this plant: one Coming from

Capillitas, and the other from a region more to the west and less elevated (19 to 1800 m.

Altitude), in the district of Belen in the locality called Yacutela in the Valley of Grandillas.

I gave this second type the name ofpilocereus Pasacana because the fruit is called

Pasacana by the natives. (Pasacana is the name given by the natives of this country to the

fruit of most of the Cereus, just like they call the fruit of the Opuntia, Tuna). My
examination of the seeds of both plants makes me think that they are probably identical.

You can judge this yourself with the seeds that I will send you.. These have abudantly

germinated in my house and in the same manner at Belleville. I have already grafted the

young plants to activate their development.

Another speeies, which is without doubt new is the Cereus Huascha (vernacular name)

that remain low and bushy, ( like your Cereus Emoryi\ and who aecording to its name

will belong to the group Eulychnia. My correspondent has distinguished 2 types: one has

yellow flowers from Yacutula; the other has red flowers found in Andalgala. I am sending

you seeds of the Cereus Huaschaflaviflorus.

My correspondent has sent me from many regions of the Sierra de Atajo 4 types of seeds

perhaps different from the Echinocactus? They are distinguished by their number, by

certain characteristics and by the name of the locality. He did not see the flowers. Some of

these become conical or cylindrical and grow up to 1 m. In height; they have a large

number of ribs. These are without doubt neighboring speeies of the Echinopsisformosa

that I saw bloom in Paris and which is an Eulychnia.
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The seeds of these four seem identical to me; at my house they germinated in mass. I sent

you a sample of one that came from Capillitas.

A small Echinococcus that my correspondent sent me under the name Mammillaria,

belong
? because of its flowers and seeds, to the group Gymno calycium. It has violaeceous

flowers and seems to be quite new. I gave it the name Echinocactus Schickendantzi. I send

you its seeds, so that you can compare those of the Echinocactus Ourselianus or

multifloris that belong to the same group.

The Echinopsis yacutalana is a species very close to the Echinopsis campylacantha or the

Echinopsis valida, that is perhaps synonymous to these 2 species. It has long trumpeted

white flowers. I found them in the herbarium of Paraguay de Balansa (at the Garden of

Plants.) It is a very similar species, from which I will also send you seeds so that you can

compare them (they are twice as fat). At the same herbarium of Balansa, I found beautiful

seeds from a species of Phyllocactus epiphyte.

Mr. Grisenbach gave in his symbolae ad Horum argentinam, the name of Opuntia

argentina, to a plant from the same herbarium of Balansa, that I immediately recognized

to be none other that the Opuntia braziliensis; when I compare its seeds to those of the

Balansa herbarium, I found that it was really the same plant. Therefore Opuntia argentina

is the same as Opuntia braziliensis. I send you a sample of its seed that has more than one

name. I include also seeds of the Opuntia diademata Lern, of the group of the Ovatae.

There is also a species common to the province of Catamarca, where it has the name of

Tuna del Zorro, that is to say of the Fox. This name is also given to the Opuntia vulpina.

This seems to be close to the Opuntia vulpina. This seems to be close to the Opuntia

sulphurea Gill; that one includes but I don't know why, the group of the Ovata, however it

is a Platopuntia with very dense leaves.

I grew seeds from Mr. Schickendantz, another small Opuntie planted among grass with

ovoid leaves. I named this Opuntia densa. I have no more seeds but will obtain some and

send them to you.

I am including in my letter seeds from the Pereskia. First, small samples and seeds of the

Pereskia aculeata, of which I ignore its exact origin and that were sent to me by Haage
and Schmidt from Erfurt. Later on I will send you the unusual Pereskia Poeppigii

{Opuntia) Coming from the province of Concepcion in Chile (37o lat. S.). At greater

altitude (up to 900 m.), Cels from Paris had the same plant from Patagonia (49o lat. S. ! !).

Professor Phüippi who sent Haage and Schmidt live plants and seeds (from where the one

I sent you came from). The name of these plants originates in the country they come from.

It is Maihuen. It is the Opuntia maihuen from Mr. Gay. They form thick turf in the sand

and have yellow flowers. You can see that the seeds are from the Pereskia.

The package of Philippi contains another small species of Pereiska Poeppigii', the seeds

are very similar to the latter. The plant is a conglomeration of small globular and thick

leaves, with small leaflets of the Opuntia claviformis and sub-persistantes. These small
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leaves conglomerate in tufts and really do resemble a small Semper vivumL The plant

grows on the Andes by Linares at the boundary of the eternal snows! ! !. Haage could not

save any plants; but the samples that he sent me were rescued by Mr. Martels and growing

well in Belleville where we are going to multiply therm by grafting. I only saw 3 seeds that

were in too bad a conditions to de sent to you. I gave this small and unusual plant the

provisional name of Pereskia pumila. Perhaps this is the kerne! of a particular gender

similar to the Peirescies?!

I finish for today, this already lengthy letter, hoping that it may interest you and that it

interrupted my silence. You would give me great pleasure in sending me some news. I

hope you have returned from your travels in good health and that you found interesting

things. All what you may communicate with me will always be received with great

pleasure. I will answer you.

Therefore please believe me, in spite ofmy intermittent silence, that I admire you

respectfully.

Alb. Weber

Chief Physician of the Military Hospital of Vincennes











Weber Alb. Fr. Ree. Sept 20

Ans. April 6 1882

Vincennes, July6, 1881

My very honored and very dear colleague,

It is today that I reeeived your letter dated from Empire City the 18th of August. The package contains 5

small Echinocactus Simpsoni perfectly preserved and some seeds from the same species. To prove to

you the pleasure I had from your shipment and the pleasure I will have of all your future shipments, I do

not want to wait a Single day to acknowledge their receipt and to thank you.

The Echinocereus Simpsoni, were planted immediately in a mixture of heather and gravel, and because

their roots were in good condition I hope they will prosper and become well aeclimatized. The majority

of the samples that I have seen until now did not live long in our collections; I hope I will have better

luck this time.

These shipments by mail are made with the greatest of ease, and I suggest you use this method to send

me samples of your species. I am convinced that your Opuntia cylindrica are flat, will tolerate the

transport in small boxes made of wood or metal. Everything you send me will be welcome. I am always

trying to propagate the Cylindropuntia around here to make them known.

I am happy that I have finally found the real name of the small Opuntia that you sent me four years ago

with the name of Opuntia Bigeloviil. They live very well here, specially in Belleville at Dr. Martel's,

but until the present, remain small. I grafted it on the Opuntia cylindrica to produce shoots. I have not

told anyone yet as I did not want to propagate an incorrect name. Now I am going to announce it under

the name Opuntiafulgida, as you told me to do. Whenever you want a sample, there will be one at

your disposal. I do not know the real Opuntia Bigelovii and it would be great to reeeive one together the

with others.

I have known for a long time that your Pereskia subulata is an Opuntia. We have here a species

which is very similar but infinitely smaller; it is the Opuntia Verschafteli. I will send it to you
whenever you wish. But the small Opuntia Maihuen (Op. Poeppigii) from Chile are certainly the

Pereskia, as judged by their seeds which are similar to the Pereskia pumila from the Andes in

Linares., of which I wrote you in my last letter. They are curious miniatures.

I continue to reeeive quite frequently seeds the dried flowers from the province of Catamarca

(Argentine Republic). It was there, and not in Mexico as you thought, where my correspondent

Mr. Schickendantz lived. With his aid I was able to establish the very rieh nomenclature, even if



not complete, of the Cactii that live on the high plateau of the Andes. In regards to the locations

that I have mentioned to you, wether in my letters or in my seed packages such as Andalgala,

Yacutula, las Capillitas, etc., (you will find them in good maps); these places are very

approachable and close to one another, all in the province of Catamarca, between 27 and 28

degrees latitud, south.

One month ago, I received from this region a new shipment of seeds and flowers. I immediately

recognized some Cierges that are already growing here. These are perhaps the Cereus

Bonplandi that is very easy to recognize because of its very characteristic seeds and the Cereus

colubrinus (Cereus Baumanni) whose seeds and flowers can be identified without doubts. There

were also seeds from a large Cereus arborescents, that I would like to name Cereus

haematuricus, because its large fruits color the urine red. One day this Cereus frightened Dr.

Burmeister who had eaten those fruits and thought he had urinated blood. According to the seeds

and the flowers, I suppose this Cereus must belong to the group oi"Coerulescents"\ it is more

likely the Cereus coerulescens or perhaps the C chalybaeus. In this shipment there were also

seeds of a Rhipsalis and also a small Echinocactus ofthe Gymnocalycium group and another

globular Cactus whose seeds are without a doubt the Echinopsis.

The species from which I sent you seeds have all germinated very well in my house; some young

plants are already as thick as nuts and are starting to show their characteristics. For example the

Echinopsis of Yacutula will most certainly become the Echinopsis campylacantha; but the

Pilocereus Pasacana and the Pilocereus Schickendantzi ( that are probably both the same

species) are quite new and will provide a southern comrade to your Cereus gigantus.

This year I observed several new flowers of Cereus, among which are the C macrogonus, large

species similar to the peruvianus, but different because of its large fleshy flowers in which the

ovary and the tubes are decorated with a wooly skin or a very distinctive staminal crown. Then

the Cereus isogonus Hort, germ., whose plant is similar to your Cereus Emorgyi, has small red

flowers like the Cleistocactus that are similar to the Cereus Colubrinus (Baumani).

Ifmy letter finds you still in Empire City, please do me the favour of sending me an article on

the Opuntia Missouriensis, that is just about unknown in our collections, and also please send

me some small Echinocereus Simpsoni.

On your return to St. Louis, please see ifyou have some seeds left over from your trip to

Arizona and in the spring please think ofme when you find the Opuntia; it can easily be sent in

the mail. I promise you I will take good care ofthem and will spread them out in Europe.

I always remain at your disposition and will send you from here all what gives you pleasure.

I wish you good health and I remain your devoted

Alb. Weber

Translation: Manfred Thurmann
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Weber, Alb. Frederic

Military Hospital at Vincennes Vincennes, 2 May 1882

Very honorable colleague and friend,

I was going to respond to your letter of the 6th of April, received the 27th, when this morning I received

the small box containing some fragments of the Cylindropuntia. Because this box was not accompanied

nor by a letter nor by any note, I am reduced to conjectures as to the true Classification of this pretty

Opuntia, which is new for me. After the superficial examination that I made of it this morning, it

appears to be similar to the Opuntia Parryi, that I have never seen alive and that I know only through

your description. I presume that you will remove my uncertainty, by giving me the real name of the

plant. It arrived in good condition and was immediately pruned and placed under a glass bowl in the

greenhouse of this hospital. I hope it will develop roots and that it will be able to multiply.

Your letter of April 6th, gave me great pleasure, first because it proved that you had not forgotten me
and because of the interesting seeds that you sent me of the Echinocereus gonacanthus, which I had

desired for a long time. As far as I know I do not believe it is known in the European collections. I

sowed half of the seeds and the other half I sent to my friend Mr. Martel in Belleville close to Lyon. He
is a master in growing Cacti from seeds. In the same way I sowed the Echinocactus xeranthenoides. I

hope we will be happier with our results than with the Echinocactus polycephalus that still exists in our

collections. The papyraceus sepals of this Echinocactus reminds of the flower named Cereus Chiotilla

of Tehuacan that is also dry, similar to the 'Tmmortal" flower ( Gomphrena, Graphalium). I sent you

later on, a description of this species and its flower, remarkable for its tough and scaly consistence. At

that time I thought that the Chiotilla was synonymous to the Cereus Desmortieri, but since then I

recognized that those two species are very different. By the way this was proven by Pfersdorff when he

grew the seeds that I gave him. The flower of the Chiotilla is sulfur yellow, small and tubulär. It is

always "vertical", that is to say, growing from the crown of the summit of the plant, just like in the

Echinocactus.

There is by the way another group ofEchinocactus that is calcified, squamous and more or less dry; it is

the group ofAstrophytum, of which we know 4 species, very similar to each other regarding their form,

flowers and seeds that Juccarini described very well (Act.acad. Monaco 1845). The four species are:

Echinocactus myriostigma, asterias, ornatus, capriornis.

Your seeds of Opuntia angustata camanchica have also been sown and I will see what they will

produce. I still do not know the Opuntia angustata. In regards to the Opuntia camanchica, I recognize

here some samples Coming from Haage at Erfurt; I believe it belongs to the type of Opuntia Tuna in

which the Opuntia Dillenii, Engelmanni, etc. seem to be variations. You asked me if the

Cereus pectin aboriginorum and the Cereus Thurberi live here. Yes, they exist here. The Cereus

Thurberi is quite widespread



The Cereus pectin aboriginorum was no longer seen in Paris until it returned from Germany. I only

recognize some small samples that are not characteristic.

2

The Cereus Palmeri was saved by Mr. Martel who grew a Single one from your seeds. Today the plant

has multiplied, that is to say we have 4 or 5. 1 am keeping one for you. The plant is quite different from

the other known species; it has a certain resemblance to the Cereus pruinosus ( Syn. Cereus edulis

(Weber).

I return to the Cereus pectin aboriginorum. You had sent me some large seeds that you considered the

largest of the Cereus species. But I can send you, ifyou wish, seeds of our old Cereus serpentinus, that

are even bigger ( 6 mm. long and 4 mm. thick).

With great pleasure I accept your offer of sending me a an offshoot of the Agave sisalana, that I know

only through your description, unless it is identical with a plant that we grow here under the name of

Agave miradorensis ??? Could you send me a sample of the Agave virginica that is always very rare

here? The one that you sent me 5 years ago, stayed in Lyon at the Botanical Garden.

Along with my other desires I include the Echinocereus longisetus, the Opuntia Rigelovii or Davisii and

lastly an authentic sample of the Opuntia missouriensis that I cannot obtain here.

Three or four years ago you mentioned a large ramified Cereus, with thorny fruits from San Luis Potosi,

of which Mr Parry brought some drawings, the flowers and the fruits. I only know one large Cereus from

these regions that has fruits with many thorns: it is my Cereus queretarensis that we have grown here

and that has very characteristic thinly trabeculated seeds. Would you perhaps have a few seeds for me of

Parry' s Cereus seeds?.

Among the two Opuntia of the Galapagos Islands, we were only able to preserve one Single Opuntia

myriacantha, that is at Mr. Martel' s. You would give me pleasure ifyou could send me another.

I would like it ifyou could publish a paper in regards your Cacti. When you do this I will send you, if

you allow me, some notes from my observations on your species in the United States. At this time I am
still busy with the Argentinian Cactii. I have several correspondents in that country ( Catamara, Salta,

Jujury, etc.) and I receive from them seeds that seem very interesting with interesting notes. In a future

lettter I will teil about this at greater length.

I salute you cordially and wish you good health,

Your devoted Alb. Weber

translation: Manfred Thurmann
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Weber, Alb. Fred. Ree. June 27

Ans. Aug. 5 Vincennes June 10, 1882

My dear and very honored colleague,

Thank you for your very excellent letter of the 21rst ofMay that I reeeived 3 days ago. Also thank you

for the excellent seeds that it contained.

Your letter confirms the supposition that I had made, that the pretty Opuntia you sent me, is the

Opuntia clavata. This species is, I believe, new for our collections. At least I had never seen it and knew

it only through your description. In the German horticultural catalogues, one finds an Opuntia clavata

that was decribed under this name by Prof. Philippi from Santiago (Chile) in the Gartenflora ofRegel

(1872). This plant, I reeeived alive from Haage and Schmidt, and is nothing more than a Cereus with

short flowers, and has the particularity of pushing its roots under the ground. One part of it forms an

oval bulge which is what made Philippi take it as an "Opuntia clavata". Because the plant and the seeds

have absolutely nothing in common with those of the Opuntia, I wrote Haage and Schmidt telling them

that their plants were a Cereus and I advised them to name the plants Cereus stolonifer or Cereus

hypogaeus. Those gentlemen sent me another plant under the name Eulychnia catastania (Phil), that

was evidently only a variety of their Opuntia clavata. Like that one, it came from alpine regions,

whereas the Eulychnia castania came from the coast. I suggested that they name the first var. mdinxxs

and the second var. B. littoralis. The plant is now in the catalogue of Haage and Schmidt under the

name of Cereus hypgaeus andinus and littoralis.

Returning to your Opuntia clavata I should teil you that the piece that you sent me was planted

immediately in a secure place. It grew with some beautiful roots. Today it has already doubled in size,

and without doubt will not delay in growing branches. It is therefore an acquisition that we can be

assured of and I will give my friends some of this plant so that they can multiply it.

The seeds of the Opuntia camanchica and ofthe Cereus gonacanthus have germinated here; in regards

to the Opuntia angustata and the Echinocactus duranthenoides, their seeds have not given signs of life,

but this may occur later. The seeds of the Echinocactus Simpsoni, sent last year have given me many

small plants. I also grew 4 young plants of Opuntia Bernardina, seeds bought at Haage and Schmidt.

From them, I also reeeived seeds of the Opuntia Tucsonensis, lurida, tessillata, fulgida but they have not

grown yet.

This year I also have sown many, many argentinian seeds, among which there surely will be many new

surprises together with some old ones.

My Pilocereus Pasacana ( in the proximity of Catamarca), seems to be identical with an old plant

described by Labouret ( Horticultural revue 1854), under the name Echinopsisformosissima..

mini
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The plant from which I sent you seeds under the name Echinopsis yacutulana is certainly the Echinopsis

campylacantha.1 will come back with more information in another letter on this plant from the Republic

of Argentina, that seems to be extremely similar to the Cacti, after making a judgement of what I know
at this moment.What you have told me in your last letter in regards to the variability of the floral scope

of the Agaves, did not surprise me. You already know what I wrote you in the past regarding the floral

scope of the Agave Verschqffelti; at the Botanical Garden of Lyon, where there was a magnificent

collection of Agaves. I saw at least ten plants flower that were labeled as Agave Verschaffelti (old plants

originally from Mexico); one or two ofthem had specific crowns and others had secondary floral

branches that were longer, forming real panicles! I had several drawings made of these floral types and

in time I will send you one. I also saw the flowering of the Agave xylinacantha with a terniflora or

quaterniflora arrangement. In the latter the 4 flowers are in a real secondary branch. In other words,

there are true transitions between the Geminiflora and the Paniculata.

There are in our European collections a large number of Agaves, very difficult to classify; perhaps they

are hybrids because our horticulturists (mostly from Provence and from Italy), have created numerous

new types by artificial grafting. I have at this moment under my eyes the floral crown of an Agave that I

found ( after it flowered) at the home of an amateur in Grenoble; he told me that he received it as a

hybrid variety of the Agave Verschaffelti, crossed with the Agavefüifera or Agave schidigeraV. . This

type has its flowers placed four on four at the end of small flattened branches 5 to 6 mm. in length. I

could send these to you in the mail, ifyou wish.

The seeds of the Cereus 'Titaya" found by Parry in Saltillo interested me very much. I could not

decipher the name on the tag. I sent it to you: "abundant in ? and Saltillo". I can teil you that the

discovery of this large Cereus of 20-29 feet in height, surprised me enormously. I lived in these regions

for more that one year and I can assure you that a Cereus arborescent does not exist along the route

from Saltillo and Monterrey to the Rio Grande. The old Cereus that are found along this region, north of

San Luis Potosi, are the Echinocereus; one can also find some Echinocereus geometricans ( very

rarely), stunted and miserable, or some Cereus marginatus planted to form a fence. But, I repeat, the

arborescent Vegetation of the Cereus does not exist in Saltillo. To find them one has to descend into the

Valleys en route to the Gulf of Mexico. On examining the seeds, I realize that I do not know that species

described by Parry, on which I would like to have more precise details than the ones you have sent me.

It is certainly not my Cereus Queretarensis. I have sown the seeds and I will await for the results.

Another letter will follow soon. In the meantime, good health and much friendship.

Alb.Weber

Translation: M. Thurmann

Weber, Alb. Frederic
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Weber, A.F. rec. Sept23

ans.Nov 23 Vincennes September 6 1882

My very dear and very honored colleague,

I would like to acknowledge having received your letter of the 9th of August, and thank you for it. It

included the sketch of the Cereus of Parry from San Luis Potosi, that I return to you after having copied

it.

I new well that this Cereus could not have come from Saltillo where there no longer are any Cierges

arborescents. The careful study of the drawings and the notes of Parry, as also the seeds and the remains

of the flowers that you sent me, has convinced me that the species of Parry is identical to a plant that I

found one single time on the road from Queretaro to San Luis Potosi and in my notes I gave it the name

of Cereus acanthocarpus; I did not have the time to describe its stalk that is hexagonal and arborescent

and looked like your drawing.; I did not see the flowers but I picked a dried fruit similar to your sketch,

containing some seeds also similar to yours, that unfortunately did not germinate. I considered this

species very similar to the Cereus Queretensis^ that has thorny fruits, quite similar but in which the

seeds seem a little different. The seeds of the Cereus Queretensis have germinated here, and have

produced a plant very distinct from the species that are well known. The seeds of Parry that you have

sent, also germinated and when the young plants will have developed a little more, we will see what

they really look like. To recognize them later I have named them provisionally as Cereus acanthocarpus

var. ? Parryi. It is possible that this species may be mistaken with the Cereus Queretensis. You
understand how the drawings and the notes of Parry have interested me, because I found so many points

that were made comprehensible to me, that had remained unclear, obscure and incomplete in my notes.

You will also find in the letter I sent you today a seed of the Cereus serpentinus. Of all the seeds of the

Cereus known until now, it is without a doubt the largest. The cereus marginatus = germinatus also has

large seeds, but they are far from reaching the size of the Cserpentinus. As you teil me the Cereus

marginatus rarely flowered and bore fruit in San Luis Potosi where it is beginning to be rare. In the

south of Mexico, however, close to Tehuacan it flowers abundantly. The flowers are of a more vivid red

than in the north and the fruits are also red. They greatly surpass the size of your Cereus pectin

aborigines. The fruit from where the seeds come, that I am sending you, rotted a few years ago at the

house of the courageous Pfersdorff This fruit did not contain more than two seeds, as the others had

been aborted. I will keep one and I will send you the other. I hope that it will interest you. To avoid it

from being crushed or damaged, I encased it in the middle of a piece of cardboard. The Cereus

serpentinus is frequently cultivated in the gardens in Mexico because of its beautiful flowers; I saw it in

Orizaba, Tehuacan, Queretaro, etc. but I never found it in its natural setting. In Mexico I never had the

occasion of seeing a ripened fruit; I only brought back from Mexico a fruit that was green, that you

examined at my house in 1869, and in which one can clearly see that the seeds are enormous.
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According to your letter I presume, like you, that the seeds of the Opuntia Bernardina, tucsonemis,

arbuscula, tesselata, fulgida, lurida, etc. that I bought at Haage and Schmidt' s, must have come from

your shipment to some botanical gardens. I have always been afraid of the veritable pillage that occurs

in some botanical gardens. When I was in Lyon, where there was a magnificent collection ofAgave, I

could never obtain, not even one seed, however I could purchase them from Haage and Schmidt who
received them from an intermediary seed merchant in Lyon. Concerning the seeds of your Opuntia, the

Opuntia Bernardina is the only one in which the seeds have germinated. The others have not given signs

of life, until now, but I will leave them in the pots where they were planted, because sometimes these

seeds will grow after 1 year and even after 2 or 3 years. This year I saw the seeds of the Argentinian

Cacti grow, that had been seeded in 1880. A few days ago I saw seeds of the Agave Victoriae Reginae

grow that were sent by you and had been seeded in 1880. The Opuntia germinate with difficulty, as a

general rule and are very slow. I will therefore wait a year or two to see if these Opuntia from Haage and

Schmidt will germinate. While waiting I have the 4 young plants of the Opuntia Bernardina that I will

classify here under that name.

The seeds of the Echinocereus that we have sent and that were picked by Parry under de name of

Alicoche, belong evidently to the Cereus einerascens or to the Cereus leptacanthus^pentalophus DC.
According to my notes and my recollections, the native name is Alicoche and belongs mainly to the

Cereus cinerascens and its varieties: inneacanthus, cirrhiferus, Ehrenberzii, that have purple flowers

and delicious fruits that are generally named Pitayita or Pitayita de San Juan that is to say from St. Jean.

This is the time when the fruits ripen (in Monterrey).Your are making an error in thinking that there are

only 2 Echinocereus in Mexico. Following are the ones that I have seen or the ones on which I have

made clear notes:

Echinocereus Mexicani:

C. cinerascens- found in Mexico from the Rio Grande in the north. It has a number of varieties:

C-(procumbres EngelmanniVA) with different varieties, pink flowers.

C. Blankii (Berlandini vor. ?!!)

C. ? minus very common in the surroundings of Saltillo. It is according to me a very different

species than the cinerascens.

C. aeifer San luis Potosi (rare).

C. pectinatus et var. scattered from San luis Potosi to Texas.

C. pulchellus et amoenus- Pachuca

C. subinermis ( big yellow flowers) Chihuahua.

C. Salm- Dyckianus Scheer (Chihuahua, Durango, synom. Echinocereus durangensis Poselger)

Next year please send me through the mail a piece of your Cereus longinatus, I will have it grafted by
Mr. Robert, who has incomparable abilities in this art. I am sure he will be able to multiply them. This

year the season is already too advanced.

I also want to recall certain words in regards some Statements that you made in one of your preceding

letters and on which I need to correct you. You said in regards the Mamillaria micromeris, that this

plant must be placed with the Echinocactus, as also the Anhalonium. These are your Statements: A



typical Echinocactus which without doubt is micromeris? After this are the Anhalonium\ All of these

have the blooms on the tips of the tubercles.

3

I do not want to contradict you ifyou want to make an Echinocactus from a Mamillaria

micromeris, in which I told you a long time ago, about the occurence of the apical florescence.

But I must protest when you say that the Anhalonium have the same inflorescence. I can assure

you that the Anhalonium prismaticum, that I saw and frequently studied in Mexico where it is

common, has entirely axillary flowers. I am also sure that I was attracted by you drawing of the

Anhaloniumfissuratum where you drew supra axillary flowers.I frequently verified this fact on

dissecting this flowering plant in Mexico. The following is what I wrote in my notebook:
" The flowers of the Anhalonium are without doubt entirely axillary, that is to say, they grow
from the top of the tubercles. This explains the drawings that Engelmann made of the

Anhaloniumfissuratum. The silky down that surrounds the flower abundantly is entirely

produced in the axilla.. This is also seen in the Anhalonium that I found in Marin (close to

Monterrey) ( A. trigonum); whereas the Anhalonium sulcatum has the silky down in the upper

part of the tubercle and the flowers appear to be slightly supra-axillary."

This results in these observations, that I can guarantee are correct and that I made here, in which

the Anhalonium that I brought from Mexico were frequently studied and drawn with all their

details. As I was saying the Anhaloniumfissuratum et sulcatum has a slight supraaxillary

florescense ( similar to some Coryphanta). This is not the same in the large Anhalonium such as

the Anhalonium prismaticum or its neighbor the trigonum, of which you saw drawings at my
house with the incorrect name of Anhalonium elongatum. Therefore these Anhalonium cannot

be classified together with the Echinocactus.

On the contrary I have already told you several times of the error made by many botanists in

regards to the inflorescence of the Melocactus, that we always included with the Cacti that have

axillary florescence. This is where big errors have been made. I examined numerous Melocactus

in bloom, and I can assure you in the most positive way, that in all the flowers are in the summit
of the young tubercles of the cephalium, exactly as in the Mamillaria micromeris. The results are

that the Melocactus have a much greater affinity with the Echinocactus than with the

Mamillaria.

I am very appreciative of the offer you made, to send me some live plants in the fall. I will be

happy to receive the Opuntia Davisii, that, to my knowledge, does not exist here, as also the

Opuntia Utahensis, and a fragment of the Opuntia Missouriensis vera. Also a young Agave
sisalana, Agave Wislizeni ( seeds have not germinated), Agave virginica, seeds of the Agave
maculata, etc. Opuntia galapagia ( that died here), etc. It is however useless to send me your

Opuntia rufida, Op. basilaris, Op. fragilis, Op. rutila. We already have these species that you
have sent me, alive or there seeds.



In regards to the way you send them, I will leave it up to you. I think that using the mail is the

best and quiekest way. If one package is to big one can send it in parts two or three times, in

4

succession. But in any case I beg you not waste any time, because the seasons pass rapidly. There

is another reason that I want will teil you while finishing this letter. I must announce to you, that

unfortunately I am again obliged to move my residence. I thought that I could peacefully stay in

Vincennes or in Paris until the end ofmy career; I had planned my life in this way. But because

of a new Organization in the health Services of the Army, copied in great part from the German

Organization, I have been forced to become Physician in Chief of a Corp of the Army. This corps

of the army is located in the country an therefore I will need to leave Paris. I will probably go to

Rouen, to the 3rd Corps. It won't be before 3,4,or 5 years that I will be able to return to Paris as

Physician Inspector, Status corresponding that of General. This displacement bothers me
considerably, but I am obliged to resign myself, unless I want to quit my carreer. I plan to leave

Vincennes at the end of October or beginning November. You see that you do not have time to

waste to send me your packages. Thankfully I can (provisionally) leave all my plants and seeds

at the hospital where I have friends, Dr. Fevre (at Fontenay-sous-Bois, close to Vincennes).He

will take care of this collection of Cacti. I will, in any case, make arrangements so as to continue

my studies of plants, in my new residence. I will be delighted to meet your son, if while he is in

Paris he has time to come and see me at Vincennes. Unfortunately I did not specialize in

Gynecology, therefore I will not be useful to him in his scientific investigations. I will be happy

to see him and to express to him the veneration and friendship I have for his father.

While waiting, I wish you good health and send you my best wishes.

Alb. Weber

translation Manfred Thurmann
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Rouen, May 29, 1 883

My dear and honored colleague,

I have recently received your letter from the 13th of this month and want to answer
you today hoping that this letter will get to you before you depart for Europe.

Before anything I want to express the immense pleasure that I will have in seeing
you again. Ifyou would not be able to see me at Rouen, which is somewhat far, I will
make the effort to find you wherever you may be. Ifyou come to Paris it will be very easy
as I go there frequently. However I will gladly go even further to meet you. Please teil me
of your projected itinerary, so that we can get together. I would be desolate if you would
come to Europe and I would not be able to meet you and spend some days in you
Company.

Even if I am not a very reliable correspondent you can always be sure ofmy
veneration without limits as well as my friendship. You may count on my absolute
devotedness.

I also must teil you what joy I had knowing about your voyage to Europe. I will be
very happy to personally discuss with you a multitude of questions that have been the
object of our common studies and in which you are my venerable master and I have the
honor of being your Student. I take you as my guide.

I hope that as soon as you arrive in Europe you will let me know your address so
that I can write you regularly and we can plan for a meeting place. I thank you for the
seeds you sent me in your letter. They will be placed in the most capable hands, like I

have done with everything you have sent me.
The Cereus gummosus from your previous envoy was seeded and has already

germinated. I also want to inform you that the Cereus acanthocarpus (seed from Parry
ongmated in San Luis Potosi), germinated very well last year and is growing perfectly.
The Opuntia clavata that you sent alive in the mail is magnificent! And this year will
multiply itself. This will allow us to see this beautiml species unknown until now in our
collection.

When I have the pleasure of seeing you I will submit to you all the documents that I

poses on the Mammillaria senilis, description of the flowers, photographs of the
flowering plante, dissected flowers, etc. You will see that it is a very unique species, in its

class as the singular Mammillaria micromeris. You will see the dissected flowers cut in



half. The stamen are in series that is to say inserted one group at the bottom of the tubule
and the other on the neck. For about 30 years, I have known from an article published in
1853 in the Horticultural Revue, of the large red flowers of the Mammillaria senilis.
Unfortunately that was a very incomplete description. The sketch that accompanied it

always seemed to represent something other than a Mammillaria. Nothing resembled it

with exactitud.

However today I have a large photograph (natural size) with a very detailed
description made by Mr. Schlumberger in Rouen in 1853, 1873 and 1876 and in Paris in
1873.Unfortunately I have not been able to observe the open flower. Thanks to Mr.
Schlumberger I was able to study the dried flower and phorograph it. These documents
were sent by him in 1873 to Mr. Morren editor in chief of the "Belgique Horticale". He
wrote the article and it was published with colored drawings. He created a subgender of
this plant and named it Mammillopsis.

The more we study the Cacti the more we appreciate that many species do not have
a place in our System. We will talk about this when I have the honor of seeing you.

In the meantime please be reassured ofmy friendship and admiration.

F. Weber

Translation. M. Thurmann
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Rouen, December 7, 1883

My dear and venerated colleague and friend,

I was very happy to receive such good news in regards your health; I sincerely wish
that it should continue this way and that little by little you may resume your previous
activities.

I thank you for the notes you have sent me and also for the seeds. The one of the
Opuntia nebulata interested me very much. It is a very unusual species that is a part of a
group of Opuntia cylindricae originally from Central America. This group is more
numerous than what you teil me in your letter:

1) Op. cylindricae

2) Op.teres Hort (neighbor of the previous one but much slimmer).

3) Op.pulverulenta synonymous to the Op. Miqueli syn. to Op. segethi Philippi- in the
surroundings of Alacama.

4) Op. Verschaffelti Hort, Republic of Argentina. Catamarca.

5) Op. Schikendantzii Web - Catamarca- light and thin small flowers some white others
yellow, resembling those of Opuntia salviana.

6) Op.vestita flowers in groups and outer Stigmata.

7) Op.floccosa- pale yellow flowers, Peru.

8) Op. denudata Web, neighbor of the Opuntiafloccosa but thicker and without hair.

Peru (Huamanco).

The Opuntia ovoides of South America do not form part of this group. The
Opuntia ovata and the Opuntia platyacantha have seeds of the platopuntia that are very
marginated. The Opuntia corrugata and the Op. diademata have seeds of a particular
shape (semilla corrugata) from which I have sent you some samples.

You also said that none of the Peirescia has dark leaves. I beg your pardon. The
small Peirescia poeppiggi, florescara (Opuntia poeppigii Pfr., Op. Maihuen Gay) has
obscure flowers like an Opuntia while its seeds are black and very similar to those of the
Peirescia. I sent them to you 2 or 3 years ago and invite you to study them well. There is

another dwarf Peirescia, Peirescia pygmacea that lives on the boundaries of the eternal
snows of the Andes by Linares, Chile, that also has dark leaves with a stem formed by
minuscule ovoid joints and has the black seeds of the Peirescia.

In the cactii of Central America we will still find great surprises and will have
much difficulty in including them in our actual classifications.
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You asked me where the Cereus Martini comes from and who described it.The
name Cereus Martini was given to this plant by Labouret ( Annais of the Horticultural
Society ofUpper Garonne, 1854). Prior to this time Lemaire had mentioned this plant in
his general herbarium for the amateur between 1844 and 1849 under the name Cereus
monocanthus Lern. Labouret himself sent me this species in 1853 with the name Cereus
monocanthus which he later changed to Cereus Martini in honor of an amateur from
Toulouse, Mr.Martin.

This Cereus does not come from the West Indies as you would suppose, but from
the Argentine Republic where Mr. Martin from Toulouse, collected it. It is a very close
relative of 2 other species of the region of La Plata: Cereus tortuosus and Cereus
Bonplandii. The flowers, the fruits and the seeds of these 3 plants (Cer.
MartinUtortuosus and Bonplandii) are absolutely identical and probably a variety of a
similar type. A fourth species Cereusplatygonus has identical seeds but I don't know the
flower. The seeds of this group of tortuosus-Bonplandii are uniquely characterized by the
cock's comb that surrounds them. The Cereus Bonplandii was sent by Bonpland from
Paraguay. I picked it at Catamarca.The group oftortuosus Martini-Bonplandii is

characterized by its red tuberculated fruits.

The group Cereus eriophorus is scattered in the West Indies and is characterized by
golden yellow fruits with white pulp. In my opinion it encloses equally a single variety that
has already been described by Plumier and Lamarik under the name of Cactus
divaricatus, Linaeus gave i t the name of Cereus repandus, Pfeiffer calls it Cereus
eriophorus and Kaminski Cereus erectus.Omers name it Cereus undatus, Cereus
subrepandus, etc.etc. But is is always the same plant with its white flowers and yellow
fruit that are edible in the West Indies. In St. Dominic the same species was described by
Thierry ofMenon in 1780 under the name Cereus tinnei, known in Sicily where they
apparently grow on certain roofs.

Today I can teil you nearly with certitude that the Cereus that Parry found and
described in San Luis Potosi under the # 27 was the common Pitaya of the markets in San
Luis Potosi. I copied the drawing that you sent me and sowed the seeds which grew very
well. Well! The young plants are none other than the small Cereus pruinosusl ! It is the
same plant as my Cereus edulissimus or edulis ( the Pitaya of the Mexicans) that could
also be a new species and whose seeds sowed by Pfersedorff resulted in the Cereus
pruinosus. In comparing the drawings and writings of Parry with my own descriptions of
the Cereus edulissimus ofwhich I sent you a copy in 1866, there is no doubt that they are
synonymous. Of the others, the native name of Pitaya indicates that it is the same plant
which was named Pitaya by the Mexicans. This unique species is cultivated nearly
everywhere and its fruits are sold in all the markets and are known as the best fruits of all

the Cereus (therefore my name of edulissimus).
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Today we know that it is the Cereus pruinossus and only this Cereus is quite rare
in San Luis Potosi where it is much to cold. It does better in the Tierra Caliente where it

grows nearly everywhere in Mexico.

You told me that you owned drawings similar to those of Parry that represent
Cereus geometrizans, marginatus, etc. I would be very greatful if you would send them
to me so I can copy them. I will return them by mail.

I will again ask Mr. Schlemberger for a flower of the Mammillaria senilis and I

will send it to you in my next letter.

In the meantime I send you my best wishes for the New Year and remain devoted to
you.

Alb. Weber

You promised to send me in the spring your old

Echinocereus longisetus so that I can graft it and
multiply it over here.Would you have a Echinocactuspapyracanthus for me?
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Weber A.F. undated

My very dear and very honored colleague,

I hope that it is well understood once and for all that you will excuse my somewhat
irregulär correspondence. I did not want to write small segments of letters. I am waiting
until tomorrow to write you extensively. Please do not think that there is poor will on my
pari, much to the eontrary your correspondence is an honor and interests me infinitely. I

consume a great portion ofmy free moments to the study of the Cactus.

In the first place I thank you for the seeds that you were so kind to send me through Mr
Pfersdorff as intermediary. They interest me infinitely. Throughout the winter I spent
much time studying the various seeds and comparing them with each other.

The seeds of the Cereusputen aboriginorum were very interesting for me. I was very
surprised that this species is not a Cierge columnare but more likely a Cierge rampant
with very large and very leafy cotyledons. Is it by coincidence a neighbor of the Cereus
serpentinus, ofwhich I gave you large unripened seeds? ( You asked me in passing if the
specificity if the Cereus serpentinus is exact); I can guarantee this in no certain terms, as I

know this species very well. It is reproduced easily in our greenhouse.

In regards the other 2 Cereus from which you sent me seeds.The first the Cereus thurberi
is known to me from the Bound Commission Report. I see in the catalogue of the Haage
that they were described by Mühlenphort under the name Cereus ater (spines mark the
upper and lower sides! ( Written in English.) The second is the Cereus Palmeri which I

do not know. The seeds resemble the Cierge columnare. When and where have you
described it? Who is this Mr. Palmer? Is it he who wrote a treatise on the cultivation of the
Cacti present at Versailles?

Last year and especially this one I took every possible occasion to find flowers from Cacti
for a herbarium that I built and that has been very succesful. The flowers are very well
preserved with their natural colors and later will be used for study and comparison nearly
as well as the natural ones. One must take the precaution of cutting the flowers in two" this
longitudinal cut has the advantage of being able to see the interior arrangement of the

'

flower. The flowers of the Echinocereus, especially, preserve admirably; the shades of
red, pink, violet and yellow remain beautifully. Only the white ones do not do as well. I

will try to continue this collection. I also want to include Pfersdorff in this preparation and
httle by httle I will try to make a complete herbarium. I try to make doubles as frequently
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as possible according to your instructions. This herbarium will be of great use in
comparing the flowers among themselves, I have as yet not had the opportunity to prepare
in this way flowers of the Pilocereus. I am sending you enclosed 2 plants I want to call
your attention to and seek your advice. The first is the Echinocactus horripilus Lemaire
In regards this unusual species, that has already been planted in France for about 30 years
and that I found in Mexico close to Saltillo. We encounter the same question that you have
had in regards the Mammillaria micromeris. This Echinocactus horripilus which until
recently has been included in the group of the Thelocactus. It has flowers on top of the
mammilary tubercles just as seen on the Echinocactus. The flower comes out of the areola
immediately below the spines. The areola is grooved as in the Echinocereus Scheerii
uncinatus and many others. The ovarv of the flower is entirelv hare Even though I

examined the flower most carefully I did not find it to be squamous but very similar to the
one of the Mammillaria conoidea, as you will see.

Now ifwe admit that the essential characteristic that differentiates the Mammilaria from
the Echinocactus, lies in the bare ovary then this plant should be ranked under the
subgender Epithelantha next to the Mammillaria micromeris even though its exterior
appearance distinguishes it from the Mammillaria. If on the other hand we say that this
plant should be called Echinocactus, each time the flower comes out of the areola ( as you
have demonstrated in your Echinocactus papyracanthus in addition to the Cactus flora

pg. 198), then we must admit that the Echinocactus with bare ovaries should not be the
same as the Mammillaria micromeris but an Echinocactus and consequently a sub-gender
Epilantha

( Ovarium nudicum; flowers in the apex, tuberculorum nascertina; areola
flurigerae oculigeris aretejunctae).

Therefore the question is to know if this group has to be classified with the Mammillaria
or rather with the Echinocactus.

The Echinocactus Williamsii is similar to a group ofAnhalonium. One could include themm our group by eliminating from the Classification the word oculcigeris. I believe however
that the Echinocactus Williamsii has more affinities with the Anhalonium. Does your
Echinocactuspapyracanthus have a bare ovary? Then it should be part of our group I

greatly regret not recognizing the fruits of the seed of the Echinocactus horripilus- the
plant greatly resembles in its exterior appearance and the interior of the flower, the
Mammillaria conoidea ( where they differ only in the grooves of the mamillae). I suspect
they form only wood and the seeds must be similar. In the Mammillaria conoidea the
wood is green, turning almost white when it matures. It is spherical like the seeds of a
white raism; the seeds are black as in the Anhalorium. In Mexico where I saw the
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Echinocactus horripilus intermingled in the same area as the Mammillaria conoidea I
suspected their close relationship even if I did not see the flowers of the first.

Another plant I would like to call your attention to and of which I send you the dried
flowers is a small Cereus or Echinocereus with uncinated spines as seen under the name
ot Cereus Bertini Cels. This unusual plant originates on the eastern coast of Patagonia
across from the Islands of Leon, Valdez, etc. At 49o lat.S. It grows with a variety of
Echinocactus gibbosus described by Labouret in 1899 under the name Echinocactusferox
celsianus, Towensis, Schlumbergeri and whose seeds all produced our gibbosus The
history of the introduction of this plant is quite curious and proves the efforts that Mr Cels
made to procure it. A brother ofMr. Cels is captain of a merchant ship. In J894 he brought
back a number of Cacti from the coast of Patagonia. I looked at this shipment of Cels with
Labouret. There were only Echinococcus gibbosus and a lot of debris. Unfortunately a
Cereus with hooked spines died. This was evidently an entirely new species because until
then we did not know of any Cereus with hooked spines. Being verv perturbed at not
having been able to preserve this plant alive, Mr. Cels asked his brother to please find this
plant again on his next voyage. He remembered perfectly the place where he collected it
and asked another ship's captain, Mr. Bertin, who was leaving for that region to collect it
and bring it back. He gave him such exact directions that Mr. Bertin found the plant and
brought it back to France. In honor of this Mr. Cels gave it the name Cereus Bertini.

This plant is entirely similar to an Echinocereus in the area of Pentalop Its stem is also
crepitant and its flesh soft. Every one would take our plant as an Echinocereus This plant
interests me m particular. Until the present time no plant in South America has been
shown to be part of the group of Echinocereus as you have defined it (With the Cereus
multiangularis, strigosus, etc. Salm added that there is nevertheless a difference between
this Cereus and the Echinopsis).

The Cereus Bertini bloomed in the month ofMay at Pfersdorffs. I will prepare the flower
and send it to you. Because of the shortness of its pipe, this flower seems to be a transition
of the Echinocereus to the Pfeiffera. It also has a great resemblance to the Echinocereus
of small flowers, for example the Echinocereus viridifloris, but its pipe is much shorter
The stamina are all enclosed in the depth of this pipe. The Stylus is not green ( as in all the
Echinocereus of Mexico and the United States, but violet brown).

The only flowers that were observed were nearly (vertical located very close to the top
which is trequently seen in the Echinocereus).Unfortunately I did not know if it grew out
of a tear of the epidermis, a fact that you noticed in the Rhinocereus (group in whom this
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particularity of influorescense is entirely special). I have nevertheless, never seen it in any
other Cereus or Cactus.

J

What do you think of this flower and its characteristics? Do vou think it should be placed
within the group of the Echinocereusl Or must it unite itself to its comrades from
Montevideo, the Pfeiffera circiformis, vvhich I belive has been erroneously united with the
Mijpsahs diproupatus. To help you in the comparisons I am sending you a flower of the
Pfeiffera.

Since the beginning of this year I studied and anaiysed all the flowers of the Cereus that I
was able to procure, I benefited from learning the manner in which the stamen are usually
inserted. I wanted to know if the Separation of the stamen in 2 series ( one inserted in the
depth of the tube and the other attached circularly to the throat in the form of a crown)
could furmsh a most constant character, or what were the groups of species in which one
type of Insertion is common. Well! I found that there are all types of imaginable transitions
1 noticed that very close species had completely different staminal distributions.

The Cereus grandifloris has a very distinct staminal crown separated by the rest of the
stamina by a distance of 3 cms. While two close species, very close ones considering all
Points ofview, the Cereus nostratus Lens and the Cereus Macdonaldi-Hook whose huge
flowers have the greatest resemblance with the Cereus grandifloris. Both have their
stamina inserted gradually, the upper ones not being separated by a space from the lower
ones.

In the Phyollocactus we find the same differences. I lately analyzed the flowers of the
Phyllocactus phyllanthoides ( Cactus allatus ofwhich there are 60 to 90) and of the
Phyllanthoides Hookeri. I was quite astonished when I saw that in these two species all
the stamina are inserted at the highest point of the tube, that is to say on the neck
Consequently there is no Separation between the inferior and superior stamen Stamina
omniafance adrata in the Phylocactus grandis Lern (Phylocactus guvanensis Brongan)
that I found m Onzaba and that according to me is synonymous with the Phvllocact
oxypetalus D.C

On the contrary we found a very distinct Separation between the staminal corona united
with the neck and the inferior staminal bundles arising from the tube at the spot where it
begins to widen. Both these bundles in this species are separated by a 9 cms. free space.

With the large flowered Echynopsis that I had the opportunity to examine, I always found
very distinct staminal crowns. Among the short tubes Echinopsis I found the Echinopsis
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Cmnabarina and a large variety of the Pentlandi. The first has an entirely separated
coronal stamina. The Pentlandi offers large differences but the ones cultivated under the
name of Echinopsis maximiliana have the stamen inserted in such a way that there is no
space between the Upper and lower row.

One species that has great exterior resemblance with the Pentlandi and which is grown
under the name Echinocactus Cumingsii Salm, and whose flowers are lateraly placed as
they arise from areolas that are quite old. As I said before, this species is a group of
Pentlandi with small orange flowers and a short stem with graduated insertion of the
stamen, entirely common to the Echinocactus.

Relative to the staminal insertion there is an unusual group that Lemaire has called
Cleistocactus. Under this name he grouped, more by appearance than by reason, two
dissimilar species in regards to the form of their bodies but very similar in regards the
configuration of their flowers. These are the Cereus colubrinus and its varieties and the
Echinopsis strodacantha.

I will send you flowers of the Cereus colubrinus prepared in such a way so that the double
staminal Insertion can be seen. I will also send you flowers of the Echinopsis rhodocantha
that are centrally grouped. They will be dried but not compressed. In this was you will be
able to judge the differences and similarities.

The flower of the Cereus colubrinus of the variety Cereus Baumanni, is distinguished
from all other known Cereus by its flower whose principal characteristics are the
following:

Small, tubulär, ascending flower.

Oblique, irregulär, bilobar limbs.

Very narrow neck surrounded by the staminal fascicles.

Double staminal insertions with an inferior staminal insertion and a superior row inserted
in the neck.

Stamen that project from the limb form the fascicles in the Upper row.

A spherical cavity (Lemaire) in the lower portion of the tubes, filled with a sugary liquid
that is inodorous, similar to the Pilocereus.

This is the flower we are going to compare with the Echinopsis rhodocantha that I had the
opportunity to observe the 27th. of last June at Mr. Schlumberger's at Authieux close to
Rouen. This was a very unusual flower, never been completely described before ( at least
to my knowledge); I thought that it would be prudent to make a transcript of the notes that



I made. Unfortunately I did not see the flower completely open as it had faded since last
evemng. I took it to Paris where I examined it the next morning.

The length of the flower is from 6 to 9 cm. It is reddish purple, tubulär with staminal
taseicles that measure more or less 1 cm. The ovaries and the tubes are purply brown
covered by small scally triangulär and sharp spines ofpurple color. These have in their pit
silky white pads that nearly completely hide the tubes. The limbs are small and not
numerous, short, narrow and dark red purple. The ones that are deepest seem to form a
narrow neck surrounded by staminal fascicles.

When cutting the flowers longitudmalJy one sees the staminal arrangements typical of the
hquinopsis, that is to say the Insertion of the stamen in 2 series from the lowest one on the
tubes to the upper ones at the neck of the tube. All these stamen diminish gradually in
longitud and their antenae are all at about the same level, that is to say about 1 cm from
the edge.

However what is very unusual in this species is also unique. The most inferior part of the
tube ( there is where one most frequently finds the nectaripherous cavity) is filled with
cotton silk. This white cotton is short and soft and seems to arise immediately below the
most inferior stamen, that is to say in the most inferior partition of the tube The Stigma
are situated m the middle of this wool that completely fills the most inferior portion of the
tubes.Could this wool; be nothing eise but a rudimentary stamen?

If I had the time I would inform you of other observations I have made and which I will
teil you about later. Thus, at the end of June I went to study at the Botanical Garden of
Caen, a collection of about 50 Melocactus of the variety communis. I was Struck by many
particuliarities. For example:

1-The flowers of the Mellocactus by no means come from the De Condolla Miguel etc
The pits, the mammilla, the cephalium ( the top of the Mamilla) . The comparison o'f the
De Condollas's cephalium with the Mammillaria grafted on an Echinocactus is in error
2-The flowers of the Mellocactus do not have the same staminal insertions as do the
Mammillaria. We observed a cavity similar to the Pilocereus.
3- The needles of the cephalium present (to a certain degree) the same particuliarities that
we have noticed in the Mammillaria micromeris, that is to say a bulging at their end
4- The seeds are frequently thrown off at maturity.

At Mr. Schlumberger's at Anthieuse close to Rouen I visited a verv beautiftil collection of
Cacti, insjpding many old samples. Mr. Schlumberger informed me that he had made
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some interesting observations. I saw the Pilocereus flower at night like the virins that we
observed in Viena. The species are:

Pilocereus Houlletianus Lemaire and the Cereus pentacophagus Labouret. You know
the flowers of the Houlletianus from the drawings of Lemaire. The most characteristic of
the Pilocereus type

. It gives off an odour of garlic which is extremely penetrating and
repulsive. Its tube is entirely bare and even if I tried my best I could not find it to be
squamous.

At Pfersdorffs I also made an Observation that I will teil you about little by little All mv
Anhalorium have flowered.

'

I have visited Mr. Guedeney at Vesinets. He did the foolishness of cutting the
Leuchtenbergia to multiply them, therefore we will not see them flower this year At the

fehoff

n
^

CaCn 1^ ^
bUdS ^ direCt°r °fAe garden t0ld me that these

Today I finish the letter which I frequently stopped and started writing in the middle of the
war with PrussiaThe newspapers will inform you of this better than what I can teil you
However it is very possible that I will need to go with the army to the Rhine I do not
enjoy doing emergency surgery, I would rather be thinking about Cacti. I will be expecting
news from you and I will be sure to keep you informed. Any letter addressed to the
Hospital des Invalids will always reach me.

In the meantime please give Mrs. Engelmann my best greetings and for you my most
honored wishes..

Albert Weber
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Weber A.F.
Paris, Saturday evening

My dearest colleague,

I was desolate at not having been at home the day before yesterday when you were here
Because tomorrow, Sunday, I have occupations that will force nie to leave, I want to alert
you so that you won't come uselessly. However the following days you will be sure to find
nie until one o clock. Ifyou wish to go to Mr. Pfersdorfs or to the Plant Garden I will go
and get you at your home, you must only write nie a short note telling nie the day and the

Awaiting for the time I will be honored to see you, I remain devoted to you .

Alb. Weber
98 Rue de Bourgogne











Rec'cf March 22
Ans. April 27

Strassbourg März 1880

Hochverehrthester Freund,

Ihr soeben angekommenen Brief nachhinkte noch die südlichen, Kakteen, welche

ich schon vorgestern bekam wenn ich die Catalpa speriosa(sp?) erhielt Ich

antworte Ihnen gleich. Die Versicherung dass die Absicht Ihnen zuschreiben bei

mir längstens bestand wird Sie nicht sonderlich interessieren Ihnen ?

selbstverständlich vorkommen. Warum es aber bei der blossen Absicht so lange

blieb, muss ich doch mit ein Paar Worten sagen. Sie hatten mir einst den
Wunsch ausgesprochen Europeische Pflanzen fürs Herbar zu erhalten. Ich

bemühte mich daran und erhielt eine erstes Portion von derjungen Dr. Schinter(

sp?) der früher viel gesammelt hat. Nun wollte ich sie fortschicken, die Post

verlangt aber dafür ein Porto der viel höher war als die möglichst hoch
geschätzte Werth der Sendung. Das schien mir wahnsinnig. Ich wandte mich

daher an der Agenten der Smithsonian Institution mit ein Bitte von Beischlag

erhielt aber von diesen den Bescheid er dürfte mein Geschenk mit Genehmigung
zufort gewähren. Nun werde nach Washington geschrieben,

Dr. A Weber, medicin principal

a Amitie les Bains
Pyren Orient



Die Erlaubnis kam auch-letzten August ging daran der Pack von hier nach

Leipzig ab. Unter der Warte war viel Zeit vergangen.- Die Pflanzen müssen

während derselben hingeflogen oder ausgetauscht sein denn als ich den Pack

bekam waren sie nicht da. Nachdem sollte ich mit Familie nach den Bodensee

reisen und hatte vorher Besuch; ich schickte daher den Pack ohne Brief und

nahm Ihren letzten mit an der Bodensee-natürlich um Ihn zu antworten. Aber

noch hin fielen die guten Vorsätze ins Wasser und so blieb's bis heute. Viel Arbeit

und auch einige Sorgen Hessen mich diesen Winter nicht her. Jetzt wissen sie

wenigstens woher der Pack kam und mein ? ist ? die Berichte etwas erhieltest.

Überschauend die aufrichtigen pater perravi kann ich übrigens versichern dass

ich mit ihren Neffen v.d. Velsen sehr oft von Ihnen gesprochen habe. Ihren

schwere Verlust habe ich mit herzlicher Theilnahme durch ihn gehört. Von der

Krankheit Ihrer Sohn sagte er mir nichts. V. ist ein tüchtiger, frischer Mensch

unversiegbar wenn Ihren Anmutung geläufig ist. Dass er in diesem Monat

Hochzeit hat werden sie wissen.

Für die letzte herzlichsten Dank. Sie wird hoffentlich in Ziede der neuen

botanischen garten werden ,die ich jetzt anlege womit natürlich ein gut Theil

Sorge verbunden ist. Es taht jetzt nicht froh denn in dem alten sind die Paar

guten Sachen diesen Winter zunicht total erfroren. 20 Graden Kälte ist für hier

zuviel, Vedun(?)



Wellingtonian, Lantandescens(?) etc. Alles ist tod und soll bis nach Mitte Italien

todt sein.

Wo soll ich nun meinen Bericht über botanischen Thätigkeiten, den sie

wünchen ,anfangen? Statt vom" neuestens" rede ich vielleicht am
zweckmässigstens von den zurzeit hier gebenden Hauptströmungen. Von diesen

geht wohl eine der werthvollenstens eigenwärtig durch der Geburt der

allgemeine Morphologie um,da dieser in derletzten Decennium vorwiegend auf

deutscher Boden cultiviert werde und jetzt fast ausschliesslich in Deutschland.

Einmal tritt seriöse Reaktion ein, gegen das ? dessen, was wir Zellenfängerei

nannten. Die Richtung hat ihre guten Früchte getragen aber im Gegensatz zu

Ihren extremen Lehren hat sich doch wie Hofmeister zuerst formulierte gezeigt,

dass so wirkt die Zelle die Pflanze nicht sondern umgekehrt die Zellbildung der

Gesamtwachstum untergeordnet ist In der Einsicht und näher begründung

hiervon wird und in dem wenigstens embryonales Versuch eine theilweise

Zurückführung auf Physiologie erfahren liegt ein entschiedene Fortschritt. Ein

anderer nicht minder wesentliche resultiert in der Schärfe aus der Reaction

gegen die C. Schimperske Spiraltheorie. Der Nachweis ist jetzt an vielen Orten

geführt, dass die sogenannte gantisse Spirale aber nur in bestimmten

Spezialfällen existiert und ihr Generalisierung ein willkürlicher zur Entlösung die

Erscheinungen nichts weniger als notwendige oder förderliche Construction ist.

Das geht weiter in wichtige Consequenzen. Sowie es andere Blattstellungen gibt

als spiralige gibt es auch sporosysteme auf die die Schemata der Schimperianer

nahe genuch passen. Die Winkel und ? der Borragi-

6 7 8 9 10
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ceen Ingl., der Nesseln usw. sind einfach traubige Sporensysteme mit anderen
als spiraligen Stellungsverhältnisse und so vielen andere was in Ramen der

Briefe auszuführen nicht gestattet- Eine andere Strömung betrifft die Zellbildung

und Zelltheilung auf botanische Gebiet ist man damit rascher weitergekommen
als aufdem Zoologischen wo die Sache wohl früher in Anregung gebracht

würde. Plan und Rolle der Zellkerne sind auf beiden Gebieten mindestens
ähnlich; über seine morphologische Varietäten wenigstens ist viel neues Licht

gewonnen- freilich ohne das innerste Wesen diese zu ergründen. Eine wichtige

Consequenz hiervon sind die sehr interessanten zunächst denn auch in

Strassburger gefundenen Aufschlüsse über Keimfart, ein Sort Fruchtung.—Die
Phanerogamen. Systematisch dürfte dank Engler's Monographie die Arararen

und Radtkofer's unendlich fleissige ? Arbeiten ihre Hauptvarianzen erfahren

haben—einzelne hübsche andere wird Ihnen wohl bekannt sein.

Auf Kryptogamen Gebiet stehen Algen momentan wohl im
Vordergrund; gute Daten über den systematisch entwicklungsgeschichtlichen

Platz zweifelhafter Gruppen wie die Cattleyen z. B. sind gefunden; in Übrigens ist

das meiste Detailentführung nachdem einmal das Hauptentwicklungsgang für die

grossen Gruppen festgestellt war Auch bei den Pilzen ist die derseitige restlose

Beschäftigung wesentlich auf Details gerichtet. Von den Antagonisten^) will ich

gar nicht reden;Sie sind in den letzten Decennium nahe zu Tode gehetzt

werden;doch haben Leitgeb 's Arbeiten über Morphologie der Lebermossen noch
eine weite Lücke vortrefflich einzufüllen genusst.

Ich selbst bin seit Jahr und Tag hinter sehr mächtigen theoretischen

Pilzennaturforschungen bei denen übrigens einige herausgekommt. Sie wissen
wohl Ihr Sohn in Göttingen Gestebachs Nachfolger geworden ist nachdem wir

fast 15 Jahre beisammen waren. E hat z. Zeit Ihre Anmut mit viele Freude
vorhalten und ist Ihnen dafür dankbar auch wenn er im Drange der Versorge
versäumrt hatte es zu schreiben.

(Verkehrt geschrieben. Transl.)>4t/c/? Azolle lässt grüssen. Ob sie in

Freien in diesem, Winter lebend geblieben muss sich erst zeigen. Vorigen

Sommer übergoss sie ganze Festungsgraben. In ? -land sind sie immortelle, und
in Europa Gärten sah ich damit überschwemmt Frucht hat sie hier eingemacht

(quer geschrieben. Transl.J

Ihre Frage wegen Dr. Weber werde ich pr. Postkarte beantworten. Ich weiss
nicht ob ich vor Donnerstag den alten Burschen sehen kann und möchte
die Absendung dieser Zeit nicht verzögern. Am Leben ist W. jedenfalls
noch. Von Ihren Neffen ? ich Grüsse für Sie und füge die meiner Frau und
die meinigen von Herzen hinn.

Dr. A. ?



Rec'd March 22

Ans. April 27

Strassbourg March 1880

Most honored friend:

Your letterjust arrived after I the day before yesterday had received the

southern Cacti together with the Catalpa speriosa(sp?). I answeryou

immediately My assurance that I already for quite a while had planned to write

you will hardly be of much interest to you as it should be self-evident. Why it

remained only an intention for so long must be explained in a few words. You

expressed once to me your wish to obtain some European plants for the

herbarium. I took care of that and obtained the first collection from young Dr.

Schinter(sp) who earlier collected a lot. When I went to send it the post Office

asked so much in postage that it exceeded the highest possible value of the

collection. That seemed crazy, so I turned to the agent of the Smithsonian

Institution for help. He accepted my gift with alacrity and wrote to Washington.

This note is in

another hand
and not relevant

to contents(TransI) Dr. A. Weber, Physician -in-chief

at Amitie les Bains

Pyrenees oriental



Permission came also and last August the package went from here to Leipzig.

Düring the wait much time had elapsed. The plants had either flown away or

gotten exchanged because when I got the pack they were not in it. Then it was

time for me to go to Bodensee with the family and I had a visitor; so I ssent the

pack on without any letter and took your last letter with me to Bodensee- so I

could answeryou. But once more my good intentions were washed out and so it

has been until now. A lot of work and some sorrows kept me during the winter.

But now you know where the package came from and my tale has some
interesting content(?).

When I review this honest " Father, I confess all" I find I can add

assurances that I often have spoken about you with your nephew v.d. Velsen. I

learned about your sad loss from him with great sympathy. He has said nothing

about your son's sickness. V. is a healthy, competent fellow who is inexhaustible

when his task is congenial to him. You know he is getting married this month.

Heartfelt thanks for your last letter. Hopefully you are in support of the

new botanical garden which I am creating. Right now it is an unhappy task

because the few good plants in the old garden have frozen to bits. Twenty

degrees cold is too much for here, Vedun(??) }



Wellingtonian, Lantandescens etc. All is dead and supposedly so to the middle of

Italy.

You asked for a report on botanical activities and I do not know where to

Start. Instead of talking about " the newest" perhaps I will talk about the main

streams. The most valuable one is probably the one about the birth of

morphology which in recent decennium has been mostly cultivated on German

ground and lately exclusively in Germany. Once we had a serious reaction

against what we might call" cell-mania" . That direction had its good results but in

contrast to its extremes Hofmeister's formulation that the cell does not create the

plant but rather that the overall growth determines the cell formation is prevailing.

This insight and the consideration thereof as well as an embryonic attempt to

correlate with physiology constitutes a different form ofprogress. Another, not

less important form ofprogress lies in the Sharp reaction against C. Schimper's

spiral theory. Proofhas now been supplied from various places that the so-called

"gantiss" Spiral exists only in special cases and a generalization is more of an

alternative Solution to phenomena but not a necessary or required constructive

Solution. This is widely applicable and will have important consequences. Just as

there are other leaf positions than spiral there are also sporosystems to which

the schemes of the Schimpers are well fitted. The angle and ? of the Borragi-



naceae Ingl. the nestle family etc.are really simple grape type spore Systems

with other than spiral positioning and so many others that they cannot eaily be

fitted into the frame of this letter.- Another trend concerns Cell division and Cell

formation where one in the botanical field has gotten further than in the

zoological although the latter started earlier. The design and role of the nucleus

is similar in both fields; over the morphological variations has much new light

been shed- without the basic concepts being understood.An important result of

this are the interesting conclusions drawn also in Strassbourg over the role of

seed nucleus, a sort offruitionf?). Phanerogames. The main variations have

been mapped out in the Arara family in Engler's monography and Radtkopfer's

unending painstaking work- other neat variations are presumable known to you.

The algae are in the forefront ofthe cryptogames; reliable data over the

systematic developmental history ofdoubtful groups such as Cattleya have been

obtained; beyond that it is mostly details once the main developmental track of

the larger groups has been determined. Even the restless preoccupation with

mushrooms focuses on details. I do not even want to talk about the "Antagonists"

they have been nearly beaten to death in the last decennium; Leitgab 's work on

the morphology ofliver mosses has served to fill in one large hiatus.

I myselfhave finished after a long time large theoretical mushroom studies

some of which will be published. I assume you know that your son has been

selected the successor to Gestebach in Goettingen after we worked together for

15 years. He has received your recommendation with much pleasure and is very

grateful even if he in the daily hurly-burly forgets to write and say so.

(Written upside-down. Trans.) The azolla sends greetings. If it will

survive this winter outside remains to be seen. Last summer it overgrew the

moats. In ?-land is it perennial and I have seen it overgrow European gardens.

The fruits are being preserved here.

( Written in the left margin. Trans.)

Your question about Dr. Weber will

be ahswered on a postcard. I do not know iflcan get to see the old man
before Thursday and I do not want to delay the dispatch this time. Alivehe

is! I have ? regards foryou from your nephews and add to thqffl my Wik*

and my wife's heartfelt ones.

Signature A.W.Sarch or Warch on®


